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CHAPTER 1 
 
Language is a powerful tool that enables us to talk about our experiences with the 

world. However, languages differ fundamentally from one another in how they package 

and represent different aspects of our experiences. Hence, there is linguistic variation 

across speakers of different languages as well as among bilinguals that speak different 

languages (see Evans & Levinson, 2009). This diversity has motivated researchers to 

explore whether different expressive options across different languages influence how 

speakers perceive and conceptualise the world differently. In the current thesis, I aim 

to enhance our understanding of how language diversity can affect cognition for 

language production by comparing users of a spoken language versus a sign language, 

focusing on spoken Dutch and Sign Language of the Netherlands (NGT, Nederlandse 

gebarentaal). In doing so, I zoom into the domain of spatial expressions where spoken 

and sign languages differ radically from each other due to different affordances of the 

vocal versus visuo-spatial modality. This enables me to go beyond previous 

investigations on the effect of language on cognition that have focussed on differences 

between spoken languages only. 

Many theories on the relationship between language and cognition suggest that human 

perception and cognition are universal. Thus, irrespective of which language one 

speaks, all humans perceive and conceptualise the world in the same way (e.g. 

Jackendoff, 1996; Pinker, 1995). However, others claim that diversity across languages 

can influence speakers’ cognition differently, although scholars share different beliefs 

in terms of which aspects of language and the language production process could 

influence cognition. Some argue that if language influences cognition, these effects are 

robust and should extend to domains of cognition outside of the contexts of language 

use (e.g. Sapir, 1912; Whorf, 1997). However, more recent views argue that language 

can influence cognition only in the moment of or immediately prior to speaking, which 

is captured in the so-called thinking for speaking hypothesis (Slobin, 2003). In 

particular, during message preparation, speakers of different languages attend to 

different features of the world linked to the way they plan to speak about them. Thus 
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linguistic categories, which often differ across languages, seem to influence cognition 

during the process of converting thoughts into language (e.g. Flecken, Carroll, Weimar, 

& Stutterheim, 2015; Flecken, Von Stutterheim, & Carroll, 2014; Gleitman, January, 

Nappa, & Trueswell, 2007; Griffin & Bock, 2000; Slobin, 2003).  

However, this body of research on the effects of linguistic diversity on cognition have 

exclusively focussed on spoken languages and until now overlooked sign languages, the 

natural languages of deaf communities. Consequently, it is less known to what extent 

differences in modality; that is, using the vocal versus visuo-spatial modality, can shape 

how conceptualization for language production differs between speaking (i.e. thinking 

for speaking) and signing (i.e. thinking for signing). Furthermore, previous studies have 

mainly looked at the effects of language diversity on cognition across populations that 

use different languages but often left out linguistic diversity within populations that 

speak multiple languages; that is, bilinguals.  

The current thesis attempts to go beyond the previous literature to contribute to the 

debate on language and cognition universals and diversity. I introduce differences in 

language modality as a new angle to study the effects of language diversity on cognition 

and bilingual diversity. I explore this by comparing diversity between a spoken (Dutch) 

and a sign language (NGT) across hearing speaking and deaf1 signing populations as well 

as in hearing bilinguals who can both speak and sign, so-called bimodal bilinguals2. This 

                                                           
1 With the term “deaf” I refer simply to the hearing status and do not intend to make any 

implications about cultural belongings.  

2 With the term “bimodal bilinguals” I follow Emmorey, Borinstein, Thompson, and Gollan (2008) 
and refer to the hearing individuals born to and raised by deaf parents who can speak and sign. 
In the literature, they are also referred to as CODAs (children of deaf parents), sign-speech 
bilinguals or also as hearing native signers (e.g. De Quadros, 2018; Emmorey, Borinstein, 
Thompson, & Gollan, 2008; Pichler, Lillo-Martin, & Palmer, 2018; Quadros & Lillo-Martin, 2018). 
They form a special group of bilinguals because they have early exposure to both a spoken and 
a sign language through uninstructed (i.e. no schooling) exposure to language from early on and 
are thus highly proficient in two languages of different modalities. For more information see 
section 4.1 Participants. 
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will provide not only new insights into effects of linguistic diversity on cognition but 

also reveal novel knowledge about how two languages can influence each other across 

modalities; that is, between speech and sign, which has not been examined before. To 

do so, I will focus on the domain of spatial language, specifically, on expressions of 

spatial relations, such as the pen is to the right of the glass, where previous research 

has identified clear modality-specific differences between spoken and sign languages 

in their linguistic patterning (e.g. Özyürek, Zwitserlood, & Perniss, 2010; Emmorey, 

2002; Perniss, Zwitserlood, & Özyürek, 2015; Zwitserlood, Perniss, & Özyürek, 2012).  

Modality differences and spatial language as a domain to study effects of 

language diversity on cognition 

Sign languages are considered as fully developed languages that are expressed with the 

visible parts of the body (Stokoe, 2005) and operate in the visuo-spatial modality using 

hand, face and body movements for linguistic expressions. Although sign languages are 

found to share similar linguistic patterning to those used by spoken languages (see e.g. 

Meier, 2002; Özyürek & Woll, 2019), they also contain modality-specific linguistic 

aspects (Perniss, Özyürek, & Morgan, 2015). These are most prominent in the 

expressions of spatial language, such as the pen is to the right of the glass (Figure 1A), 

which require the identification of the figure object (i.e. small object, e.g. pen) and the 

ground object (i.e. bigger object, e.g. glass) as well as expressing the spatial relation 

between them (Talmy, 1985; 2003). In such expressions, modality-specific patterning 

in sign languages arise, first, due to sign languages’ preferences to use iconic form-to-

meaning mappings, and secondly, due to the consistent word order they choose for 

spatial language expressions (e.g. Emmorey, 2002; Kimmelman, 2012; Perniss et al., 

2015).  
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Sign languages, unlike spoken languages3, use a large proportion of visually motivated 

forms. This so-called iconicity refers to the motivated link between a visual (in the case 

of sign languages) or auditory (in the case of spoken languages) linguistic form and its 

meaning. Visual iconicity in sign languages can occur at different levels of language 

expressions, ranging from the lexical level to the sentence and discourse levels (e.g. 

Dingemanse, Perlman, & Perniss, 2020; Emmorey, 2014; Perniss, 2007; Perniss, 

Thompson, & Vigliocco, 2010; Sherman Wilcox, 2004; Slonimska, Özyürek, & Capirci, 

2020; Taub, 2000).  

For example at the lexical level, the NGT sign for GLASS resembles the round shape of 

the glass as well as the action of putting a glass onto a surface as illustrated in Figure 

1B. Hence, the sign for GLASS resembles visually and perceptually the GLASS in the real 

world (also known as imagistic iconicity; e.g. Russo, 2004; Taub, 2001). In the case of 

expressing spatial relations, signed sentences can resemble structural relationships 

between entities in the signing space (also referred to as diagrammatic iconicity; e.g. 

Perniss, 2007; Russo, 2004; Slonimska et al., 2020) by not only mirroring shape, size and 

orientation features of the glass and the pen but also the spatial relationship between 

them by using so-called classifier constructions (CLs). In the example below (Figure 1D) 

the spatial relationship (pen to the left of glass) between the pen and the glass is 

depicted through diagrammatic iconicity; that is, where and how two objects are placed 

in space in relation to each other. Such diagrammatic visual iconicity is not possible in 

the spoken expressions of spatial language where spatial expressions are expressed by 

using arbitrary and categorical labels such as LEFT and RIGHT.  

                                                           
3 Some of these visually motivated iconic mappings can also be optionally used by speakers using 
co-speech gestures alongside speech and spatial language (e.g. McNeill, 1992; Sauter, Uttal, 
Alman, Goldin-Meadow, & Levine, 2012). Spoken languages can also involve iconicity. As 
opposed to resembling visual perceptions as in the case of sign languages, iconicity in spoken 
languages resembles auditory perception like onomatopoeias, such as bang in English or 
ideophones such as sinisinisini (closely woven; e.g. Dingemanse, Blasi, Lupyan, Christiansen, & 
Monaghan, 2015). 
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Figure 1 

Iconic expressions in NGT to describe “the pen is to the right of the glass” by using classifier 

constructions. 

 

Panel (A) shows a pen that is located to the right of the glass. Panel (B) shows the introduction 

of the lexical sign for GLASS. Panel (C) shows the introduction of the lexical sign for PEN. Panel 

(D) shows an iconic expression (glossed CL to refer to so-called classifier constructions) where 

the hands represent size, shape, and orientation of the two entities located in space (glossed as 

LocL/R). RH stands for the right hand, LH stands for the left hand. 

In addition to iconicity, the use of the visuo-spatial modality in sign languages also 

drives a specific word order preference when it comes to describing spatial relations. 

In particular, signers are found to mention grounds (e.g. glass, Figure 1B) before figures 

(e.g. pen, Figure 1C) which are then followed by CLs (Figure 1D, although CLs can occur 

in differed positions of a sentence). This order of mentioning first grounds and then 

figures is similar in all sign languages studied so far (e.g. Emmorey, 1996 for American 

Sign Language; Morgan, Herman, Barrière, & Woll, 2008 for British Sign Language; 

Sümer, 2015 for Turkish Sign Language; Perniss, 2007 for German Sign Language; and 

Kimmelman, 2012 for Russian Sign Language). Interestingly, the same preference of 

mentioning grounds first has also been observed in silent gestures (e.g. Goldin-

Meadow et al., 2008; Laudanna & Volterra, 1991); that is, when hearing people are 

asked to use their hands only to depict relations between objects without using 

language. Thus, it appears that using the hands to express the ground first and the 
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figure later is a modality-driven preference shared by many sign languages of the world 

(e.g. Emmorey, 2002; Kimmelman, 2012; Perniss et al., 2015). Across spoken languages, 

however, there are substantial differences in word order preferences in the domain of 

spatial language.  

In the current thesis I will be focusing on these two modality-specific differences 

between spoken and sign languages, namely iconicity and word order preference, and 

in particular in spoken Dutch and NGT to explore three broader questions that are 

investigated in four experimental studies in the current thesis:  

(1) To what extent do differences in modality influence production across different 

speaking (hearing) and signing (deaf) populations?  

(2) Do these modality-driven differences in production patterns found in (1) influence 

cognition, as measured by visual attention to referents during message 

preparation?  

(3)  How do patterns observed in (1) and (2) across different speaking (hearing) and 

signing (deaf) populations manifest themselves in bilinguals (hearing); that is, in the 

same individuals who can both speak and sign (i.e. bimodal bilinguals)? 

By answering these questions and combining knowledge from three research areas, 

namely, language and cognition, sign languages, and bilingualism, this thesis offers 

novel contributions for enhancing our understanding of how language diversity can 

affect cognition across different populations as well as within the same 

individuals. Alternatively, it is possible that differences in modality do not affect 

cognition across different language populations or within bilinguals. To explore these 

possibilities and answers to the questions addressed above, the thesis combines 

elicited productions with an eye-tracking experiment to investigate possible relations 

between modality-driven production patterns and cognition. 
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Previous research 

In the remainder of this section, I will present a literature overview to provide a 

theoretical background for the studies described in the next chapters. In section 1, I will 

introduce approaches to language diversity and its possible links to cognition. In section 

2, I will describe in detail two modality-specific differences explored in this thesis, 

namely iconicity and word order preference in the domain of spatial language. More 

specifically, I will focus on left/right relations, the empirical domain of the thesis. In 

section 3, I will then talk about what is known about diversity in bilinguals of two spoken 

languages as well as bilinguals of a spoken and a sign language and possible relations 

between bilingualism and cognition.  

1 Language diversity and cognition  

A widespread assumption among linguistic scholars has been that all languages are the 

same concerning their underlying structures and simply consist of different sound 

systems and vocabularies (e.g. Jackendoff, 1996; Pinker, 1995). However, contrary to 

this universalist view, a recently more empirically supported opinion is that diversity 

can be found at almost every level of linguistic organization (Evans & Levinson, 2009). 

Consequently, languages are assumed to differ fundamentally from one another in the 

way they offer different expressive options to highlight certain aspects of our 

experiences of the world and to de-emphasise others.  

The variation found across the worlds’ languages has raised questions on whether 

speakers of different languages conceptualise aspects of the visual world differently. 

Some scholars claim that language does not influence cognition (e.g. Jackendoff, 1996; 

Pinker, 1989). In this view, language has been traditionally considered as simply the 

vehicle for expressing thought and therefore, language cannot influence cognition (for 

a review, see e.g. Gleitman & Papafragou, 2005; Gentner & Goldin-Meadow, 2003; Ünal 

& Papafragou, 2016; Wolff & Holmes, 2011). Others argue that all types of cognition 
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are influenced by language, even outside of the context of language (e.g. Sapir, 1912; 

Whorf, 1997). Within this view, language is seen as toolkit or augmenter to highlight or 

represent certain aspects of the world which can then change the perception of this 

world. More recently, empirical evidence supports a hybrid view that language can 

influence cognition but only those aspects that are relevant for speaking, as captured 

in the thinking for speaking hypothesis (Slobin, 2003). To empirically study this 

hypothesis, scholars have often measured visual attention to static or animated scenes 

during message preparation or during online language production.  

These studies have found that speakers guide their visual attention to those features 

that they plan to speak about, in ways that are guided by the language-specific 

grammatical patterns in their language (e.g. Bunger, Skordos, Trueswell, & Papafragou, 

2016; Flecken et al., 2015, 2014; Gleitman et al., 2007; Griffin & Bock, 2000; Papafragou 

et al., 2008; Slobin, 2003; Trueswell & Papafragou, 2010; van de Velde, Meyer, & 

Konopka, 2014). Thus, language-specific ways in which messages are formulated 

become automatized and shape visual attention during the preparation of messages 

even before they are produced (e.g. Bock, 1995; Levelt, 1989). This is in line with 

Slobin’s claim that speakers attend to those aspects of the world that they intend to 

talk about, given the constraints or possibilities within their language (Slobin, 2003). 

For example, cross-linguistic differences between English and Greek, in how a motion 

event is expressed, direct speakers’ visual attention to different parts of the event. 

Greek predominantly expresses the Path (i.e. the direction) of the motion in the main 

verb (Talmy, 1985; Talmy, 2003), whereas English typically expresses Manner of the 

motion (i.e. how the motion is performed) in the main verb. Reflecting these 

grammatical differences, during the planning of event descriptions (e.g. someone is 

running up the stairs), Greek speakers looked more at the Path (e.g. ascending the 

stairs), while English speakers looked more at the Manner of the event (e.g. running).  
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While this influence of language on cognition has been studied across speakers of 

different languages, these findings, however, are restricted to the study of spoken 

languages. Sign languages have until now been ignored. In the current thesis, I compare 

a spoken and a sign language for the first time in this debate and ask whether and how 

differences in modality can provide new insights into the effects of language diversity 

on cognition across speaking and signing populations in Chapter 2. In addition, I 

investigate language diversity in (bimodal) bilinguals (Chapter 3-5) and its possible 

effects on cognition by comparing this diversity to differences across speaking and 

signing populations. 

2 Modality differences between spoken and sign languages in the domain of 

spatial language 

In this section, I will elaborate on the modality-specific aspects of sign languages that 

differ from spoken languages. In this thesis, I will highlight two aspects, namely iconicity 

and word order preference in the domain of spatial language. Specifically, I will focus 

on those expressions that are used to describe relations between two static objects 

because previous research has already identified this as an area where spoken and sign 

languages radically differ from each other. For each aspect, I will first discuss how 

spoken languages express spatial relations and second how sign languages express 

them.  

Generally, to express three-dimensional aspects of spatial relations between two 

objects, language users identify the objects involved and also specify the spatial 

configuration in which these objects are related to each other through some 

predicative structure. They also need to assign the objects into themes of figure 

(smaller, movable, foregrounded object) and ground (bigger, less movable, 

backgrounded object) categories (i.e. to specify what is in relation to what) and order 

them accordingly in line with conventions of their languages (Talmy, 1985, 2003).  
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Spatial relations can be classified into two types which differ in terms of perspective 

taking. The first type contains descriptions of topological relations (e.g. in/on/under) 

which are not viewpoint-dependent; that is, they do not require perspective-taking to 

express them. For the second type of spatial relations, language users need to take 

different viewpoints into account. That is, lateral (left/right) and sagittal relations 

(front/behind) require language users to assign a viewpoint to describe the figure’s 

relation with respect to the ground object by using forms such as left/right/in/front in 

English (Levinson, 1996, 2003). In this thesis, I focus on the expressions of viewpoint-

dependent relations and specifically on left/right relations where differences in 

modality have the most impact on the expressions between spoken and sign languages.  

2.1 Iconicity 

To demonstrate how spoken and sign languages differ in the way they express spatial 

relations, I will first elaborate on what is known about how spoken languages express 

the spatial relationship between two objects, and after that explain how iconic ways of 

expressing spatial relations in sign languages differ from the patterns in spoken 

languages. 

Spoken languages. To talk about space, spoken languages typically rely on categorical 

linguistic forms that have an arbitrary relationship to their meaning (an exception are 

co-speech gestures as mentioned earlier in the footnote on page 13, but the emphasis 

I have here is on speech). To do so, spoken languages predominantly use adpositions, 

which typically involve prepositions that can indicate support or contact (e.g. in English: 

the pen is in/on/under the glass) or morphological case markers, which mostly occur 

as postpositions to mark relations between entities (for example, in Turkish -de/da can 

be attached to the noun expressing the ground object or to spatial nouns such as 

left/right (sag/sol) to indicate the pen’s position in respect to the glass; e.g. Evans & 

Levinson, 2009; Levinson & Wilkins, 2006; Sümer, 2015). Importantly for this thesis, 
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expressions of all spoken languages in the world have an arbitrary relation to the actual 

spatial scene and are thus typically, non-iconic. Furthermore, they also express spatial 

relations in categorical ways such as in/on/left/right (e.g. Emmorey & Herzig, 2003; 

Talmy, 2003). 

Furthermore, possibly due to using arbitrary form-to-meaning mappings, spoken 

languages also exhibit an enormous amount of variation in the way they categorise and 

encode spatial relations in non-iconic ways. For example, in English one single spatial 

preposition on can be used to describe various spatial relations, such as “the pen is on 

the table”, “the shelf is on the wall” as well as “the ring is on the finger”. However, in 

Dutch, three different devices must be used to describe these spatial scenes (i.e. op, 

aan and om, respectively; van Staden, Bowerman, & Verhelst, 2006).  

Spoken languages can also vary in the amount of semantic specificity in which they 

express spatial relations. For example, in Tzeltal, speakers can use positionals that 

include information about the shape of figure objects in their spatial expressions; that 

is, the predicate waxal can be used for oval-shaped containers (e.g. a tall glass or a 

bucket) or lechel indicates flat-bottomed objects (e.g. a frying pan; e.g. Brown, 1994). 

Whereas languages such as Dutch do not express any information about physical 

features of objects in the way they categorise relations between entities. Spoken 

languages might also differ from each other by specifying the spatial relation concretely 

or not. Some spatial expressions might be under informative as in saying “the pen is 

next to the glass” unlike saying “the pen is to the right of the glass”. Thus, different 

languages employ fully specific versus ambiguous categories to different degrees (e.g. 

Levinson, 2003; Levinson & Wilkins, 2006). 

Thus, spoken languages classify and express spatial relations in different ways across 

languages and they do so through arbitrary form-to-meaning mappings by using the 

vocal modality to express such relations in categorical ways. This is in strong contrast 

to how sign languages can express spatial relations. In sign languages, the nature of the 
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visuo-spatial modality allows for a large proportion of visually-motivated iconic 

mappings allowing similarities across the worlds’ sign languages studied to date and 

with relatively little variation among them (e.g. Aronoff, Meir, Padden, & Sandler, 2008; 

Emmorey, 2014; Perniss et al., 2010).  

Sign languages. Sign languages studied to date mostly use iconic strategies to express 

spatial relations albeit at different levels of iconicity. One common and the most 

investigated strategy is the use of classifier constructions (CLs, see Figure 1D, page 14). 

In these constructions, the handshapes depict specific information about the size and 

shape of the objects and the hands’ location and orientation in the signing space 

express information about the location and orientation of the objects in ways that 

mirror how they appear in real space (e.g. Emmorey, 2002; Engberg-Pedersen, 1993; 

Perniss, 2007; Schembri, 2003).  

Researchers initially have suggested that CLs are the most common and universal 

strategy across different sign languages for expressing space (see also Cuxac, 1996; 

Sallandre & Cuxac, 2002; Talmy, 2003). However, more recent comparative work has 

shown that there might be also slight differences between sign languages and that 

other strategies also exist to express the spatial relationship between objects using 

different types of iconic depictions. To provide an overview of how sign languages can 

express spatial relations and highlight how they differ from the spatial expressions in 

spoken languages I will describe these strategies and different views in more detail 

below. I will start with a detailed description of CLs and their function and move on to 

another iconic linguistic strategy relevant for this thesis, so-called relation lexemes 

(RLs). This is to show that signers can use different linguistic devices that vary in how 

relations and objects are expressed iconically, which is important for this thesis.  

Figure 1 (page 14) illustrates an example ofusing CLs to describe a pen that is located 

to the left of the glass in NGT. It shows that signers may first introduce the lexical signs 

of the two entities, first the ground object glass (Figure 1B) and then the figure object 
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pen (Figure 1C). After this introduction of the two objects, signers can select a round 

handshape to classify and represent the round shape of the glass and the index finger 

to represent the thin, elongated shape of a pen. Both hands are then placed 

consecutively next to each other to match the signers' view of the relative relations of 

the two objects to each other (Figure 1D). Overall, the way the hands are formed and 

placed in space, mirror and resemble both the object properties and the spatial 

relation. These devices are thus highly iconic (e.g. Emmorey & Herzig, 2003; Perniss, 

Özyürek, et al., 2015; Perniss et al., 2010), making full use of the visual correspondences 

between the described objects, the event space in the real world and the signing space. 

In this sense, CLs also express high semantic specificity about size, shape and 

orientation of the objects as well as their relative relations to each other in space.  

The grammatical nature of these CLs has been the subject of debate in sign language 

linguistics. For some researchers, the handshape in CLs is considered to be 

morphological. The morphemes’ primary function is to express information about 

entities by "classifying" these entities in respect to specific semantic properties, like 

shape, size and orientation as well as their locations (Zwitserlood, 2003), rather than 

using merely analogue mappings. Thus in this view, CLs are assumed to obligatorily 

mark and classify locations and object properties. Others consider this view as 

problematic because a strict morphological analysis cannot fully account for the 

potentially infinite possible locations in which these spatially modifiable signs can be 

produced (e.g. Liddell, 1995, 1998). Furthermore, the handshapes used for size and 

shapes that are used to locate objects can be quite variable from context to context 

and do not seem to be fixed. For this reason, others prefer the term depicting signs, 

which emphasise their optional function to highlight and depict (i.e. to show; for the 

concept of depicting in language, see Clark, 1996), rather than classify (Ferrara & 

Halvorsen, 2017; Ferrara & Hodge, 2018; Liddell, 2003; Schembri, Jones, & Burnham, 

2005). What is important for this thesis is that they are highly iconic to the size, shape 

and orientation of the objects as well as to the locations of these entities. Without 
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taking a position in this debate, for the rest of the thesis, I will use the term CLs to refer 

to these expressions.  

While it has been suggested for a long time that CLs are the most prominent way in 

which sign languages express spatial relations, there is only little empirical evidence 

and there are only a few quantitative investigations for this claim. Furthermore, 

recently it has become more evident that different sign languages, in fact, might 

employ also different iconic linguistic forms and there might also be quantitative 

differences across sign languages in terms of the different strategies they use (Perniss 

et al., 2015).  

One other such strategy in addition to using CLs is using so-called relational lexemes, 

which seem to be more common in signers’ spatial descriptions than previously 

assumed (e.g. Arik, 2013; Perniss, 2007; Perniss et al., 2015; Sümer, 2015). RLs are 

lexical signs that express the spatial relation between objects in iconic ways but, unlike 

CLs, do not convey semantically specific information about the physical properties of 

the objects involved. While in CLs the round shape of the glass and the long elongated 

shape of the pen become salient, RLs do not express information about size, shape or 

orientation features of the glass and the pen (see Figure 2). For example, RLs for 

LEFT/RIGHT in NGT involve the finger-spelled handshape of the initial letters (L vs. R). 

At the same time, the hand moves to the left or right corresponding to the direction in 

which the figure is located in respect to the ground (Figure 2D). However, there is also 

cross-linguistic variation across sign languages in how RLs are represented. For 

example, in Turkish Sign Language RLs for LEFT/RIGHT involve the tapping of the right 

or left upper arm (Karadölller, Sümer, & Özyürek, in press; Özyürek et al., 2010; Perniss 

et al., 2015; Sümer, 2015). Overall, this categorical characteristic of RLs makes them 

more alike to the spoken forms such as LEFT/ RIGHT. Yet, RLs retain visual iconicity 

concerning the iconic resembling of relations in real space to the signing space. Overall, 
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the types of iconicity in spatial expressions can differ in sign languages by using space 

and object resemblance through CLs and space resemblance only through RLs.  

Figure 2 

Iconic NGT expressions to describe “the pen is to the left of the glass” by using relational lexemes 

(RLs). 

 

Panel (A) shows a pen that is located to the right of the glass. Panel (B) shows the introduction 

of the lexical sign for the ground object GLASS. Panel (C) shows the introduction of the lexical 

sign for the figure object pen. Panel (D) shows RLs where the handshape fingerspelling for L 

moves to the left side in space to indicate the location of the pen in relation to the signers’ body. 

RH stands for the right hand, LH stands for the left hand. 

In summary, while the vocal modality in spoken languages does not allow visual 

resemblance between form and meaning and express spatial relations in categorical 

ways, in sign languages the visual motivated form-to-meaning mappings are a universal 

feature, which is especially prominent in the domain of spatial language. These iconic 

forms albeit can vary in their degree of visual resemblance to the spatial relations 

described (i.e. degree of iconicity) ranging from space and object resemblance in CLs to 

only space resemblance in RLs. Through the use of CLs and affordances of the visuo-

spatial modality, sign languages can also express more semantically specific 

information about objects size, shape and orientation than most spoken languages, 
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where semantic specificity and ambiguity can vary. Spoken and sign languages 

therefore differ radically in the way they express spatial relations. 

In addition to iconicity, there seems to be another modality-driven difference in how 

spoken and sign languages describe spatial relations, namely, in terms of the order in 

which ground and figure objects are introduced in spatial descriptions. 

2.2 Word order preference  

Spoken languages. In addition to the above-mentioned diversity found in spatial 

relations across spoken languages, there are also differences in the order in which 

ground and figure objects can be expressed. However, there is little comparative 

research in this area. For example, while languages like Korean and Turkish 

predominantly mention first the ground (i.e. glass) followed by mentioning the figure 

(i.e. pen; see among others Ahn, Gollan, & Ferreira, 2019 for Korean; Sümer, 2015 for 

Turkish), languages like English, however, predominantly prefer to mention the figure 

first, (i.e. pen), followed by the ground (i.e. glass; e.g. Ahn et al., 2019). Some other 

languages have more mixed options, such as Dutch, which might not have a pre-set 

linguistic word order for describing spatial relations. Rather, both figure-first and 

ground-first can be valid and acceptable word orders (Hartsuiker, Kolk, & Huiskamp, 

1999). 

Sign languages. Unlike spoken languages, sign languages across the globe and studied 

to date show, homogeneity when it comes to the order in which figures and grounds 

are mentioned in spatial descriptions. Signers universally prefer mentioning first the 

lexical sign for the ground (Figure 1B on page 14 & Figure 2Bon page 24) followed by 

the lexical sign for the figure, which are then followed by CLs or RLs (Figure 1C on page 

14 & Figure 2C on page 24; see among others Emmorey, 1996 for American Sign 

Language; Morgan, Herman, Barrière, & Woll, 2008 for British Sign Language; Sümer, 
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2015 for Turkish Sign Language; Perniss, 2007 for German Sign Language; and 

Kimmelman, 2012 for Russian Sign Language).  

This preference for ground-first has been suggested to be driven by the affordances of 

the visuo-spatial modality (Kimmelman, 2012; Perniss et al., 2015). That is, ground-first 

seems to reflect that grounds are most conceptually salient in the manual modality 

(Perniss et al., 2015). This is in line with Gestalt and linguistic conceptual theories that 

identify grounds as bigger and more stable as well as permanent and backgrounded 

objects (e.g. Rubin, 1958). Supporting this claim, previous research has demonstrated 

that when even speakers are prohibited of speaking and are instead asked to silently 

gesture about spatial relations they also show a clear preference of ground-first order 

(Goldin-Meadow, So, Özyürek, & Mylander, 2008; Laudanna & Volterra, 1991), even 

though they might prefer another word order when describing similar pictures through 

speech in their spoken language. This can be due to a cognitive bias in perceiving 

relations between two objects and having to map them onto space using the visuo-

spatial modality. 

In sum, the evidence provided in this section so far shows that sign languages can differ 

in expressing spatial relations from spoken languages, both in terms of iconicity of the 

expressions as well as in their order of figure and ground mention in spatial 

descriptions. These differences arise due to specific affordances of the visuo-spatial 

modality of sign languages. Only recently, it has been debated whether these modality-

specific expressions, in fact, matter and influence cognitive processing differently in 

signers compared to speakers.  

2.3 Effects of iconicity and modality on cognition and processing 

Previous studies that investigated consequences of iconicity for language processing 

have focussed on the lexical level (i.e. imagistic iconicity) and mostly looked at its 

consequences for comprehension processes and word learning (Anderson & Reilly, 
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2002; Bosworth & Emmorey, 2010; Orlansky & Bonvillian, 1984; Poizner, Bellugi, & 

Tweney, 1981). Earlier studies have claimed that iconicity does not matter and that it 

does not facilitate language processing or learning. For example, it has been shown that 

highly iconic signs are not remembered better than arbitrary signs (Poizner et al., 1981) 

and that iconic signs are not learnt earlier than arbitrary signs (e.g. Anderson & Reilly, 

2002).  

However, other studies show the opposite and claim that iconicity does impact sign 

language processing and learning (e.g. Campbell, Martin, & White, 1992; Grote & Linz, 

2003; Navarrete, Peressotti, Lerose, & Miozzo, 2017; Sümer, 2015; Thompson, Vinson, 

& Vigliocco, 2010; Thompson, Vinson, Woll, & Vigliocco, 2012). For instance, iconic 

signs are comprehended faster (e.g. Grote & Linz, 2003; Thompson, Vinson, & Vigliocco, 

2010) or learnt earlier by children (Thompson et al., 2012) than arbitrary signs. 

Recently, work from both spoken and sign languages view iconicity as a more dynamic 

and not binary property. In these recent views, iconicity involves semiotic relations and 

manifests itself in various forms and degrees and involves different types of form-to-

meaning mappings (e.g. Bellugi & Klima, 1976; Dingemanse et al., 2020; Ortega, Sümer, 

& Özyürek, 2017; Perniss et al., 2015). For example, deaf children preferred iconic 

lexical forms that were action-based (e.g. a writing hand for the sign PEN) over other 

variants that for example resembled perceptual features of objects (e.g. index finger to 

resemble the thin, elongated shape of the pen, Ortega et al., 2017). These studies 

showed that the type of iconicity also matters for language processing. Further 

supporting this claim, there is neuroimaging evidence showing that the planning of 

signed descriptions with different types of iconicity (space and object resemblance in 

CLs vs. space resemblance in RLs) recruits different brain areas (parietal regions for 

during CL planning vs. left hemisphere language regions for RL planning, see Emmorey, 

McCullough, Mehta, Ponto, & Grabowski, 2013).  
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In conclusion, there are a handful of studies assessing whether iconicity can affect 

cognition and language processing. Furthermore, previous research has mostly 

focussed on language comprehension or learning. This evidence is also limited to 

iconicity at the lexical level. In this thesis, I aim to go beyond this previous literature by 

looking at different types of iconicity (as in CLs vs. RLs) as well as at the sentence level 

(i.e. diagrammatic iconicity) and its possible effects on cognition.  

3 Language diversity in bilinguals and cognition 

The previous evidence presented so far shows that language diversity across spoken 

and sign languages can shape cognition across speakers of different languages. 

However, less is known about how language diversity manifests itself in bilinguals and 

how this might shape cognition. Even less is known about this topic in bimodal bilingual 

individuals who can both speak and sign. To assess these gaps, I will test bimodal 

bilinguals as a new window into bilingual diversity and its possible effects on cognition. 

In doing so, I will assess whether the diversity found in bilinguals resemble diversity 

found across different populations that either speak or sign. Bilinguals demonstrate a 

different type of language diversity because often bilinguals’ two languages shape each 

other (e.g. Dijkstra, 2005; Kroll, Dussias, Bogulski, & Kroff, 2012). In the next section, I 

will talk about these influences and how they might shape cognition as well as 

introduce bimodal bilinguals. 

From a large body of research on spoken languages, it has been widely recognized that 

bilinguals are not two monolinguals in one person and that the co-existence of two 

languages creates a unique language user (see also Grosjean, 1989). Often the two 

languages influence each other due to the mental activation of these languages during 

both language production and comprehension (e.g. Blumenfeld & Marian, 2005, 2007, 

2013; Costa, 2005; Dijkstra, 2005; Kroll, Bobb, & Wodniecka, 2006; Kroll & Gollan, 

2014). Due to this cross-linguistic influence (also known as cross-linguistic transfer) one 
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language can influence the structure or concepts of the other language or both 

languages can converge and become more similar to each other than when comparing 

each language to that of monolinguals (e.g. Brown & Gullberg, 2008; Indefrey, şAhin, & 

Gullberg, 2017; Pavlenko & Jarvis, 2002; Pavlenko & Malt, 2011). Note that cross-

linguistic influence or convergence might not always be present but instead, bilinguals 

can also maintain the specific patterns of each language (e.g. Ahn et al., 2019; Azar, 

Özyürek, & Backus, 2019; Daller, Treffers-Daller, & Furman, 2011; Athanasopoulos et 

al. 2015).  

This bilingual diversity also raises questions on whether bilinguals conceptualise 

aspects of the world differently than language users that only speak one language. 

Some findings show that bilinguals process non-linguistic spatial tasks flexibly 

depending on the linguistic environment the bilinguals are in (e.g. different language 

modes due to different language of instruction; Athanasopoulos et al., 2015; Kersten 

et al., 2010). For example, when Spanish-English second language learners (L2) judged 

similarities of motion events, bilinguals flexibly shifted their classification preferences 

based on the language in which they were tested (Lai, Rodriguez, & Narasimhan, 2014). 

Thus bilinguals’ cognition was similar to differences found between monolingual 

speakers of each language. This reflected the cross-linguistic differences between 

Spanish and English in terms of which aspect of the motion is encoded in the main verb; 

that is, the path of motion in Spanish and the manner of motion in English.  

Other findings, however, indicate that bilinguals’ cognition converges into a new 

system and differs from that of the monolingual peers (Wolter, Yamashita, & Leung, 

2020). For example, Japanese and English differ in how they express narrowness. While 

in Japanese there is only one broader adjective “semai” that expresses small spaces in 

general, the English equivalent “narrow” refers exclusively to the width. When judging 

the narrowness of rooms English monolinguals judged narrowness based on the width 

and Japanese monolinguals in terms of differences in overall area. English-Japanese 
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late L2 bilinguals, however, judged rooms in an in-between pattern which differed 

when being instructed in English versus Japanese and also differed from that of their 

monolingual peers.  

The studies described so far looked either at cross-linguistic influence or the processing 

of non-linguistic tasks. To my knowledge, these two approaches have not been directly 

combined to assess whether cross-linguistic influences found in linguistic productions 

can further influence conceptualization during the preparation of these messages in 

individuals who use different languages. To offer new insights into bilingual diversity 

and its effect on cognition, the current thesis uses such a combined approach. In 

addition, it also investigates bimodal bilinguals as a unique population that uses 

languages from different modalities to study language diversity.  

Bimodal bilingualism. Bimodal bilinguals4 form a special group of hearing bilinguals 

because they have early exposure to a spoken and sign language and are thus highly 

proficient in two languages of different modalities. In childhood, bimodal bilinguals 

typically interact with their deaf parents in a sign language and learn the spoken 

language from their hearing relatives and the surrounding hearing community. In most 

of these contexts, sign language is a minority language because it differs from the 

spoken language used most commonly in the community (i.e. majority language). 

Similarly to other bilingual contexts involving pairs of spoken languages, the language 

                                                           

4 Note that deaf signers can also be considered to be bimodal bilinguals as in addition to being 
proficient in a sign language in some countries (but not all) they are also exposed to a secondary 
code (print) of the spoken language (see Lillo-Martin, de Quadros, Chen Pichler, & Fieldsteel, 
2014). That is, in some countries deaf individuals can learn the sign language from their deaf 
parents at home and learn the spoken language in school mostly through the medium of written 
language. In this thesis, however, I distinguish between bilinguals’ statuses for hearing and deaf 
bilinguals and do not equate them. While deaf bimodal bilinguals have learnt spoken/written 
language through instruction at school, hearing bimodal bilinguals have acquired both 
languages naturally in the home environment and have more comparable access to both 
languages. This thesis thus focuses on hearing bilinguals.  
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used at home (i.e. the sign language) is referred to as the so-called heritage language. 

Thus, bimodal bilinguals are heritage signers and have two different cultural and 

linguistic experiences (De Quadros, 2018; Pichler, Lillo-Martin, & Palmer, 2018; 

Quadros & Lillo-Martin, 2018). Investigating language diversity and cognition in this 

group enables me to explore cross-linguistic influences between languages of different 

modalities and their influences on cognition within the same individuals comparing 

them to the variation found across different language user groups. Studying the use of 

a spoken and a sign language within the same individuals, that is bilinguals, raises the 

issue of whether these two languages influence one another or whether they look 

similar to those used by different populations such as hearing individuals who do not 

know a sign language or deaf individuals who have restricted or no access to a spoken 

language. 

Unlike the rigorous amount of research on cross-linguistic influence between two 

spoken languages; that is, within a single modality, it is less known whether such 

influences can occur between speech and sign; that is, across modalities. Theoretically, 

cross-linguistic influences across modalities could occur because also in bimodal 

bilinguals the two languages are known to be activated during language production and 

comprehension (e.g. Emmorey, Borinstein, Thompson, & Gollan, 2008; Giezen, 

Blumenfeld, Shook, Marian, & Emmorey, 2015; Giezen & Emmorey, 2016; Shook & 

Marian, 2012). Further, it has been shown that sign can influence the manual modality 

accompanying speech; that is, the occurrence of co-speech gestures. For example, 

bimodal bilinguals used more iconic co-speech gestures than their hearing speaking 

non-signing peers (Casey & Emmorey, 2009; Weisberg, Casey, Sevcikova Sehyr, & 

Emmorey, 2020). Bimodal bilinguals are also found to often produce signs while 

speaking, such as signing the sign for GLASS when uttering the word GLASS in speech. 

This simultaneous production of signs and words is referred to as code-blends (e.g. 

Emmorey, Borinstein, & Thompson, 2005). Code-blending is a behaviour unique to 

bimodal bilinguals due to the possibility of using two different main articulators 
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through which the two languages can be produced. Yet, these previous findings have 

shown only influences within the same modality; that is, from speech to speech or from 

hands (sign) to hands (co-speech gestures). No study so far has explored whether cross-

linguistic influences across modalities are possible in bimodal bilinguals or whether 

expressions in speech and sign in bimodal bilinguals are the same as in those used by 

different hearing and signing populations.  

There have been two theoretical models proposed to explain cross-linguistic influence 

in bimodal bilinguals’ production and the occurrences of code-blends. First, the 

Language Synthesis model (Lillo-Martin, de Quadros, & Pichler, 2016) claims to account 

for cross-linguistic influence in any language pair in the same way because it is simply 

generated by one architecture that allows features from different languages to enter 

into one single source (i.e. language synthesis). Second, the model by Emmorey et al., 

(2008) (adapted from models by Kita & Özyürek, 2003; Levelt, 1989, see Figure 3B) 

focuses on the processing aspects of cross-linguistic influences and contains a shared 

Message Generator (i.e. pre-verbal message generation) and separate but interacting 

production systems, so-called Formulators, for sign and speech. Within-modality 

influences (sign to co-speech gestures) have been suggested to occur at the level of the 

Message Generator. Specifically, this Message Generator is the place where sign 

languages frequently encode spatial information through iconic representations and 

can consequently influence co-speech gestures through the Action Generator (i.e. 

gesture generation) (see bold lines in Figure 3B; Casey & Emmorey, 2009). However, 

there is yet no empirical evidence for possible influences between speech and sign, 

even though this is allowed by the model.  
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Figure 3 

Bimodal bilingual language production models. 

   

Panel (A) illustrates an adapted figure from Lillo-Martin et al.’s (2016) model. Panel (B) illustrates 

an adapted figure from Emmorey et al.’s (2008) model. Bold lines in Panel (B) illustrate the 

suggested route for the occurrence of within-modality influences (sign to co-speech gesture; 

Casey & Emmorey, 2009). 

In sum, bilinguals are found to experience cross-linguistic influence between their two 

spoken languages and this has not been shown between different modalities in bimodal 

bilinguals. Furthermore, to my knowledge, there is no study so far that has investigated 

whether message conceptualization for language production differs in bilinguals. The 

current thesis aims to fill these gaps by looking at bimodal bilinguals to enhance our 

notion about potentials and constraints of bilingual diversity. While there appears to 

be cross-linguistic influence between sign and co-speech gestures it has yet to be asked 

whether such influences can occur between sign and speech. It is further unknown 

whether being bimodal bilingual has consequences for cognition, specifically on the 

conceptualization of messages relevant for language production and how they 

compare to differences found between spoken and sign language users from different 

hearing and signing populations.  
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4 The current thesis 

In this thesis, I intend to bridge the above-described types of literature together, 

namely, language and cognition, sign languages, and bilingualism. This interdisciplinary 

and multimodal approach of all three research areas will enhance our understanding of 

how language diversity affects cognition, especially during conceptualization during 

message preparation. To do so, I will present four elicited production and eye-tracking 

studies, which were all designed to examine how differences in modality can influence 

production and cognition in different speaking and signing populations as well as how 

those manifest themselves in the same individuals; that is, in bimodal bilinguals.  

4.1 Research questions 

With this thesis, I aim to reveal three overarching questions: 

(1) To what extent do differences in modality influence production across different 

speaking (hearing) and signing (deaf) populations (in the case of spoken Dutch and 

NGT)?  

(2) Do these modality-driven differences in production patterns found in (1) influence 

cognition, as measured by visual attention to referents during message 

preparation?  

(3)  How do patterns observed in (1) and (2) across different speaking (hearing) and 

signing (deaf) populations manifest themselves in bilinguals (hearing); that is, in the 

same individuals who can both speak and sign (i.e. bimodal bilinguals)? 

To answer these questions, especially regarding the effects of language modality on 

cognition (2), I focus on the conceptualization of messages that takes place during 

message preparation. As claimed in Levelt’s (1989) language production model, 

speaking begins with the conceptualization of general details of an event when 

preparing to speak. This message conceptualization can include information about 

people, objects, places, time and relations among them and is linked to the linguistic 
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constraints on how this information is packaged into different linguistic structures. 

Consequently, speakers of different languages attend to different aspects of the world 

that they intend to talk about (i.e. thinking for speaking, Slobin, 2003). I assess possible 

differences between using a spoken versus a sign language in message 

conceptualization by measuring visual attention to spatial relations before describing 

left/right relations. 

I chose the domain of expressing spatial relations as this is an area where differences 

in modality between spoken and sign languages have been demonstrated to be most 

explicit (e.g. Emmorey, 2002; MacSweeney et al., 2002; Perniss et al., 2015) as 

described before in section 2. Furthermore, I focus specifically on left/right relations 

for two reasons. First, due to their requirement to take a perspective they can be 

mapped onto the body and space and are contrastive to each other, which allows me 

to study visual attention effects more easily. They then can reveal differences in the 

conceptualization of messages between speakers and signers more clearly. Secondly, 

left/right relations do not necessarily involve occlusion of the figure objects in contrast 

to in/on/behind relations, where the figure object touches or partly hides behind the 

ground object and thus are more appropriate to measure visual attention. Thus, 

left/right relations are especially suitable for measuring visual attention prior to 

language production.  

I explore both language production and visual attention within a single experimental 

paradigm that allows me to assess languages users’ eye gaze before they produce their 

spatial expressions and link them to their different linguistic choices within and across 

languages. In particular, I use a so-called Visual World Eye-Tracking Paradigm which is 

typically used to measure language comprehension (for a review, see Huettig, 

Rommers, & Meyer, 2011). I use this paradigm for language production in a novel way. 

I present participants with four-picture displays during the message preparation phase, 

but as different from previous research, each picture contains the same two objects 
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but in different spatial relations to each other (e.g. left, right, front, in) because I am 

interested in relational encoding. After an initial viewing phase of the four pictures, 

participants see a visual cue in the form of an arrow indicating the picture they have to 

describe, the so-called target picture. This visual cue then disappears and the four 

pictures remain on the screen until it was time to describe (i.e. speaking/signing) the 

target picture. I measure visual attention during the conceptualization phase during 

message preparation which corresponds to the viewing phase after the arrow 

disappeared and until participants described the target picture.  

Assessing differences in visual attention to target pictures and other competitive 

pictures in the four-picture displays allows me to operationalize differences in message 

preparation. For example, to use iconic expressions of spatial relations (e.g. having to 

place a figure object to the left or right in the signing space and to map the orientation 

of the objects shown in the display), signers might need to allocate more attentional 

resources to the relative locations and/or physical features of the objects to pictures 

other than the target picture in relation to each other than when using a spoken 

language. Consequently, deaf signers might look more at non-target pictures than 

hearing speakers. Also considering differences in word order preferences across spoken 

and sign languages, having to prepare messages for ground-first mentions might attract 

more attention to ground objects during message preparation in deaf signers 

compared to hearing speakers. 

4.1 Participants 

To answer the three overarching questions mentioned above, I used data from the 

same participants that can be divided into three populations: (a) hearing speakers of 

Dutch (N = 20, Chapters 2-5), (b) deaf signers of NGT (N = 20, Chapters 2-5), and (c) 

NGT-Dutch hearing bimodal bilinguals (N = 21, Chapters 3-5). Comparing data from (a) 

and (b) allows me to make comparisons of language production and cognition across 
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populations. Comparing these to (c) allows me to look into bilingual diversity. All 

participants were born and raised in the Netherlands by Dutch parents but differed in 

their linguistic background.  

I determined sample size based on previous research (e.g. Casey & Emmorey, 2009; 

Pyers & Emmorey, 2008; Weisberg et al., 2020) that used sample sizes of bimodal 

bilingual population lower than N = 15 per group. Since the Netherlands is a small 

country and many bimodal bilinguals do not acquire NGT I aimed to increase this 

previously used sample size out of convenience to 21 bimodal bilinguals and 

determined the sample size of the hearing speakers and deaf signers accordingly. 

In (a), hearing speakers acquired Dutch as their only native language and learnt 

additional spoken languages (mostly English, German, and French) only later in 

instructional settings. Importantly, none of the speakers had any exposure to NGT or 

any other sign language. In (b), deaf signers were born to and raised by deaf parents in 

the Netherlands. They therefore acquired NGT from birth at home from their deaf 

parents and are as such, the most native NGT signing population available in the 

Netherlands. Yet, they have access to written Dutch when entering school around age 

four through formal instruction. NGT was the primary language of instruction. In (c), 

bimodal bilinguals were hearing bilinguals born to at least one deaf parent and thus 

acquired NGT at home from their parents and acquired Dutch in the surrounding 

hearing community without formal instruction.  

Thus, the first two groups, namely hearing speakers (a) and deaf signers (b), have no or 

limited access to the other spoken or sign language. In contrast, the other group (c), 

namely bimodal bilinguals, have full access to both a spoken and a sign language and 

acquire those without formal instructions. Comparing the use of a spoken versus a sign 

language also forms the basis to detect differences in language production and 

cognition across populations. These groups are considered or labelled as “controls” in 
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Chapters 3-5 when I investigate possible cross-linguistic influences in bimodal bilinguals 

in their language production and/or cognition.  

A complete overview about the language background and other specific characteristics 

of hearing speakers and deaf signers can be found in Chapter 2 and of bimodal 

bilinguals can be found in Chapter 3.  

4.2 Method and materials 

I examined picture descriptions as a measure for language production. In addition, I 

assessed visual attention during message preparation of these picture descriptions as 

a measure for message conceptualization. The two aspects are assessed within the 

same experimental paradigm. 

As briefly mentioned in section 4.1, I adapted the Visual World Eye-Tracking Paradigm 

to study visual attention for language production. As mentioned above, this paradigm 

has been designed to measure how language comprehension interacts with attention 

to visual referents (for a review, see Huettig, Rommers, & Meyer, 2011). This novel 

paradigm is the first of its kind in sign language production research. It allows exploring 

both sign language production and visual attention within a single experimental 

paradigm (see Figure 4). Furthermore, the paradigm can be used for both speaking and 

signing populations in a communicative, yet controlled, face-to-face setting by 

involving a confederate (trained addressee). 
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Figure 4  

Visual World Language Production Eye-Tracking Paradigm used in all chapters. 

 

Panel (A) illustrates the timeline of the Visual World Language Production Eye-Tracking 

Paradigm. Panel (B) shows an experimental set up in the lab in which the participant sits in front 

of the eye-tracker (eye-tracker is mounted underneath the laptop screen) across the 

confederate with a tablet. Panel (C) shows an example of the experimental set-up at a bimodal 

bilinguals’ home.  

As in a traditional Visual World Paradigm set-up, I used displays containing four 

pictures. Importantly, I presented two referents; that is, static objects, which were in 
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different spatial relations to each other (e.g. a pen that is in/on/to the left/in front of a 

glass; see Figure 4A). In the displays of interest, participants always had to describe 

left/right spatial relations. The remaining three pictures of the display involved other 

spatial relations, such as front, behind, in, or on. Displays varied in complexity by 

including contrastive spatial relations, that is, including left and right relations within 

the same display (i.e. more complex displays), or either left or right relations within one 

display (i.e. less complex displays). 

Thus this paradigm uniquely includes visual complexity by involving a 2x2 grid in which 

each picture included two objects in different spatial configurations. As such, it differs 

from previous studies that used pictures with a single referent or object (e.g. Altmann 

& Kamide, 2009; Cooper, 1974; Davies & Kreysa, 2017; Ferreira, Foucart, & Engelhardt, 

2013; Hintz, Meyer, & Huettig, 2019; Huettig & Altmann, 2005; Lieberman, Borovsky, 

Hatrak, & Mayberry, 2015; Tanenhaus, Spivey-Knowlton, Eberhard, & Sedivy, 1995). 

Thus as such, the paradigm provides many possibilities to expand our knowledge onto 

the relationship between spatial language production, both spoken as well as signed 

and visual attention. Because descriptions of these complex visual displays were 

combined with the eye-tracking technology, the paradigm required rigorous 

experimental control. In particular, involving spatial configurations required a careful 

balancing act of distributing the different spatial configurations (left, right, front, 

behind, in and on) across the different displays. Overall, this balancing was necessary 

to avoid any biases to a certain type of spatial relations. 

All three participants groups, that is, hearing speakers, deaf signers and bimodal 

bilinguals, were tested using the same experiment and materials. A complete overview 

of the experimental paradigm and materials will be given in Chapter 2. 
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4.3 Procedure 

Participants were seated in front of a laptop at which the eye-tracker was mounted 

(Figure 4B, for details about the eye-tracker and sampling rate used, see Chapter 2). 

First, participants had some time to look at the four pictures until a visual cue in form 

of an arrow pointed at one of the pictures, namely the target picture. Using a visual cue 

instead of the commonly used auditory cue in spoken sentences makes the paradigm 

suitable for both hearing and deaf participants.  

The arrow disappeared after a short amount of time and the four pictures remained on 

the screen. During that time, eye-gaze was measured to assess visual attention during 

message preparation (Figure 4A). Once a grey noise screen appeared, the participants’ 

task was to describe the target picture to a confederate. These descriptions served as 

a measure for language production. At this time participants were free to move to 

describe the pictures. This approach to assess visual attention before describing 

pictures or movie clips is inspired from previous research that investigated whether 

cross-linguistic differences to describe motion events also guides their visual attention 

to these events differently (e.g. Flecken et al., 2015; Papafragou et al., 2008; Trueswell 

& Papafragou, 2010).  

Once a picture description was given, the confederate pretended to choose the correct 

picture out of four identical pictures on a separate tablet. After this description-

matching routine, participants initiated the next trial by pressing the ENTER button and 

were asked to sit still again until describing the next picture. The entire session was 

video-recorded using two cameras (frontal view and top view, Figure 4 C) to later code 

participants’ descriptions. While hearing speakers and deaf signers participated once 

in the eye-tracking experiment, bimodal bilinguals were tested twice; that is, once in 

each language. Furthermore, different confederates were present during spoken and 

signed sessions. That is, during Dutch sessions the confederate was always a hearing 
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Dutch native sign-naive speaker. During NGT sessions, the confederate was a deaf 

native NGT signer. 

A complete overview of the procedure will be given in Chapter 2 for testing hearing 

speakers and deaf signers and Chapter 3 for testing bimodal bilinguals. 

4.4 Outline of the thesis 

In all experimental chapters (Chapters 2-5), I assessed to what extent differences in 

modality influence the production of spatial language in spoken Dutch and NGT. In 

addition to language production, I assessed in Chapters 2, 4 and 5 to what extent 

differences in modality influence message conceptualization by measuring visual 

attention to referents during message preparation. While Chapters 2-4 focussed on 

effects of iconicity, Chapter 5 focussed on word order preference. As previously 

described, I used the same experimental paradigm to measure both language 

production and visual attention between populations (see Figure 5 for an overview); 

that is, hearing speakers and deaf signers (Chapters 2-3 and 5) as well as within 

subjects; that is, bimodal bilinguals who can both speak and sign (Chapters 3-5). 
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Figure 5 

Overview of comparisons across groups of language users used throughout this thesis. 

 

The graphic illustrates the different groups; that is, hearing speakers, deaf signers and bimodal 

bilinguals as well as methods used across the 4 experimental chapters, namely, language 

production (spoken and sign, indicated by the speech bubble and hand symbol respectively) and 

message conceptualization by measuring visual attention (indicated by the eye symbol). Cells 

with the same colour indicate which groups were compared with which measures 

(speech/sign/visual attention). 

The general premise of the thesis was to find out how differences in modality influence 

cognition for language production and more specifically conceptualization during 

message preparation as measured by their visual attention to spatial relations before 

producing messages. In general, this would be against the assumption that language 

does not influence cognition. However, if language diversity influences cognition then 

I would expect to find that different types of expressions between spoken and sign 

languages, as well as subtle differences within a sign language (e.g. different types of 

iconicity in CL vs. RL), would influence conceptualization of messages. I also expect 

these effects to manifest themselves differently across (hearing speakers and deaf 
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signers) versus within subjects (i.e. bimodal bilinguals) due to cross-linguistic influences 

(alternative hypotheses will be covered in more detail in Chapter 6). Furthermore, I 

assess whether this possible cross-linguistic influence across modalities can also change 

bimodal bilinguals’ cognition compared to that of different speaking and signing 

populations.  

In Chapter 2, I first examined the influence of iconicity on spoken and signed 

productions of left/right relations (research question (1), page 34) by comparing spatial 

descriptions between hearing speakers and deaf signers; that is, across populations. I 

also assessed within deaf signers to what extent they employ different types of 

iconicity, such as those that map both spatial and physical properties of objects (CLs) 

or only spatial properties (RLs; see also e.g. Emmorey, 2002; Emmorey & Herzig, 2003; 

Perniss et al., 2010). Secondly, I examined whether and how using different types of 

linguistic expressions influences message conceptualization (research question (2), 

page 34) by assessing how hearing speakers and deaf signers allocate their visual 

attention to spatial pictures during message preparation of the target picture (see 

section 4.2). If iconicity is relevant for message conceptualization, then deaf signers, 

but not hearing speakers, would look more at other pictures than the target picture to 

map orientation and shape of the objects and to place them onto the sign space. I also 

assessed within signers to what extent different types of iconic expressions within a 

sign language modulate visual attention. This has the advantage that possible 

differences between hearing speakers and deaf signers cannot be simply attributed to 

different hearing statuses (hearing vs. deafness) but is rather specific to using iconic 

expressions. In sum, with Chapter 2 I aimed to reveal that thinking for signing differs 

from thinking for speaking due to the iconic expressions in spatial language and that 

linguistic diversity even within a sign language can shape visual attention and thus 

conceptualization during message preparation. 
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In Chapter 3, I examined whether bimodal bilinguals show similar production patterns 

as found across different speaking and signing individuals in Chapter 2 (research 

question (3), page 34) or if they speak and sign differently providing evidence for cross-

linguistic influence across modalities. Thus in this chapter, I investigated whether cross-

linguistic influence is present across modalities in two directions, namely, between 

speech and sign, as well as between co-speech gestures and sign as found in previous 

research (Casey & Emmorey, 2009; Gu, Zheng, & Swerts, 2018). Although plenty is 

known about how bi-directional influence can occur across spoken languages it is 

unknown whether and how such influences can occur across modalities. To explore 

this, I compared language production patterns of bimodal bilinguals in each of their 

languages to that of their hearing speaking and deaf signing peers (who are reported in 

Chapter 2). I explored various types of influences: (1) from sign to speech, (2) from sign 

to the manual modality accompanying speech (co-speech gestures and signs 

accompanying speech), and (3) from speech to sign. I hypothesised that iconic 

expressions in sign and arbitrary and categorical expressions in speech might shape 

each other in a way that bilinguals’ productions will differ from that of their hearing 

speaking and deaf signing peers. I predicted that speech and sign influence each other 

bi-directionally. More specifically, as expressions in sign are more semantically specific 

due to iconic forms I predicted that this might influence and increase semantically 

specific expressions in speech. In return, using arbitrary categorical expressions might 

decrease iconicity in signed expressions. Nevertheless, rather than experiencing cross-

linguistic influence bimodal bilinguals might also maintain their language-specific 

patterns as previously shown in proficient bilinguals (e.g. Ahn et al., 2019; 

Athanasopoulos et al., 2015; Azar, Özyürek, & Backus, 2019). Therefore, in this chapter, 

I aimed to reveal whether and to what extent cross-linguistic influence across 

modalities can shape bilingual diversity and how this diversity compares to that found 

across populations.  
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In Chapter 4, I examined whether bimodal bilinguals’ visual attention also differs from 

those of the controls (as found in Chapter 2) when preparing to speak versus to sign. 

That is, I investigated to what extent message conceptualization can be changed within 

individuals as a consequence of bi-directional cross-linguistic influence shown in 

Chapter 3. Although previous research has suggested that bilingual language diversity 

can influence cognition, studies have separately investigated either cross-linguistic 

influence or cognitive processes during non-linguistic tasks but not whether 

conceptualization for messages differs in bilinguals. The thesis is the first to combine 

these two approaches by assessing how productions, which are shaped by cross-

linguistic influence, can affect cognition. To explore this, I assessed bimodal bilinguals’ 

visual attention during spoken versus signed message preparation and then compared 

those to that of hearing speakers and deaf signers (similar to and reported in Chapter 

2). I predicted that if bimodal bilinguals’ speak and sign about spatial relations 

differently in Chapter 3, then this might influence how bimodal bilinguals visually 

attend to these spatial relations when preparing to speak versus to sign compared to 

that of the controls. Therefore, this chapter aimed to investigate if cross-linguistic 

influence across modalities found in Chapter 3, has further consequences for cognition 

and more specifically influences message conceptualization in bimodal bilinguals.  

Finally, in Chapter 5, I wanted to investigate if and how another modality-driven 

difference across spoken and sign languages; that is, word order preference, influences 

production patterns and conceptualization during message preparation across 

populations and in bimodal bilinguals. I aimed to show that the effects shown in 

Chapter 3 and 4 are not restricted to iconicity, but can also occur in a different domain, 

such as word order. Rather than comparing first across populations and then in 

bilinguals (as in Chapters 2, 3 and 4), in this chapter, I compared all 3 populations in one 

study in the domain of word order preference.  
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For production, I compared bimodal bilinguals’ descriptions of the target picture in 

each of their languages to that of their hearing speaking and deaf signing peers. 

Descriptions were assessed with respect to whether grounds or figures were 

mentioned first to examine which word order all three populations preferred. I 

hypothesised that hearing and deaf populations would differ; that is, deaf signers 

would consistently use ground-first but hearing Dutch speakers would use both types 

of word order. If there is cross-linguistic influence from sign, then bimodal bilinguals 

would mention grounds first more often than figures in their speech compared to their 

hearing speaking peers. Thus, the modality-specific word order in sign might shape 

speech, as I have predicted for the influence of iconic expressions on speech in Chapter 

3. Regarding a reverse influence, I did not expect a strong effect. In particular, if word 

order in sign is the modality-driven order and grounded in cognitive perceptual biases, 

it might be more resistant to be influenced from the spoken language. Thus when 

signing bimodal bilinguals might not differ from their deaf signing peers, unlike 

predicted in Chapter 3. Alternatively, Dutch as majority language (i.e. the most 

commonly used language in The Netherlands) might influence word order preferences 

in NGT, the minority language (i.e. the less commonly used language in The 

Netherlands; as evident from spoken languages in various domains, e.g. Backus, 2005; 

Muysken, 2000; Polinsky, 2008). However, the recruited bimodal bilinguals in this thesis 

are highly fluent in both languages. Consequently, they might maintain their language-

specific patterns in each language (for similar findings in spoken language bilinguals, 

see e.g. Ahn et al., 2019; Athanasopoulos et al., 2015; Azar, Özyürek, & Backus, 2019). 

Next, I examined the influence of word order preference on message conceptualization 

by comparing visual attention to grounds and figures within the target picture during 

spoken versus signed message preparation in all the three groups. My basic assumption 

was that language users allocate more visual attention to those aspects of a visual 

scene that are mentioned first within an utterance (e.g. Griffin, 2004; Griffin & Bock, 

2000; van de Velde, Meyer, & Konopka, 2014). When comparing hearing speakers to 
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deaf signers, I expected deaf signers to attend more to grounds than hearing speakers. 

Furthermore, if cross-linguistic influence is found from sign to speech, I also expected 

bimodal bilinguals to visually attend to grounds more than their hearing speaking peers 

when preparing to speak. However, when preparing to sign I expected that their visual 

attention would not differ from those of the deaf signers. Thus, I predicted that in 

bimodal bilinguals, the one-way cross-linguistic influence from sign to speech, if found, 

will change how bimodal bilinguals visually attend to grounds versus figures when 

preparing to speak but not when preparing to sign. Therefore, in this chapter, I aimed 

to reveal (as in Chapter 3) that bilinguals’ language production can be shaped by cross-

linguistic influence across modalities in the domain of modality-driven word order 

preference and can at the same time shape conceptualization of messages.  

Finally, in Chapter 6, I bring together the results of all the experiments in this thesis. I 

also reflect on the thesis’ contribution to our broader understanding of how linguistic 

diversity can affect cognition based on differences in modality. I also provide a 

discussion of the implications of this work for (bimodal) language production models. 

Finally, I discuss the theoretical and methodological contributions to the field of 

bilingualism and sign language research more generally.



Chapter 2 

Iconicity in spatial language guides visual attention: 

A comparison between deaf signers’ and hearing 

speakers’ eye-gaze during signed and spoken 

message preparation 

Chapter adapted from: 

Manhardt, F., Ozyurek, A., Sumer, B., Mulder, K., Karadöller, D. Z., & Brouwer, 

S. (2020). Iconicity guides visual attention: A comparison between signers’ and speakers’ eye-

gaze during message preparation. Journal for Experimental Psychology: Learning, Memory, and 

Cognition. 46(9), 1735–1753.  
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Abstract 

To talk about space, spoken languages rely on arbitrary and categorical forms (e.g. 

LEFT/RIGHT). In sign languages, however, the visuo-spatial modality allows for iconic 

expressions (motivated form-meaning mappings) of space in which form and location 

of the hands bear resemblance to the objects and spatial relations depicted. We 

assessed whether the iconic expressions in sign languages guide visual attention to 

spatial relations differently than spatial expressions in spoken languages during 

message preparation at the sentence level.  

Using a visual world production eye-tracking paradigm, we compared hearing speakers’ 

(N = 20) and deaf signers’ (N = 20) visual attention to describe left versus right 

configurations of objects (e.g. pen is to the left/right of glass). Participants viewed four-

picture displays in which each picture contained the same two objects but in different 

spatial relations (lateral (left/right), sagittal (front/behind), topological (in/on)) to each 

other. They described the target picture (left/right) highlighted by an arrow.  

During message preparation, deaf signers, but not hearing speakers, experienced 

increasing eye-gaze competition from other spatial configurations. This effect was 

absent during picture viewing prior to message preparation of relational encoding. 

Moreover, deaf signers’ visual attention to lateral and/or sagittal relations was 

predicted by the type of iconicity (i.e. object and space resemblance vs. space 

resemblance only) in their spatial descriptions. Findings are discussed in relation to how 

thinking for speaking differs from thinking for signing and how iconicity can mediate 

the link between language and human experience and guides deaf signers’ but not 

hearing speakers’ attention to visual aspects of the world.   
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Introduction  

As humans, we constantly explore the visual world around us with our eyes by selecting 

and attending to relevant details, while ignoring the irrelevant ones. Over the past 

decades, researchers have studied and claimed a link between eye-gaze patterns and 

production and comprehension of spoken language (for language comprehension, see 

e.g. Cooper, 1974; Tanenhaus & Trueswell, 2006; for language production within 

languages at the lexical level as well as for complex messages, see e.g. Griffin & Bock, 

2000; Konopka & Meyer, 2014; van de Velde, Meyer, & Konopka, 2014; for language 

production across different languages, see  e.g. Flecken, Von Stutterheim, & Carroll, 

2014; Papafragou, Hulbert, & Trueswell, 2008; Slobin, 2003). This link has been 

extensively studied for spoken languages but we know little about whether these 

effects are similar between spoken languages versus sign languages or whether the 

modality (vocal vs. visuo-spatial) of language guides visual attention differently. Recent 

studies have provided evidence that eye-gaze and sign language comprehension are 

also linked as found in spoken languages (e.g. Lieberman, Borovsky, Hatrak, & 

Mayberry, 2015; Lieberman, Borovsky, & Mayberry, 2017; Thompson, Vinson, Fox, & 

Vigliocco, 2013). However, this evidence is limited to comprehension and it is not 

known whether the modality of expressions guides visual attention differently for 

linguistic production at the sentence level and during message preparation. 

The present study investigates for the first time the link between visual attention and 

language production in hearing speakers and deaf signers during message preparation 

at the sentence level. More specifically, it tests whether a modality-specific aspect of 

sign languages, that is iconicity in the expressions, guides visual attention differently 

for deaf signers than for hearing speakers during message preparation for spatial 

language (e.g. the pen is to the right of the glass). Sign languages, unlike spoken 

languages, encode spatial relations between entities in iconic ways where linguistic 
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forms resemble the forms of the objects and the spatial relations between them. In the 

current study, hearing speakers and deaf signers are asked to view pictures depicting 

different spatial relations between items and describe one of them while their eye-gaze 

patterns are recorded prior to and during message preparation. Eye movements are 

analysed to see whether hearing speakers and deaf signers show similar or different 

eye-gaze patterns, and more specifically if differences in visual attention can be linked 

to the arbitrary and categorical versus iconic ways of expressing information in spoken 

language versus sign languages.  

The link between language and eye-gaze in spoken languages 

Previous research has shown that during language production speakers direct their 

eye-gaze at the referents they are describing in the order that they mention them, 

reflecting the incremental characteristics of spoken language planning (e.g. Griffin, 

2004; Griffin & Bock, 2000; Konopka & Meyer, 2014; Meyer, Sleiderink, & Levelt, 1998; 

van de Velde et al., 2014). Based on this evidence, it has been claimed that there is a 

tight link between incremental speech production and eye-gaze (i.e. speech-gaze link). 

Furthermore, linguistic variation across different languages in which different elements 

of a scene are encoded seems to guide speakers’ visual attention to different 

components of these visual scenes during message preparation (i.e. thinking for 

speaking, see Slobin, 2003; e.g. Bunger et al., 2016; Flecken et al., 2015, 2014; 

Papafragou et al., 2008; Trueswell & Papafragou, 2010). For example, Papafragou and 

colleagues (2008) used eye-tracking to show that language influences visual attention 

during message preparation. The study assessed whether cross-linguistic differences 

between English and Greek, in how a motion event is encoded, direct visual attention 

to different parts of the event. Greek predominantly encodes the Path (i.e. the 

direction) of the motion in the main verb (Talmy, 1985; Talmy, 2003), whereas English 

typically encodes Manner of the motion (i.e. how the motion is performed) in the main 

verb. During the planning of event descriptions (e.g. someone is running up the stairs), 
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Greek speakers encoded and paid more attention to the Path (e.g. ascending the stairs), 

while English speakers encoded and paid more attention to the Manner of the event 

(e.g. running). Therefore, eye-gaze patterns differed between Greek and English 

speakers during message preparation. Similarly, categorization differences between 

German and Korean speakers impacted the way these speakers visually attended to 

spatial relations between two objects (Goller, Lee, Ansorge, & Choi, 2017). Korean 

speakers based their linguistic categorization of space on the degree of fit between the 

two objects (e.g. kkita for loose fit vs. netha for tight-fit) whereas German speakers did 

not. Instead, German differentiates between support and containment (e.g. auf for 

support vs. in for containment). Eye-gaze patterns indicated that Korean speakers 

looked equally likely at the two objects, while German speakers looked more frequently 

at the ground object. Overall, previous research suggests that during the planning of 

describing spatial scenes, speakers of different spoken languages focus on those 

aspects of scenes that are relevant for linguistic expression. However, this body of 

evidence for language production influencing visual attention is limited to the study of 

spoken languages. It yet needs to be investigated whether thinking for speaking (Slobin, 

2003) might differ from thinking for signing because of the iconic ways sign languages 

are organised for expressing spatial relations, unlike spoken languages. 

Iconicity in sign languages and effects in language processing 

Some aspects of sign languages differ from spoken languages in terms of iconicity which 

is defined as the motivated mapping between meaning and a visual or auditory 

linguistic form (e.g. Dingemanse, Blasi, Lupyan, Christiansen, & Monaghan, 2015; 

Emmorey, 2014; Perniss, Thompson, & Vigliocco, 2010). In spoken languages, 

arbitrariness mostly governs the relation between form and meaning (but see Assaneo, 

Nichols, & Trevisan, 2011; Dingemanse, 2012 for an overview of existing iconic (i.e. 

motivated) forms in various spoken languages). In contrast, the visuo-spatial nature of 
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the modality of sign languages allows a large proportion of motivated one-to-one 

mappings in their linguistic structures. Within sign languages, iconicity can be found at 

the lexical level (e.g. in the sign for aeroplane in NGT) the extended thumb and pinkie 

depict the wings and the movement of the sign depicts the movement up into the sky) 

and also at the sentence level in which signers can map visual features of spatial 

relations between entities onto their hands and signing space.  

While the investigation on the influence of iconicity on spatial language processing in 

sign languages has just begun, a number of behavioural studies suggest that iconicity 

at the lexical level can affect sign language processing during language comprehension 

(e.g. Grote & Linz, 2003; Thompson, Vinson, & Vigliocco, 2009; Thompson et al., 2010, 

2012). For instance, Grote and Linz (2003) found that deaf signers of German Sign 

Language were faster in judging picture-sign relationships for iconic properties of signs. 

That is, signers were faster to judge object-property relations when the iconic property 

of the sign (e.g. tracing the beak of the eagle for the sign for eagle) matched the 

following picture compared to when it did not match (e.g. a picture of a beak vs. a 

picture of a wing). Interestingly, this effect was not found in speakers of German, who 

received a version of the same task containing the written translation equivalents in 

German. In another study, signers of British Sign Language were slower in deciding 

whether a sign involved a straight or bent handshape (i.e. phonological parameters of 

a sign) when signs were iconic compared to when they were arbitrary (Thompson et 

al., 2010). Moreover, it has been claimed that iconicity is not only relevant for language 

processing but can actually mediate the link between language and human experience 

(i.e. action and perception) because sign languages’ visuo-spatial mappings of many 

signs are salient aspects of the mental representations of their corresponding entities 

in the world (e.g. Perniss & Vigliocco, 2014; Thompson et al., 2012; Vigliocco, Perniss, 

& Vinson, 2014; Vigliocco, Vinson, Woolfe, Dye, & Woll, 2005; Vinson, Thompson, 

Skinner, & Vigliocco, 2015). However, the role of iconicity in semantic language 

processing at the lexical level is actively debated since many studies have also failed to 
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show iconicity effects on language comprehension (e.g. Bellugi & Klima, 1976; 

Bosworth & Emmorey, 2010). These findings suggest that iconicity effects on language 

comprehension depend on the investigated sample (e.g. native vs. late signers), the 

task, and the type of iconicity. For sign language production, however, Navarrete, 

Peressotti, Lerose, and Miozzo (2017) presented evidence for a facilitating effect of 

iconicity during a target-distractor picture naming task. That is, picture distractors with 

iconic signs induced faster responses than when picture distractors were arbitrary, 

suggesting that iconicity can drive the activation of unproduced lexical signs and can 

therefore affect linguistic production planning.  

Overall, previous studies have shown that iconicity can affect sign language processing 

during language comprehension and production, although the latter has been less 

studied. Furthermore, these findings are limited to the lexical level. To our knowledge, 

there are no studies so far looking at whether and how message preparation at the 

sentence level guides visual attention. Within the domain of spatial language (e.g. the 

pen is to the right of the glass) and sign languages, relations between two entities and 

their similarity to the linguistic forms are important (i.e. iconicity). This allows us to 

assess how visual attention relates to visual similarity between linguistic forms and 

visual relations between two objects and shape features of the objects. Therefore, the 

present study aims to investigate whether and how the iconic forms in sign languages 

at the sentence level guide visual attention to spatial relations differently than spoken 

language production during message preparation. 

The present study 

As a consequence of the vocal modality, speech forms in spoken languages rely on 

expressing three-dimensional events and spatial relations into arbitrary and categorical 

forms (see also Perniss, Zwitserlood, & Özyürek, 2015). The visuo-spatial nature of the 

modality of sign languages, however, allows iconic representations of space by directly 
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mapping entities and their spatial relations onto the hands and the signing space (e.g. 

Emmorey, 1996, 2002; Emmorey et al., 2013; Perniss et al., 2015; Talmy, 2003). In the 

present study, we investigated whether these iconic spatial expressions in sign 

languages guide deaf signers’ attention to spatial relations differently than that of 

hearing speakers during message preparation. That is, whether thinking for signing, 

thus the way iconic forms depict aspects of referents and relations, differs from 

thinking for speaking (Slobin, 2003). In addition, we aim to explore whether the type of 

iconicity within deaf signers’ spatial expressions influences their visual attention 

differently. Below, we first give some more detailed information about iconicity and 

different types of iconicity in sign languages to describe spatial relations. 

Iconicity in expressing spatial relations in sign languages 

Sign languages use iconic forms to encode spatial relations, unlike spoken languages. 

In particular, different constructions of spatial languages in sign languages exploit 

different types of iconic expressions. The common constructions to express spatial 

relations between entities, called classifier constructions (CLs). In using CLs, signers 

predominantly map shape and orientation properties of objects and relations among 

them onto their hands and the signing space in front of them by placing both hands in 

front of the body (e.g. Emmorey, 1996, 2002; Perniss et al., 2015; Zwitserlood, 2012). 

For example in NGT, signers may first introduce the lexical signs of the two entities (e.g. 

the pen and the glass), followed by a round handshape to represent the shape of the 

glass and the index finger to represent the thin, elongated shape of a pen, placing both 

hands next to each other to match the signers’ view of the relative relations of the 

entities to each other (Figure 6A). These mappings “mirror” or visually resemble both 

the object properties (i.e. shape) as well as the spatial relations between entities onto 

the signing space as viewed from the signers’ own perspective (e.g. Emmorey & Herzig, 

2003; Perniss et al., 2015; Perniss, Thompson, & Vigliocco, 2010).  
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Figure 6  

Types of iconicity in different linguistic expressions for “pen is to the right of the glass” in NGT. 

 

Panel A illustrates a classifier construction (CL) that visually resembles both object properties 

and space. Panel B and C demonstrate relation lexemes (RL) for right (R-handshape) (B) and next 

to (to the right) (B-handshape) (C) which resemble space only. RH stands for the right hand, LH 

for the left hand, and loc for locative placement (to the right or left). 

However, there are other iconic forms that signers can use, which encode only the 

spatial relation without expressing specific information about object properties (e.g. 
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shape; relational lexemes: RLs, e.g. Arik, 2013; Perniss et al., 2015; Sümer, Perniss, 

Zwitserlood, & Özyürek, 2014). RLs thus differ from CLs in their type of iconicity. RLs 

resemble space (i.e. figure object to the right or left of the ground object), while CLs 

resemble object properties and space (for neurobiological evidence for different 

processing of CLs vs. RLs in signers see Emmorey et al., 2013). Specifically for left/right 

spatial configurations in NGT, there are two forms of RLs available to encode spatial 

relations on the lateral axis. First, NGT signers can use RLs for LEFT and RIGHT (Figure 

6B). These lexemes contain first letters of the spoken words (i.e. L handshape for Dutch 

LEFT: LINKS; R handshape for Dutch RIGHT: RECHTS) as well as the hand movement to 

the right or to the left (corresponding to the position of the pen in regard to the glass). 

Second, NGT signers can use an RL meaning next to (Figure 6C) consisting of a B-

handshape moving to the left or right (corresponding to the location of the figure object 

in regard to the ground object, but without changing the B-handshape) (see Perniss, 

2007; Perniss et al., 2015). Both forms of RLs in NGT express the relative spatial relation 

between two entities in iconic ways (one-to-one mappings of the pictures) through 

space resemblance but not through resemblance to object properties, unlike CLs. 

Therefore, the types of iconicity in spatial expressions can differ and raise novel 

questions whether these different types of iconic forms selected guide visual attention 

to spatial relations differently. 

Visual world production eye-tracking paradigm 

In order to assess whether the above-mentioned types of iconic forms in NGT influence 

eye-gaze to relations between two objects differently than spoken Dutch during 

message preparation, we used a visual world eye-tracking paradigm. Instead of 

assessing language comprehension, we used this paradigm for language production in 

a novel way (for a similar approach, see Davies & Kreysa, 2017, 2018). We presented 

hearing speakers and deaf signers with the traditional four picture-displays, but as 
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different from previous research, each picture contained the same two objects but in 

different spatial relations to each other (i.e. left, right, front, behind, in or on) as we 

were interested in relational encoding. After an initial viewing phase of the four 

pictures, participants saw a visual cue in the form of an arrow indicating the target 

picture. This visual cue then disappeared and the four pictures remained on the screen 

until a grey screen appeared signalling that it was time to describe (i.e. 

speaking/signing) the target picture. We recorded hearing speakers’ and deaf signers’ 

eye-gaze during two crucial display phases. First, we assessed the initial viewing phase 

before the target was indicated (i.e. pre-arrow window, Figure 8) serving as a baseline 

to explore whether hearing speakers and deaf signers observe the visual displays 

differently prior to message preparation for encoding of spatial relations (e.g. due to 

deafness, enhanced peripheral vision or sign language experience) and also to check 

whether our displays had intrinsic features that guided visual attention. Second, we 

assessed the viewing phase after the arrow disappeared until the production screen 

appeared (i.e. post-arrow window, Figure 8) which was our main interest to investigate 

visual attention during message preparation.  

In the four picture displays, we manipulated the ways in which spatial relations in non-

target pictures (i.e. competitors and distractors) competed with the target picture (i.e. 

right/left) either due to being visually similar and/or semantically relevant to the target 

picture (see Figure 7). In this manipulation, when non-target pictures depicted figure 

objects placed to the sides of the ground object (i.e. left/right/front/behind; lateral and 

sagittal relations) they were considered more visually similar to the target than when 

they were in in/on relations (i.e. topological relations). The reason to consider lateral 

and sagittal relations as more similar to the target compared to topological relations is 

based on the view that the former are viewpoint dependent and therefore require 

perspective taking from the language user (Levinson, 1996, 2003). Thus sagittal and 

lateral relations share more similarities to each other and to the target object in terms 
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of viewpoint dependency and perspective taking and differ in those terms from 

topological relations, which are not viewpoint dependent and therefore do not require 

perspective taking. In addition to visual similarity, non-target pictures were also 

defined as semantically relevant if they shared the same lateral symmetrical axis as the 

target object (i.e. left/right more semantically related than left/ front or left/in).  

Following this approach, displays included a) a symmetrical competitor (i.e. left/right) 

which was visually similar to the target picture and also semantically relevant, b) a 

sagittal competitor (i.e. front/behind) which was only visually similar to the target 

picture (i.e. figure object is on the sagittal side of the ground object) but not 

semantically relevant, and c) a topological distractor (i.e. in/on) which was neither 

visually nor semantically relevant. We reasoned that if iconicity of relational 

expressions matters, then the competitors would attract deaf signers’ attention more 

than hearing speakers’ and also where deaf signers allocate their visual attention would 

depend on the type of iconicity used in their spatial expressions.  

We further manipulated the complexity of displays in two ways: we either included the 

symmetrical competitor, creating more complex displays, or excluded it, creating less 

complex displays (for a similar approach using a contrast manipulation, see Davies & 

Kreysa, 2017, 2018; Sedivy, Tanenhaus, Chambers, & Carlson, 1999). We therefore 

decreased display complexity when a symmetrical competitor was absent due to its 

high degree of visual similarity to the left/right target picture. Thus, we assumed that 

the presence of a symmetrical competitor is more perceptually complex (i.e. more 

complex displays) compared to when it is absent (i.e. less complex displays). In these 

so-called less complex displays, we presented the target, one sagittal competitor and 

two topological distractors. This manipulation served as a baseline for exploring 

whether hearing speakers’ and deaf signers’ language productions and eye-gaze are 

further influenced by the complexity of displays.  
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Predictions 

For linguistic productions, we predicted that hearing speakers will use the most 

informative strategy available, independent of the complexity of displays (Davies & 

Kreysa, 2017). That is, hearing speakers will prefer to use specific spatial relation 

adverbs (e.g. LEFT/RIGHT) over general spatial relation adverbs (e.g. next to) despite 

the presence or absence of a symmetrical competitor. For deaf signers, we predicted a 

preference of using CLs over RLs as demonstrated previously for American Sign 

Language (Emmorey, 2002), German Sign Language (Perniss, 2007) and Turkish Sign 

Language (Sümer, 2015). It is less known how these strategies might differ in different 

complexity contexts. Due to the high level of informativeness of CLs (resembling objects 

and space) we predicted, that deaf signers prefer the most informative strategy (i.e. 

CLs), independent of the presence or absence of a symmetrical competitor.  

For eye-gaze prior to message preparation (pre-arrow window), we predicted that 

hearing speakers and deaf signers do not differ in the way they observe the visual 

displays. Previous research suggests that only during the planning of describing spatial 

scenes, speakers of different spoken languages look at those aspects of scenes 

differently and in ways that are relevant for linguistic expression. During only viewing; 

that is, without the goal of language production, these cross-linguistic effects were 

absent (e.g. Papafragou et al., 2008; Slobin, 2003). In our study during the pre-arrow 

window, subjects do not know which spatial relation to encode. We therefore consider 

that eye-gaze patterns in the pre-arrow window do not reflect differences in encoding 

for spatial relations (i.e. the focus of the current study). We cannot rule out that eye-

gaze might be guided by preparation for object labels, similar in all of the four pictures, 

or other general visual attention differences between hearing speakers and deaf 

signers. However and importantly, we did not expect differences between hearing 

speakers and deaf signers to arise prior to message preparation neither for more 
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complex displays nor for less complex displays that would reflect differences in visual 

attention related to relational encodings. 

For eye-gaze during message preparation (post-arrow window), we expected to find 

differences between hearing speakers and deaf signers related to relational encodings. 

More specifically, we predicted that in order to plan to describe the relation depicted 

in the target picture deaf signers experience more eye-gaze competition from the 

symmetrical competitor or the sagittal competitor than hearing speakers. Moreover, 

this enhanced competition from deaf signers might increase as time unfolds and gets 

close to the actual message production (unlike in pre-arrow window). Due to the visual 

similarity of those competitors, deaf signers need to identify the relative locations 

and/or the orientation, size and shape of the objects in relation to each other to map 

information onto the signing space iconically (e.g. orientation/shape of figure hand 

placed in relation to hand resembling the ground object). Consequently, 

disambiguating where to move or place the hands in space might require more effort 

for deaf signers during production planning, resulting in an increase in visual attention 

to the symmetrical and/or sagittal competitors in order to describe the target picture. 

In contrast, for hearing speakers, this kind of iconic information is not relevant for their 

categorical and arbitrary spatial expressions. Thus, we expected that hearing speakers 

experience less competition than deaf signers from the visually similar competitors (i.e. 

symmetrical and sagittal competitor). For the topological distractor, we did not expect 

differences in eye-gaze competition for both hearing speakers and deaf signers, since 

it is neither semantically relevant nor visually similar to the target picture. Following 

the same line of reasoning, for less complex displays we predict that deaf signers 

experience no enhanced eye-gaze competition from the topological competitor 

compared to hearing speakers. However, we do predict more eye-gaze competition 

from the sagittal competitor for deaf signers compared to hearing speakers. We do, 

however, take into account the possibility that competitors might be viewed differently 

depending on the complexity of the displays. 
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Additionally, we also expected that within deaf signers, the type of iconicity (CLs or RLs) 

preferred in their linguistic expressions would modulate visual attention differently, 

providing more evidence for linking gaze-allocation of deaf signers to the iconicity of 

their expressions. As explained above deaf signers can either use CLs which resemble 

both space and object properties in a one-to-one mapping (Figure 6A) or they could use 

RLs in which iconicity focusses on spatial properties only (see Figure 6B, Figure 6C). 

Depending on which strategy deaf signers are planning to use we expect different eye-

gaze patterns to arise. On the one hand, preparing to use CLs might lead to more eye-

gaze competition from visually relevant pictures (i.e. symmetrical and/or sagittal 

competitor) because they require more effort to resemble the object properties and 

where to place the hands in space (e.g. placing a long-elongated handshape 

representing the pen to the left vs. right vs. front vs. behind of the round handshape 

representing the glass). On the other hand, planning to use RLs might lead to more 

competition from only the semantically relevant symmetrical competitor but not from 

the other visually similar sagittal competitor. RLs’ iconicity focuses on the relative 

location in space in a more abstract and categorical fashion than CLs’ and thus only 

semantically relevant competitors (i.e. symmetrical competitor) might elicit 

competition with the target picture. As above we expected these types of competitions 

to change over time and increase getting close to the message production. We do not 

expect more eye-gaze competition from the topological distractor as it is neither 

visually nor semantically relevant for describing the left/right target configuration.  

Methods 

The methods reported in this experiment were approved by the Humanities Ethics 

Assessment Committee of the Radboud University. 
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Participants 

The participants in this study were 20 hearing speakers of Dutch (11 female), and 20 

deaf signers of NGT (16 females; see Table 2 for participants’ descriptive statistics). To 

assess similarities in age and language proficiency across hearing speakers, and deaf 

signers we conducted Bayesian t-tests in which we assessed the probability of the mean 

difference greater than zero and less than zero, using the R package BayesianFirstAid 

(version 0.1; Bååth, 2014).The groups were similar in age (Bayesian two sample t-test: 

MDIFF (-5) > 0: p = 0.129, MDIFF (5) < 0: p = 0.871). All deaf signers were born to deaf 

parents and acquired NGT from birth (i.e. from their deaf signing parents), except one 

who acquired sign supported Dutch (i.e. manually coded form of Dutch, thus spoken 

Dutch is being supported by NGT signs) from birth. Two additional deaf signers and one 

hearing speaker were tested but were excluded from the study due to another native 

language than NGT (N = 1), or high errors in describing the pictures (hearing speakers: 

N = 1; deaf signers: N = 1). Additionally, one deaf signer was discarded due to high eye-

tracking loss (larger than 45%).  

Table 1 

Descriptive statistics for hearing speakers and deaf signers. 

Self-rated proficiency scores contain evaluations of Dutch from hearing speakers and of NGT 

from deaf signers from 0 (no knowledge) to 5 (native like). Visuo-spatial memory span contains 

the average span per group (out of 9) assessed by the Corsi Block Tapping Task. SDs are reported 

between parentheses. SDs are reported between parentheses. 

 Hearing speakers Deaf signers 

Age (years) 32 (11) 37 (12) 

Self-rated proficiency (comprehension) 4.87 (0.4) 4.80 (0.4) 

Self-rated proficiency (production) 4.80 (0.4) 4.60 (0.8) 

Visuo-spatial memory span 6.65 (1.1) 6.40 (1.1) 
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The self-rated language proficiency scores ranging from 0 (no knowledge) to 5 (native 

like) were collected from hearing speakers for Dutch and deaf signers for NGT 

separately for comprehension and production (for validity of self-ratings to measure 

proficiency, see Wilson, 1999). Comprehension scores of Dutch included scores for 

reading and listening, while the scores for NGT included understanding. Production 

scores of Dutch included speaking and writing, while the scores for NGT included 

signing. Bayesian two-sample t-tests indicated similar comprehension scores (MDIFF (-

0.07) > 0: p = 0.501, MDIFF (0.07) < 0: p = 0.499) and production scores (MDIFF (-0.2) > 0: 

p = 0.502, MDIFF (0.2) < 0: p = 0.498) between hearing speakers and deaf signers. Paired 

Bayesian t-tests showed no difference between self-rated language production scores 

and comprehension scores within hearing speakers (MDIFF (-0.2) > 0: p = 0.506, MDIFF 

(0.2) < 0: p = 0.494) and within deaf signers (MDIFF (-0.07) > 0: p = 0.503, MDIFF (0.07) < 0: 

p = 0.497). We used a Corsi Block Tapping Task (Corsi, 1972) to control for differences 

in visuo-spatial memory between hearing speakers and deaf signers, which yielded 

similarities between hearing speakers’ and deaf signers’ working memory span 

(Bayesian two sample t-test: MDIFF (-0.25) > 0: p = 0.726, MDIFF (0.25) < 0: p = 0.274). All 

hearing speakers and the majority of the deaf signers were tested at the Max Planck 

Institute for Psycholinguistics in Nijmegen, The Netherlands. Three deaf signers were 

tested at their homes. Participation was voluntary and all participants received a 

financial compensation. 

Materials 

Participants were presented with 84 visual displays containing four pictures (see Figure 

7). Each picture displayed the same two objects in a spatial relation to each other (i.e. 

left, right, front, behind, on, in). A visual cue in the form of an arrow appeared in the 

middle of the screen and pointed at one of the four pictures, indicating the target 

picture. 28 visual displays were used as experimental trials, half of them containing 
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more complex displays and the other half containing less complex visual displays. The 

target in both conditions was always a left or right configuration. More complex 

displays included a symmetrical competitor (left or right, depending on whether the 

target was left or right), a sagittal competitor (front or behind) and a topological 

distractor (in or on). Less complex displays, importantly, did not contain a symmetrical 

competitor but included instead a sagittal competitor (front or behind) and two 

topological distractors (i.e. both in and on).  

Figure 7  

Examples of experimental displays. 

 

Displays are specified for more complex and less complex displays. 

Next to the 28 experimental displays, we included 56 additional displays as filler trials 

to distract participants from the critical left/right configurations during the experiment. 

The filler displays consisted of four different patterns to offer visual variation and avoid 

biases to the left/right symmetry. Importantly, all filler displays contained 
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front/behind/in/on targets instead of left/right, which were equally distributed across 

all 56 displays (i.e. targets: 14 x front, 14 x behind, 14 x in, 14 x on). Thus, in filler 

displays, the arrow pointed at any other spatial relation but left/right. First, 14 filler 

displays contained the same combinations of spatial relations as the 14 experimental 

more complex displays, thus contained left, right, front/behind, in/on. Second, 14 filler 

displays resembled the 14 experimental less complex displays (i.e. containing left/right, 

front/behind, in, on). Third, 14 visual displays contained both a front and behind 

configuration to distract participants from our critical lateral contrast (i.e. front vs. 

behind, left/right, in/on). Finally, 14 visual displays also contained both front and 

behind relations, however, did not include any left/right spatial relations (i.e. front vs. 

behind, in, on). 

Figure objects (e.g. the pen) were presented once, while Ground objects (e.g. the jar) 

occurred four times, but always in combination with another figure (e.g. jar-lemon, jar-

watch, jar-screwdriver, and jar-jar lid). One Ground object was never presented more 

than twice in a row. Ground objects in experimental displays were always non-intrinsic 

objects to allow left/right interpretations rather than intrinsic interpretations. 

Additionally, target spatial relations (i.e. left/right) were presented not more than twice 

in a row to avoid biases to one type of spatial relations. The location of each 

configuration was counterbalanced across participants and trials. All visual displays 

have been piloted to assure that participants can name the presented objects. 

Procedure 

Before the actual experiment, participants performed a familiarization task using 

displays similar to those in the actual eye-tracking experiment to introduce participants 

to the general complexity of our displays (i.e. 2x2 grid with two objects in different 

spatial relations to each other). After answering some questions about the displays, we 

proceeded with the actual eye-tracking description task. The experiment was preceded 
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by three practice trials, which were repeated if necessary, and a five-point calibration 

and validation procedure. Trials started with a fixation cross shown for 2000 ms, 

followed by a pre-arrow display introducing the four pictures for 1000 ms (see Figure 

7). After that, an arrow indicated the target picture by pointing at one of the four 

pictures and disappeared after 500 ms. The four pictures remained on the screen for 

2000 ms until a grey, visual noise screen was presented as a cue for linguistic 

production (see Figure 8). Participants’ task was to describe (i.e. speak/sign) the picture 

at which the arrow was pointing (i.e. the target picture), to a confederate when the 

grey screen appeared. After each description, the confederate pretended to choose the 

described picture out of four pictures on a tablet. We instructed participants in such a 

general manner because the confederates’ cover task provided the participants with 

enough indications of what is expected from them. Furthermore, with this general 

instruction, we aimed to allow unbiased linguistic descriptions, as well as individual 

scanning of the display that is guided by the way participants, will describe the pictures. 

The confederate was present to elicit a natural conversation and the confederates’ 

hearing status was always matched to that of the participant (i.e. a deaf confederate 

for deaf participants, a hearing confederate for hearing participants). Importantly, 

participants were told that confederates were naïve participants and the confederate 

was always another person than the experimenter to assure that the picture 

descriptions to the addressee are as informative as in natural conversations. 

Participants never questioned the status of the addressee during or after the 

experiment. All hearing speakers were tested with the same hearing confederate and 

all deaf signers were paired with the same deaf confederate. Participants initiated the 

next trial by pressing a button after they had described the target picture. Importantly, 

participants did not receive feedback regarding their spatial descriptions.  
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Figure 8  

Timeline of trial structure. 

 

After this eye-tracking task, participants took part in a digital Corsi Block Tapping task 

to control individual differences in spatial memory. The eye-tracking task and the Corsi 

Bock Tapping task were presented on an SMI RED-250 mobile laptop. The software 

package Presentation NBS 16.4 (Neurobehavioural Systems, Albany, CA) was used to 

control the eye-tracker, present the stimuli, and register button presses during each 

trial. Triggers were sent from this software to the eye-tracker. Eye-gaze was recorded 

binocular at a rate of 250Hz (every 4 ms). Instructions were always given orally/visually 

in form of a video. A language background questionnaire was given at the end of the 

session to assess language use, language proficiency, deafness in family, etc. In total, 

the experimental session lasted approximately 45 minutes. 

Data analysis 

In this section, we will first describe how we analysed hearing speakers’ and deaf 

signers’ spatial descriptions of the target pictures during the eye-tracking task. Next, 
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we describe the analysis of the eye-gaze data first prior to message preparation 

followed by during message preparation. Finally, we will combine the two types of data 

(i.e. linguistic productions and eye-gaze) by linking deaf signer’s linguistic productions 

to their eye-gaze competition during message preparation.  

Linguistic production.  To assess the frequency of certain types of spatial expressions 

used by hearing speakers and deaf signers, we coded descriptions of the experimental 

items to describe left/right spatial configurations across more complex and less 

complex displays. In order to do this, we used ELAN, a free annotation tool 

(http://tla.mpi.nl/tools/tla-tools/elan/) for multimedia resources developed by the 

Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics, The Language Archive, Nijmegen, The 

Netherlands (Wittenburg, Brugman, Russel, Klassmann, & Sloetjes, 2006). Trained, 

native annotators (i.e. native Dutch annotator for Dutch data, deaf native NGT 

annotator for NGT data) performed annotations and codings of the data. All codings 

were checked by an additional coder to find consensus. If no consensus could be found, 

the trial was excluded from further analyses (3.61% of the data). 

 For hearing speakers’ picture descriptions in Dutch, we distinguished between two 

types of spatial expressions: categorical forms (i.e. specific spatial relation adverb LEFT 

LINKS or RIGHT RECHTS) and other alternative non-categorical forms (i.e. NEXT TO 

NAAST). In addition to speech, we also coded hearing speakers’ co-speech gestures, 

albeit very few, during their picture descriptions and coded per description whether 

any additional information was encoded iconically with the hands (i.e. about the object 

properties or spatial relation) or not.  

For deaf signers’ spatial descriptions in NGT, we categorised linguistic strategies into 

two main groups depending on their type of iconicity. First, CLs (Figure 6A), which 

resemble visually space and object properties. Second, RLs (Figure 6B and Figure 6C), 

which resemble space only. In addition, we coded for double strategies, thus 

descriptions that contained both RLs followed by CLs within one response, resembling 
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space and additionally space and object properties (see Figure 9; CLs followed by RLs 

can also occur, although less frequently; see also Sümer, 2015 for Turkish Sign 

Language).  

Figure 9  

Example of a double strategy for “lemon is to the right of the jar” in NGT using both RL (next to) 

and CL within one description. 

 

This coded data were analysed in R (version 3.3.1) (R Core Team, 2013). We used a 

logistic regression analysis with binomial link separately for hearing speakers and deaf 

signers. For hearing speakers, we compared categorical (LEFT/RIGHT) versus non-

categorical (NEXT TO) strategies (Spatial Expression Type) across more complex and 

less complex displays (Display Complexity) by using numeric contrasts (Helmert 

contrast). That is, for Spatial Expression Type we coded categorical as +1/2 and non-

categorical as -1/2. For Display Complexity, we coded more complex displays as +1/2 

and less complex displays as -1/2. Similarly, for deaf signers we compared linguistic 

strategies such as CLs and RLs (Spatial Expression Type) across more complex and less 

complex displays (Display Complexity) by using numeric contrasts (Helmert contrast). 

That is, for Spatial Expression Type we coded one the first level double strategies as -

2/3, CLs as +1/3, and RLs as +1/3. On the second level, we coded CLs as +1/2 and RLs as 

-1/2. For Display Complexity, we coded more complex displays as +1/2 and less complex 

displays as -1/2.  
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Visual attention. For each trial, eye movements were recorded from pre-arrow onset 

(0 ms) until the four-picture display disappeared (3500 ms). We analysed fixation 

proportions (right eye only) across 50 ms continuous time bins for two specific time 

windows: the pre-arrow window and post-arrow window. The pre-arrow window 

initiated immediately after presenting the fixation cross (0 ms) until arrow onset (1000 

ms) (see Figure 8), thus participants did not know yet which spatial relation to describe. 

The pre-arrow window served as a baseline prior to message preparation (related to 

spatial relation encoding) to ensure that different aspects of our visual displays did not 

differ in their tendencies to attract gaze. The post-arrow window initiated directly after 

arrow offset (1500 ms) until production onset (3500 ms) (see Figure 8) capturing 

participants’ linguistic planning phase linked to relational encoding. Thus, in the post-

arrow window, we were able to assess hearing speakers’ and deaf signers’ 

viewing during message preparation (for relational encoding) over time.  

We defined five different square-shaped Areas of Interest (AoI): one for each picture 

and one for the arrow region. We kept the size and positions of the five AoIs equal 

across all trials. Fixation data were preprocessed in R (version 3.3.1) (R Core Team, 

2013). First, it was determined for each participant whether a fixation fell into a 

particular AoI in each of 40 consecutive bins of 50 ms. Participants with more than 45% 

track loss across all trials were excluded from the analysis (N = 1). Additionally, we 

excluded trials in which track loss was higher than 50% (4.55%). 

To examine the eye-gaze patterns, we analysed the fixation data by using linear mixed-

effects regression models (Baayen, Davidson, & Bates, 2008) in R (version 3.3.1) (R Core 

Team, 2013) using the packages lme4 (version 1.1-19) (Bates, Mächler, Bolker, & 

Walker, 2015) and lmerTest (version 3.0-1) (Kuznetsova, Brockhoff, & Christensen, 

2017) to retrieve p-values. We used the package emmeans (Length, 2019; Searle, 

Speed, & Milliken, 1980) to interpret significant interactions in these models. 
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 Fixation proportions were corrected in both time windows for 200 ms to plan a first 

saccade (Matin, Shao, & Boff, 1993). We logarithmically transformed mean fixation 

proportions and time bins, which mathematically required shifting zeros and ones by 

+1.01. 

Fixation proportions were corrected in both time windows for 200 ms to plan a first 

saccade (Matin, Shao, & Boff, 1993). We logarithmically transformed mean fixation 

proportions and time bins, which mathematically required shifting zeros and ones by 

+1.01. 

Eye-gaze competition prior to message preparation in hearing speakers versus deaf 

signers (pre-arrow window). First, we wanted to ensure that hearing speakers and deaf 

signers did not differ from each other in their eye-gaze patterns before they knew 

which relation they would describe and that our displays did not have intrinsic features 

that guided attention. For more complex displays, Group (categorical predictor: hearing 

speakers vs. deaf signers), Bin (continuous predictor: for each 50 ms bin) and Spatial 

Relation Type (categorical predictor: lateral vs. sagittal vs. topological), were entered 

as fixed effects (predictors). Group was coded as a numeric contrast (Helmert contrast); 

that is, hearing speakers as -1/2 and deaf signers as +1/2. Spatial Relation Type was also 

coded as a numeric contrast (Helmert contrast). Due to the presence of two lateral 

configurations (left and right), fixations across these two pictures were averaged. On 

the first level, we compared fixations to topological relations versus the averaged 

lateral and sagittal relations by coding topological as -2/3, lateral as +1/3, and sagittal 

as +1/3. On the second level, we compared fixations to lateral versus sagittal relations 

by coding lateral as +1/2 and sagittal as -1/2. 

For less complex displays, the model was fitted with the same measurements and 

predictors as for the more complex displays and we applied the same Helmert contrast 

coding. Due to the absence of a second lateral relation but inclusion of a second 
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topological relation the fixations for both topological relations (in and on) were 

averaged. 

Eye-gaze competition during message preparation in hearing speakers versus deaf 

signers (post-arrow window). To analyse visual attention to left/right spatial relations 

during message preparation (i.e. post-arrow window) in more complex displays, we 

created three measures that assessed different types of eye-gaze competition: 1) mean 

of looks to target minus symmetrical competitor (symmetrical competition), 2) mean of 

looks to target minus sagittal competitor (sagittal competition), 3) mean of looks to 

target minus topological distractor (topological competition). In the model, Group 

(categorical predictor: hearing speakers vs. deaf signers), Bin (continuous predictor: for 

each 50 ms bin) and Competition Type (categorical predictor: symmetrical competition 

vs. sagittal competition vs. topological competition) were entered as fixed effects 

(predictors). As for the pre-arrow window, Group was coded as a numeric contrast; that 

is, hearing speakers as -1/2 and deaf signers as +1/2. Competition Type was also coded 

as a numeric contrast. On the first level, we compared competition from the topological 

distractor versus competition from the other pictures by coding topological 

competition as - 2/3, symmetrical competition as +1/3, and sagittal competition as + 

1/3. On the second level, we compared competition from the symmetrical competitor 

(coded as +1/2) versus competition from the sagittal competitor (coded as -1/2). 

For less complex displays, the model was fitted with the same measurements and 

predictors as for the more complex displays, except for the symmetrical competition 

measurement, due to the absence of the symmetrical competitor. As in the above 

models, categorical predictors were coded as numeric contrast, however, for 

Competition Type, topological competition was coded as -1/2 and sagittal competition 

as +1/2.  

The link between type of iconicity in linguistic production and eye-gaze competition 

during message preparation in deaf signers only (post-arrow window). To further 
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assess whether deaf signers’ eye-gaze competition can be predicted by the type of 

iconicity in their spatial expressions, we linked deaf signers’ linguistic productions to 

their eye-gaze data during message preparation in more complex and less complex 

displays. For this, we excluded descriptions that could not be easily divided between 

types of iconicity (i.e. double strategies). Thus, we excluded double strategies (44.44% 

in complex displays and 41.97% in less complex displays) and consequently included 

only descriptions that contained only CLs or RLs. In the more complex display model, 

Type of Iconicity (categorical predictor: object + space resemblance vs. space 

resemblance), Competition Type (categorical predictor: symmetrical competition vs. 

sagittal competition vs. topological competition) and Bin (continuous predictor: for 

each 50 ms bin) were entered as fixed effects (predictors). Type of Iconicity was coded 

as numeric contrast; that is, visual resemblance as +1/2 and semantic relevance as -

1/2. Competition type was coded as numeric contrast (see above for eye-gaze 

competition model). For less complex displays, the model was fitted with the same 

measurements and predictors as for the more complex displays, except for the 

symmetrical competition measurement, due to the absence of the symmetrical 

competitor. 

For all models, we conducted a backward selection procedure in which insignificant 

predictors were removed to obtain the most parsimonious model. The maximal 

random effects structure that converged in the model was implemented, which 

included random intercepts for participants and items, as well as random slopes for 

Group by items. 

Results 

In this section, we will first report the linguistic production data to assess the most 

frequently used linguistic forms by hearing speakers and deaf signers across more 

complex and less complex displays, including the type of iconicity in deaf signers’ 
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expressions. After this, we will report the eye-gaze data beginning with the results prior 

to message preparation separately for more complex and less complex displays. Next, 

we will report results from eye-gaze competition during message preparation with the 

distinct measures separately for more complex and less complex displays. Finally, we 

will combine the two types of data (i.e. type of iconicity in linguistic productions and 

eye-gaze) and link deaf signers’ linguistic productions to their eye-gaze data across 

more complex and less complex displays.  

Linguistic production 

Figure 10 shows the most frequently used linguistic forms by hearing speakers and deaf 

signers during their picture descriptions (see Figure 10A for hearing speaker data; see 

Figure 10B for deaf signer data).  
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Figure 10  

Types of spatial expressions used by hearing speakers of Dutch deaf signers of NGT. 

 

Panel (A) illustrates the types of spatial expressions used by Dutch hearing speakers. Panel (B) 

shows the type of spatial expressions and iconicity in NGT deaf signers. Rectangles represent 

the mean. Dots represent each data point (participant). The width of the violins represents the 

data distribution’s density, the length of the violins depicts the range of data points.  

For hearing speakers, we investigated the frequency of categorical and non-categorical 

picture descriptions as a binary factor across the more complex and less complex 

displays. To investigate whether there are differences in hearing speakers’ descriptions, 

a logistic regression analysis yielded a main effect of Spatial Expression Type (β = 0.094, 

SE = -0.581, z = 15.573, p < 0.001). This main effect suggests a preference of categorical 

spatial expressions (98.92% across trials) over non-categorical spatial expressions 

(1.08% across trials) (see Figure 10A). There was no main effect of Display Complexity 

(β = 0.001, SE = 0.581, z = 0, p > .1) and no significant interaction between Display 

Complexity and Spatial Expression Type (β = -0.022, SE = 0.016, z = -0.019, p = 0.985).  
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In addition to speech, we coded hearing speakers’ co-speech gestures during their 

picture descriptions to assess whether any additional information was encoded with 

the hands (i.e. about the object properties or spatial relation). Results indicate a small 

amount of co-speech gestures (13% in total). In all those instances, the co-speech 

gestures did not add any extra information about the location nor the properties of the 

figure and ground object. Rather, they indicated roughly the direction of the figure 

independent of the ground, which was already encoded in speech (e.g. small head or 

hand movement to the left/right of the speakers’ body).  

Furthermore, we assessed the frequency of linguistic strategies varying in their type of 

iconicity in deaf signers. To investigate whether there are differences in deaf signers’ 

descriptions, a logistic regression analysis yielded a main effect of Spatial Expression 

Type (comparison 1[double vs. CL+RL]: β = -0.742, SE = 0.054, z = -13.668, p < 0.001, 

comparison 2[CL vs. RL]: (β = 0.816, SE = 0.138, z = 5.890, p < 0.001). The first comparison 

suggests that double strategies (43.22% across trials) are used more compared to using 

the average of RLs only and CLs only (see Figure 10B). In addition, the second 

comparison reveals that using CLs only (36.12% across trials) is the more preferred 

strategy than using RLs only (20.17% across trials). There was no main effect of Display 

Complexity (β = 0.009, SE = 0.109, z = -0.086, p = 0.931) and no interaction between 

Display Complexity and Spatial Expression (comparison 1[double vs. CL+RL]: β = -0.165, SE = 

0.221, z = -0.749, p = 0.454, comparison 2[CL vs. RL]: β = 0.323, SE = 0.277, z = 1.166, p = 

0.244). 

Eye-gaze patterns prior to message preparation in hearing speakers versus deaf 

signers (pre-arrow window) 

More complex displays. First, we assessed whether hearing speakers and deaf signers 

did not differ from each other in their eye-gaze patterns before they knew which 

relation they would encode and that our displays did not have intrinsic features that 
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guided attention in complex displays. The most parsimonious model incorporated two 

parameters for the random-effects structure of the data: random intercepts for 

participants and for the by-items random slope for Group. The model contained one 

main effect (Spatial Relation Type[lateral vs. sagittal]), two two-way interactions (Spatial 

Relation Type[lateral vs. sagittal]*Group; Spatial Relation Type[lateral vs. sagittal]*Bin) but no 

significant three-way interaction (Group*Bin*AoI; Figure 11). The first interaction with 

Group suggests that while both hearing speakers and deaf signers look at lateral 

relations more the difference between the two spatial relation types is bigger for 

hearing speakers than for deaf signers, independent of the time course of display 

viewing. The second interaction with Bin suggests increasing looks over time to lateral 

relations but not to sagittal relations independent of group. However, the lack of an 

interaction between Group and Bin suggests that there is no difference between 

hearing speakers and deaf signers over time in the way they view the visual displays 

prior to message preparation (for relevant statistics and corresponding coefficients, see 

Table 2). 
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Figure 11  

Eye-gaze competition prior message preparation for more complex displays. 

 

The left panel shows hearing speakers. The right panel shows deaf signers during the pre-arrow 

window. Smaller y-axis values indicate more eye-gaze competition. 
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Table 2 

Estimates, standard error, t-values, and p-values of the main effects of the eye-gaze baseline 

model for more complex displays for the pre-arrow window. 

Fixed effects Estimate  Std. error  t value  p value  

(Intercept)  0.061  0.009  6.430  0.001  

Relation Type[other vs. topological]  0.015  0.019  0.757  0.449  

Relation Type[lateral vs. sagittal]  -0.082  0.022  -3.678  0.001  

Group  -0.006  0.019  -0.295  0.768  

Bin  0.004  0.003  1.116  0.264  

Relation Type[other vs. topological]:Group  0.040  0.039  1.044  0.296  

Relation Type[lateral vs. sagittal]:Group  0.092  0.045  2.057  0.040  

Relation Type[other vs. topological]:Bin  0.001  0.007  0.049  0.961  

Relation Type[lateral vs. sagittal]:Bin  0.041  0.008  5.039  0.001  

Group:Bin  0.002  0.007  0.353  0.724  

Relation Type[other vs. topological]:Group:Bin  -0.015  0.014  -1.078  0.281  

Relation Type[lateral vs. sagittal]:Group:Bin  -0.031  0.016  -1.915  0.055  

Less complex displays.  For less complex displays, the most parsimonious model incorporated 

two parameters for the random-effects structure of the data: random intercepts for participants 

and for the by-items random slope for Group. The model contained one main effect (Spatial 

Relation Type[lateral vs. sagittal]) and a two-way interaction (Spatial Relation Type[lateral vs. sagittal]*Bin) 

but no significant three-way interaction (Group*Bin*AoI; Figure 12). The two-way interaction 

suggests, as in complex displays, increasing looks over time to lateral relations but not to sagittal 

relations, independent of group. The lack of an interaction with Group and Bin, as in complex 

displays, suggests that over time hearing speakers and deaf signers do not view the visual 

displays differently prior to message preparation (for relevant statistics and corresponding 

coefficients, see Table 3).  
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Figure 12 

Eye-gaze competition prior message preparation for less complex displays. 

 

The left panel shows hearing speakers. The right panel shows deaf signers during the pre-arrow 

window. Smaller y-axis values indicate more eye-gaze competition. 

Table 3 

Estimates, standard error, t-values, and p-values of the main effects of the eye-gaze baseline 

model for less complex displays for the pre-arrow window. 

Fixed effects Estimate  Std. error  t value  p value  

(Intercept)  0.064  0.010  6.358  0.001  

Relation Type[other vs. topological]  0.007  0.020  0.352  0.725  

Relation Type[lateral vs. sagittal]  -0.071  0.024  -3.024  0.002  

Group  0.008  0.020  0.407  0.684  

Bin  0.004  0.004  1.164  0.244  

Relation Type[other vs. topological]:Group  -0.044  0.041  -1.077  0.282  

Relation Type[lateral vs. sagittal]:Group  -0.019  0.047  -0.403  0.687  

Relation Type[other vs. topological]:Bin  -0.002  0.007  -0.324  0.746  

Relation Type[lateral vs. sagittal]:Bin  0.031  0.009  3.547  0.001  

Group:Bin  -0.002  0.007  -0.275  0.784  

Relation Type[other vs. topological]:Group:Bin  0.019  0.015  1.266  0.206  

Relation Type[lateral vs. sagittal]:Group:Bin  0.008  0.017  0.454  0.650  
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Eye-gaze competition during message preparation in hearing speakers versus deaf 

signers (post-arrow window) 

More complex displays. We assessed visual attention to spatial relations during 

message preparation in complex displays. The most parsimonious model incorporated 

two parameters for the random-effects structure of the data: random intercepts for 

participants and for the by-items random slope for Group. The model contained a main 

effect of Group, Bin and a two-way interaction (Group*Bin). Thus, both groups 

experience competition equally from symmetrical competitors, sagittal competitors 

and topological distractors (see Figure 13; note that lower difference scores indicate 

more competition). The two-way interaction suggests, however, that deaf signers but 

not hearing speakers experience increased eye-gaze competition over time 

independent of the type of competition. The relevant statistics and corresponding 

coefficients are reported in Table 4.  

Figure 13  

Eye-gaze competition during message preparation for more complex displays. 

 

The left panel shows hearing speakers. The right panel shows deaf signers during the post-arrow 

window. Smaller y-axis values indicate more eye-gaze competition. 
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Table 4 

Estimates, standard error, t-values, and p-values of the main and interaction effects of the eye-

gaze competition model for more complex displays for the post-arrow window. 

Fixed effects Estimate  Std. error  t value  p value  

(Intercept)  0.628  0.086  7.274  0.001  

Competition Type[other vs. topological]  0.033  0.218  0.153  0.878  

Competition Type[symmetrical vs. sagittal]  0.230  0.222  1.037  0.300  

Group  0.609  0.172  3.549  0.001  

Bin  -0.131  0.025  -5.302  0.001  

Competition Type[other vs. topological]:Group  -0.632  0.437  -1.448  0.148  

Competition Type[symmetrical vs. sagittal]:Group  -0.328  0.445  -0.737  0.461  

Competition Type[other vs. topological]:Bin  -0.009  0.064  -0.137  0.891  

Competition Type[symmetrical vs. sagittal]:Bin  -0.065  0.065  -0.993  0.321  

Group:Bin  -0.182  0.049  -3.697  0.001  

Competition Type[other vs. topological]:Group:Bin  0.187  0.128  1.457  0.145  

Competition Type[symmetrical vs. sagittal]:Group:Bin  0.108  0.131  0.825  0.409  

Less complex displays.  For less complex displays, the most parsimonious model 

incorporated two parameters for the random-effects structure of the data: random 

intercepts for participants and for the by-items random slope for Group. The model 

contained three main effects (Competition Type, Group; Bin), three two-way 

interactions (Competition Type*Group; Competition Type*Bin, Group*Bin) and a 

three-way interaction (Competition Type*Group*Bin). This three-way interaction 

suggests that, both groups experience more competition from the sagittal competitor 

compared to the topological distractor (averaged over groups: β = -0.060, SE = 0.003, z 

= -17.520, p < 0.001) (see Figure 14; note that lower difference scores indicate more 

competition). However, as in more complex displays, deaf signers but not hearing 

speakers experience increased eye-gaze competition over time. The relevant statistics 

and corresponding coefficients are reported in Table 5. 
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Figure 14 

Eye-gaze competition during message preparation for less complex displays. 

 

The left panel shows hearing speakers. The right panel shows deaf signers during the post-arrow 

window. Smaller y-axis values indicate more eye-gaze competition. 

Table 5 

Estimates, standard error, t-values, and p-values of the main and interaction effects of the eye-

gaze competition model for less complex displays for the post-arrow window. 

Fixed effects Estimate  Std. error  t value  p value  

(Intercept)  0.611  0.066  9.300  0.001  

Competition Type  0.423  0.127  3.328  0.001  

Group  0.727  0.131  5.536  0.001  

Bin  -0.118  0.019  -6.320  0.001  

Competition Type:Group  0.823  0.254  3.235  0.001  

Competition Type:Bin  -0.142  0.037  -3.804  0.001  

Group:Bin  -0.221  0.037  -5.914  0.001  

Competition Type:Group:Bin  -0.246  0.075  -3.292  0.001  
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The link between language production and eye-gaze competition during message 

preparation in deaf signers only (post-arrow window) 

Finally, to assess whether deaf signers’ eye-gaze competition can be predicted by the 

type of iconicity in their spatial expressions, we linked the type of iconicity for each 

picture description (i.e. object + spatial resemblance vs. spatial resemblance) to deaf 

signers’ eye-gaze competition during the preparation of that description. For more 

complex displays, the most parsimonious model incorporated random intercepts for 

participants and for the by-items random slope for Type of Iconicity. The model 

contained three main effects (Competition Type[symmetrical vs. sagittal], Type of Iconicity, Bin), 

four two-way interactions (Competition Type[other vs. topological]*Type of Iconicity; 

Competition Type [symmetrical vs. sagittal]*Type of Iconicity; Competition Type [symmetrical vs. 

sagittal]*Bin; Type of Iconicity*Bin), and two three-way interactions (Competition 

Type[other vs. topological] *Type of Iconicity*Bin; Competition Type[symmetrical vs. sagittal] *Type of 

Iconicity*Bin). The first comparison of this three-way interaction suggests that when 

planning CLs, deaf signers experience more competition from sagittal and symmetrical 

competitors than from topological distractors compared to planning RLs. In addition, 

the second comparison reveals that when deaf signers plan RLs, they experience more 

competition over time from the symmetrical competitor than from the sagittal 

competitor compared to planning CLs (see Figure 15). The relevant statistics and 

corresponding coefficients are reported in Table 6. Relating this to the results shown in 

Figure 13, deaf signers in fact do divide their attention to the different competitors 

presented depending on the linguistic strategies they are preparing for. Thus, the 

current analysis on eye-gaze linked to types of iconic forms reveals that differences in 

attention to the different competitors is attributed by iconicity in the relational 

expressions.  
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Figure 15  

Type of iconicity predicts eye-gaze competition during message preparation for more complex 

displays. 

 

Left panel shows eye-gaze competition when planning CLs. Right panel shows eye-gaze 

competition when planning RLs. Smaller y-axis values indicate more contrast competition. 
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Table 6 

Estimates, standard error, t-values, and p-values of the main and interaction effects of the model 

assessing whether the type of iconicity in NGT spatial expressions predict deaf signers' eye-gaze 

competition in more complex displays during message preparation (post-arrow window). 

Fixed effects Estimate  Std. error  t value  p value  

(Intercept)  1.412  0.143  9.855  0.001  

Competition Type[other vs. topological]  -0.505  0.291  -1.734  0.083  

Competition Type[symmetrical vs. sagittal]  -0.680  0.336  -2.024  0.043  

Type of Iconicity  0.584  0.277  2.109  0.035  

Bin  -0.357  0.040  -8.822  0.001  

Competition Type[other vs. topological]:Type of Iconicity  1.272  0.582  2.184  0.029  

Competition Type[symmetrical vs. sagittal]:Type of Iconicity  -1.478  0.672  -2.199  0.028  

Competition Type[other vs. topological]:Bin  0.153  0.086  1.785  0.074  

Competition Type[symmetrical vs. sagittal]:Bin  0.207  0.099  2.101  0.036  

Type of Iconicity:Bin  -0.190  0.081  -2.352  0.019  

Competition Type[other vs. topological]:Type of Iconicity:Bin  -0.395  0.171  -2.307  0.021  

Competition Type[symmetrical vs. sagittal]:Type of Iconicity:Bin  0.449  0.198  2.272  0.023  

For less complex displays, the model did not contain a three-way interaction 

(Competition Type*Type of Iconicity*Bin) (β = -0.244, SE = 0.157, t = -1.56, p = 0.119), 

suggesting that independent of the type of iconicity, deaf signers experience more eye-

gaze competition over time from the sagittal competitor compared to the topological 

distractor in less visually complex displays (for relevant statistics and corresponding 

coefficients, and graphs see Table S1 in the supplementary materials). 

Discussion 

To talk about space, spoken languages rely on arbitrary and categorical forms. In sign 

languages, however, the visuo-spatial modality allows for visually motivated, that is 

iconic, form-to-meaning mappings of space onto the signing space. The aim of this 

study was to assess whether the iconic expressions about spatial relations in sign 

languages guide visual attention to spatial relations differently than the arbitrary and 
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categorical spatial expressions in spoken languages during message preparation at the 

sentence level. We introduced an adapted version of the visual world eye-tracking 

experiment to investigate the link between message preparation (spoken vs. signed) 

and visual attention for spatial relations during message preparation. We expected 

differences in how visual attention is deployed during but not prior to message 

preparation, due to differences in the way hearing speakers and deaf signers 

linguistically encode spatial relations. Previous studies linking eye-gaze to language 

production at the sentence level have focussed only on spoken languages and have also 

found differences in eye-gaze in line with cross-linguistic patterning. This is the first 

study to investigate whether modality differences such as iconicity across sign and 

spoken languages also guide visual attention differently when planning messages at the 

sentence level. 

Our study has several key findings. First, hearing speakers and deaf signers described 

spatial configurations in the most informative manner available (according to the 

expected modality preferences) regardless of the complexity of displays (i.e. presence 

vs. absence of a symmetrical competitor). That is, hearing speakers used more 

categorical than non-categorical expressions while deaf signers preferred iconic forms, 

CLs over RLs as well as double strategies (i.e. using both CLs and RLs within one 

description). Second, deaf signers, but not hearing speakers, experienced more eye-

gaze competition over time from non-target spatial configurations during message 

preparation (post-arrow window). Importantly, prior to message preparation (pre-

arrow window), eye-gaze patterns between hearing speakers and deaf signers were 

similar and did not indicate differences in eye-gaze competition over time as we have 

observed during message preparation for relational encoding (i.e. post-arrow window). 

Furthermore, deaf signers’ eye-gaze competition was predicted by the type of iconicity 

in deaf signers’ spatial expressions. These results together indicate that the way sign 

languages are organised (i.e. iconic patterning) modulates deaf signers’ visual attention 
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to spatial relations differently than that of hearing speakers during message 

preparation. Below we will discuss the implications of our results in more detail. 

Hearing speakers and deaf signers prefer modality-specific ways of expressing 

spatial relations but both use the most informative strategy to describe left/right 

spatial relations 

We determined to what extent hearing speakers of Dutch and deaf signers of NGT used 

different linguistic strategies to encode spatial relations across more or less complex 

displays. Hearing speakers used more categorical than non-categorical expressions. 

Deaf signers used iconic expressions and within those iconic preferences, they favoured 

CLs over using RLs, confirming previous findings on such a CL preference (e.g. Emmorey, 

2002; Perniss, 2007; Sümer, 2015). Interestingly, NGT deaf signers overall preferred to 

use double strategies (i.e. CLs and RLs within one description) compared to using one 

strategy alone. We are the first to demonstrate a preference in NGT for using both CLs 

and RLs within one description for expressing left/right relations.  

Crucially, however, the complexity of displays influenced neither hearing speakers’ nor 

deaf signers’ linguistic strategies. That is, hearing speakers did not produce more 

specific spatial relation adverbs (e.g. LEFT/RIGHT) to describe more complex displays 

and more general spatial relation adverbs (e.g. NEXT TO) to describe less complex 

displays. Nor did deaf signers use more double strategies or CLs in more complex 

displays compared to less complex displays. Instead, hearing speakers and deaf signers 

described spatial configurations in the most informative way available, regardless of 

the presence or absence of a symmetrical competitor. This is in line with previous 

research in which speakers were as informative about contrast objects (e.g. big vs. 

small sausage) during complex displays (eight picture grid) as well as simple displays 

(four picture grid; Davies & Kreysa, 2017). The current study demonstrated that these 
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findings can be extended to even more complex displays (i.e. 2x2 grid with spatial 

relations) and to the visuo-spatial modality.  

Deaf signers, but not hearing speakers, experienced more eye-gaze competition 

from spatial configurations during message preparation (post-arrow window) but 

not prior to message preparation (pre-arrow window) 

Post-arrow window (during message preparation). For the post-arrow window, that is 

where we expected message planning to occur specifically for relational encoding, 

hearing speakers and deaf signers showed competition equally from both the 

competitors and distractor. However, deaf signers, but not hearing speakers, 

experienced increasing eye-gaze competition from competitors and distractor over 

time. For hearing speakers, planning categorical linguistic forms to describe spatial 

relations did not increase their eye-gaze competition. Deaf signers, unlike hearing 

speakers, have to map iconic information on to the signing space and thus need to 

identify the orientation, size, shape, and the relative locations of the objects in visually 

similar pictures. This seems to result in enhanced visual attention to spatial 

configurations, independent of whether it is visually or semantically related or not.  

During the viewing of less complex displays, similar differences arose in how hearing 

speakers and deaf signers allocate their visual attention. Thus as for more complex 

displays, deaf signers, but not hearing speakers, experienced an increase in competition 

from spatial configurations during message preparation for less complex displays. 

Additionally, we found more competition from the sagittal competitor than from the 

topological distractor in less complex displays for both groups (which we did not 

observe in more complex-displays). This could be indeed due to fact that sagittal 

relations (require viewpoint) are perceived differently than topological relations 

(Levinson, 2003; Levinson, 1996).  
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The reason that this difference between sagittal competitor and topological distractor 

only arises in less complex displays and not in more complex displays could be due to 

the visual complexity of displays (see Sorensen & Bailey, 2007, for evidence on display 

complexity overshadowing the eye movement-language processing link). Furthermore, 

it has been proposed that visual context such as shape similarity between presented 

stimuli within a visual world paradigm can constrain language-mediated anticipatory 

eye-movements (Hintz et al., 2019). That is, the presence of too many competitors (and 

additionally the visual similarity between sagittal and lateral relations) and a distractor 

might have masked this difference in the complex displays. Furthermore, the use of 

different types of iconicity by deaf signers might have also masked differences between 

types of spatial relations in complex displays in this analysis. As we will see below in the 

following section, eye-gaze patterns linked to the type of iconicity in deaf signers, in 

fact, reveal differences between sagittal and lateral competitors versus topological 

distractors in the complex displays depending on which linguistic strategy they are 

preparing for (CLs vs. RLs).  

Pre-arrow window (prior to message preparation). We had expected that during the 

pre-arrow window, hearing speakers’ and deaf signers’ viewing would not differ in ways 

linked to linguistic message preparation of spatial relations. Even though our results 

unexpectedly indicate a difference between hearing speakers and deaf signers, we 

argue that this difference is unrelated to the way hearing speakers and deaf signers 

prepare their linguistic message. In particular, hearing speakers were more likely to 

prefer looking at lateral relations compared to deaf signers, which was, however, 

independent of time (i.e. no interaction with Bin, unlike what we see in the post-arrow 

window). It appears that our visual displays create an overall preference to lateral 

relations for both groups, which seems to occur more strongly in more complex than 

in less complex displays. This preference might be rather due to the visual similarity 

between the two lateral relations and thus might be more driven by characteristics in 

the visual input (more strongly for hearing speakers) but not related to message 
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preparation (as there is no interaction with Bin). Note that at this stage participants do 

not know which spatial relation they will encode and thus these looks are unlikely to 

be related to the relational encoding we are interested in. However and most 

importantly, when hearing speakers and deaf signers concretely prepare their linguistic 

message (post-arrow window), different patterns arise which progressed differently in 

time between hearing speakers and deaf signers while message preparation was 

unfolding (i.e. increasing competition for deaf signers but not for hearing speakers). 

Thus, once hearing speakers and deaf signers start to prepare the linguistic message 

after the appearance of the arrow (i.e. knowing which relation to describe), differences 

in visual attention arise that relate to the way they prepare their messages and these 

patterns appear to be different than what we can observe in the pre-arrow window 

(i.e. when participants do not know which spatial relation to describe). Nevertheless, 

we do not fully exclude the possibility that during the pre-arrow window participants 

engage in some sort of linguistic preparation for the lexical items, but importantly, we 

believe this does not occur for the relations between items. We argue that possible 

linguistic preparation ongoing in the pre-arrow window does not reflect the active pre-

planning stage of the concrete linguistic message regarding the spatial relations. 

Rather, the pre-arrow window might reflect attentional preferences based on visual 

similarity or dissimilarity of the pictures (as we indeed find a slight preference to look 

at lateral relations than at sagittal relations), but also by other factors, for instance, 

covert object naming.  

Note that such differences in the pre-arrow window might influence the interpretation 

of eye-gaze patterns in the post-arrow window (see Barr, 2008). However, our results 

provide evidence against such a baseline influence. In particular, the differences 

between hearing speakers’ and deaf signers’ eye-gaze pattern in the pre-arrow window 

arise specifically for lateral relations over sagittal relations (i.e. more looks at lateral 

relations than sagittal relations for hearing speakers compared to deaf signers). 
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However, in the post-arrow window, the difference in visual attention between hearing 

speakers and deaf signers occurs across all competitor types and seems thus not to be 

a result of the group difference observed in the pre-arrow window. 

Deaf signers’ visual attention was predicted by the type of iconicity in their spatial 

descriptions 

Our data also revealed that in the post-arrow window not only the modality differences 

of spatial language (arbitrary and categorical speech vs. iconic sign) influenced visual 

attention to spatial relations during message preparation, but also the type of iconicity 

within deaf signers modulated their visual attention. That is, for more complex displays 

preparing to use CLs to describe left/right configurations led to eye-gaze competition 

from other spatial competitors compared to the planning of producing RLs. When 

planning to use CLs, deaf signers experienced more eye-gaze competition from pictures 

that visually resembled the target picture, thus from the symmetrical and sagittal 

competitors. Planning CLs requires where to place the hands in space, thus, placing the 

figure handshape (e.g. long-elongated handshape for pen) to the sides of the ground 

handshape (e.g. left vs. right vs. front vs. behind the round handshape for glass). 

Consequently, this mapping of object shapes and spatial relation onto the signing space 

requires more visual attention to visually resembling spatial configurations. On the 

other hand, planning RLs resulted in enhanced competition only from pictures that 

were also semantically relevant, thus from the symmetrical competitor only. Planning 

RLs require the identification of the relative location in space, thus only semantically 

relevant pictures (i.e. symmetrical competitor) competed for visual attention. 

Competition from the topological distractor was not predicted by the type of iconicity 

as it is neither visually nor semantically relevant for describing left/right target 

configurations. This confirms our initial expectations about differences between 

viewpoint dependent spatial relations (sagittal and lateral) versus topological relations 
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in complex displays when specific expressions are taken into account and justifies the 

choice of spatial relations used in our design. 

For less complex displays, deaf signer’s visual attention was not predicted by the type 

of iconicity in their spatial descriptions. Due to the absence of a symmetrical 

competitor, only one visually similar picture was present in the display (sagittal 

competitor) and no picture was semantically relevant to the left/right target picture. 

Thus, deaf signers experienced more competition from sagittal competitors than from 

topological distractors, independent of whether they planned CLs or RLs.  

Taken together, the way deaf signers planned to describe the target picture (i.e. CLs vs. 

RLs) shifted their attention towards different aspects of the visual display (visual 

resemblance vs. semantic relevance) that were relevant for message preparation. 

However, when a symmetrical competitor was absent (i.e. in less complex displays) the 

type of iconicity did not predict eye-gaze competition from the sagittal competitor or 

topological distractor. This finding again corroborates the above-mentioned finding 

that the complexity of the visual display itself influences how visual attention is 

allocated for language planning.  

Conclusion 

Overall, our results provide novel knowledge that message preparation for language 

production affects how hearing speakers and deaf signers allocate visual attention to 

spatial relations and thus suggests that thinking for speaking (Slobin, 2003) differs from 

thinking for signing. We further show that sign production and eye-gaze seem to be 

linked as speech production and eye-gaze are linked at the sentence level (e.g. Griffin, 

2004; Griffin & Bock, 2000; Koneke & Meyer, 2014; van de Velde et al., 2014), although 

further sign-eye-gaze links during actual signing need to be investigated. 
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Previous research has demonstrated that iconicity can facilitate (e.g. Grote & Linz, 

2003; Thompson et al., 2009) or hinder (e.g. Thompson et al., 2010) sign language 

comprehension. Our findings reveal that iconicity can affect not only language 

comprehension but also visual attention during the planning of language production. 

Our findings show that iconicity effects can surpass the lexical level and can be 

extended to the sentence level. Furthermore, we extend previous evidence from 

neuroimaging studies showing that planning CLs not only activate different brain 

regions involved in expressing spatial language (e.g. parietal regions) than expressing 

with RLs (e.g. left hemisphere language regions; Emmorey et al., 2013), but can also 

affect visual attention during message preparation differently. 

Overall, the current study provides evidence for the first time that the way languages 

encode information across modalities (arbitrary speech vs. iconic sign) influences visual 

attention to entities and relations between them during message preparation at the 

sentence level. It further suggests that the influence of language on visual attention 

goes beyond cross-linguistic differences found across spoken languages and that 

thinking for speaking might indeed differ from thinking for signing. This study opens up 

new avenues for looking at whether iconicity involved in different aspects of sign 

language (e.g. syntactic, discourse level) also influences visual attention. Finally, this 

study offers novel insights into the relationship between sign production and eye-gaze 

by showing first-ever that the type of form-meaning mapping in a language can guide 

visual attention and can be taken further to the view that iconicity can bridge the gap 

between language and human experience.  
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Estimates, standard error, t-values, and p-values of the main and interaction effects of the model 

assessing whether the type of iconicity in NGT spatial expressions predict deaf signers' eye-gaze 

competition during message preparation (post-arrow window) in less complex displays. 

Fixed effects Estimate  Std. error  t value  p value  

(Intercept)  0.840  0.137  6.115  0.001  

Competition Type  0.954  0.263  3.619  0.001  

Type of Iconicity  1.099  0.266  4.129  0.001  

Bin  -0.186  0.039  -4.813  0.001  

Competition Type:Type of Iconicity  0.824  0.527  1.563  0.118  

Type of Iconicity:Bin  -0.300  0.077  -3.884  0.001  

Type of Iconicity:Bin  -0.343  0.077  -4.433  0.001  

Competition Type:Type of Iconicity:Bin  -0.244  0.155  -1.579  0.114  
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Abstract 

Bimodal bilinguals are hearing individuals fluent in a spoken and a sign language. Can 

the two languages influence each other in such individuals despite differences in the 

vocal (speech) and visuo-spatial (sign) modalities of expression?  

We investigated cross-linguistic influences on bimodal bilinguals’ expression of spatial 

expressions. Unlike spoken languages, sign uses iconic linguistic forms that resemble 

physical features of objects in a spatial relation and thus expresses specific semantic 

information. Bimodal bilinguals (N = 21) fluent in Dutch and Sign Language of the 

Netherlands and their hearing speaking and deaf signing peers (N = 20 each, reported 

in Chapter 2) described left/right relations between two objects.  

Bimodal bilinguals expressed more specific information about physical features of 

objects in speech than hearing speakers, showing influence from sign. They also used 

fewer iconic signs with specific semantic information than deaf signers, demonstrating 

influence from speech. Bimodal bilinguals’ speech and sign are shaped by two 

languages from different modalities.  
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Introduction  

In spoken language, bilinguals activate their two languages simultaneously during 

language use, allowing the languages to influence each other (e.g. Costa, 2005; 

Indefrey, Sahin, & Gullberg, 2017; Kroll & Gollan, 2014). It is not known, however, if 

cross-linguistic influence between speech and sign also occurs in bimodal bilinguals, 

hearing individuals fluent in a spoken (vocal) and a sign (visuo-spatial) language. Here 

we investigated cross-linguistic influence in bimodal bilinguals who are fluent in Dutch 

and NGT. We focussed on the domain of spatial language in which differences in 

modality are mostly visible with respect to how spatial information is encoded (e.g. 

Emmorey et al., 2013). 

Sign languages use the hands and body for linguistic expression. This allows for the use 

of visually iconic forms, where there are varying degrees of visual resemblance 

between the form of the linguistic expression and its meaning. This is especially 

prominent in the domain of spatial language (Figure 16). Most expressions of spatial 

language are highly iconic and allow signers to express specific semantic information 

about the physical features of objects in a spatial relation, such as their shape or 

orientation. For example, in order to describe a picture of a pen located to the right of 

a glass, signers first introduce the lexical signs for the objects involved (e.g. glass and 

pen) and later choose iconic handshapes that visually resemble features of each object, 

such as a round handshape depicting the round shape of the glass and an index finger 

depicting the elongated shape of the pen (Figure 16A). These handshapes are then 

placed into the signing space, corresponding in an iconic way to the relative relation 

and orientation of the objects in the picture (Figure 16A). The iconic forms, called 

classifier constructions (CLs, e.g. Emmorey & Herzig, 2003) allow signers but not hearing 

speakers to express specific information about the physical features of the objects in 

addition to the location of objects relative to each other. 
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Signers may also use a less iconic linguistic strategy. They can use relational lexemes 

(RLs), such as LEFT and RIGHT (Figure 16B; see also Chapter 2). These are performed 

towards the left or the right of the body to represent the spatial relations between 

objects. RLs do not express any specific information about the physical features of the 

objects. As such, they are more akin to categorical forms such as LEFT and RIGHT in 

spoken languages. 

Figure 16 

Two types of iconic linguistic expressions to describe “the pen is to the right of the glass” in NGT. 

 

Panel (A) shows CLs where the hands represent specific information about the shape and 

orientation of the entities located (glossed as LocL/R) in space (right-most picture). Panel (B) 

shows the RL for RIGHT, where the handshape for fingerspelling the letter R moves to the right 

side in space to indicate the location of the pen in relation to the signer’s body (right-most 

picture). 
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Unlike sign languages, the vocal modality in spoken languages does not allow visual 

resemblance between form and meaning. Spoken languages also show more variation 

among each other in the domain of spatial expressions than sign languages which are 

more similar to each other due to the presence of iconicity. Even though some spoken 

languages can express more specific semantic information about objects in expression 

of spatial relations (e.g. Aikhenvald, 2006; Brown, 1994), most spoken languages use 

arbitrary and categorical speech forms, such as LEFT/RIGHT. These forms lack specific 

information about physical features of objects (see Chapter 2, for differences in Dutch 

and NGT in depicting left/right relations). 

The present study 

Focusing on such differences between spoken and sign languages, we investigated 

whether and how cross-linguistic influences across modalities occur between Dutch 

and NGT in bimodal bilinguals’ descriptions of left/right relations. NGT-Dutch bimodal 

bilinguals described spatial relations in each language. These were compared to their 

hearing speaking and deaf signing peers. Previous studies showed that bimodal 

bilinguals used more iconic co-speech gestures than their non-signing peers, indicating 

an influence from sign language (e.g. Casey & Emmorey, 2009; Weisberg et al., 2020). 

However, this influence is shown only within the same modality but not across 

modalities; that is, from sign to gesture, but not between sign and speech. 

Predictions 

In our study, we first explored cross-modal influences from sign to speech and asked 

whether bimodal bilinguals’ use of iconic forms can influence expressions in their 

speech by enhancing semantically specific information about object shape and 

orientation in their spoken expressions. Alternatively, such influence might not be 

present due to differences in modality and iconic versus categorical formats of 
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representation in the two languages. Secondly, we examined influences within one 

modality. We asked whether bimodal bilinguals produce more iconic gestures as well 

as CLs along with their spoken utterances (so-called code-blends to refer to signs used 

along with speech in bimodal bilinguals, Emmorey et al., 2005). Thirdly, in cases where 

we find cross-modal as well as within-modality influences, we checked whether these 

influences occur independently of each other. Finally, we explored whether cross-

linguistic influences can be bi-directional, in that speech can also influence sign. 

Bimodal bilinguals might prefer using more lexical signs for LEFT/RIGHT than their deaf 

signing peers. For example, their forms may be reduced in iconicity and thus be less 

semantically specific due to the influence of using categorical and arbitrary speech 

forms such as LEFT/RIGHT in Dutch. If we find bi-directional influences, this will 

constitute novel evidence that bimodal bilinguals do not resemble two monolinguals in 

one, as shown for spoken language bilinguals (see Grosjean, 1989); instead, they can 

be shaped by two languages from different modalities. 

Methods 

The methods reported in this experiment were approved by the Humanities Ethics 

Assessment Committee of the Radboud University. 

Participants 

The participants were 21 hearing native bimodal bilinguals of Dutch and NGT (11 

female, Mage = 34.33, SDage = 16.62). Additionally, 20 hearing sign-naive speakers of 

Dutch (11 female, Mage = 33.25, SDage = 10.95) and 20 deaf NGT signers (16 females, 

Mage = 34, SDage = 2.5) were recruited as control groups. We determined sample size 

based on previous research (e.g. Casey & Emmorey, 2009; Pyers & Emmorey, 2008; 

Weisberg et al., 2020) that used bimodal bilingual population sample sizes lower than 
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N = 15 per group. However, no power analyses were conducted in this previous 

research.  

All deaf signers were born deaf and raised by deaf parents. They all acquired NGT at an 

early age from their deaf signing parents and also acquired Dutch in its written form 

when entering school (Mage = 3.5, SDage = 2.8). NGT was the primary language of 

instruction (for self-rated literacy skills in Dutch, see Table S2 in Supplemental 

Materials). Four deaf signers received a cochlear implant later in their lives (at ages 12, 

30, 37, 48). Hence, none of the deaf signers had access to auditory Dutch from birth. 

Overall, our deaf signing participants had considerable knowledge of written Dutch. 

Consequently, they might have experienced some sort of influence from Dutch. 

However, we expected these possible influences to be less than for bimodal bilinguals, 

who have more exposure and access to both spoken and written Dutch in production 

as well as comprehension. 

All hearing speakers acquired Dutch as their native language and learnt additional 

languages (mostly English, German, and French) later in their lives through instructional 

settings (for more information on hearing speakers’ language background, see Table S3 

in Supplemental Materials). We selected hearing speakers and deaf signers as control 

groups because they acquired Dutch and NGT as their first languages without formal 

instruction. 

All bimodal bilinguals were born to at least one deaf parent, except one who grew up 

with a deaf sister (younger by year; when she was born the family began to learn NGT). 

Despite this delay in the NGT input, we included this bimodal bilingual participant in 

our study due to their very early and naturalistic exposure to NGT. Consequently, all 

bimodal bilinguals had access to NGT naturally at home and acquired Dutch from the 

surrounding community from early on (i.e. similar to language populations studied in 

De Quadros, 2018; Pichler, Lillo-Martin, & Palmer, 2018; Quadros & Lillo-Martin, 2018). 
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Eight of the 21 bimodal bilinguals were trained sign language interpreters. On a five-

point Likert scale, bimodal bilinguals rated their language use (1 = never; 2 = rarely; 3 = 

sometimes; 4 = most of the time; 5 = all the time) and their proficiency (1 = beginner, 2 

= intermediate, 3 = advanced, 4 = native-like, 5 = native) in Dutch and NGT separately, 

for both comprehension and production. Comprehension scores for Dutch included 

scores for reading and listening, while the scores for NGT included understanding. 

Production scores for Dutch included speaking and writing, while the scores for NGT 

included signing. 

Bimodal bilinguals indicated that they use Dutch (M = 4.80, SD = 0.41) more often than 

NGT (M = 3.65, SD = 0.93; paired samples t-test: t(20) = -5.21, p<0.001, Cohen’s d = -

1.59; using package effsize (version 0.7.6; Torchiano, 2019) to calculate effect sizes). All 

bimodal bilinguals rated their proficiency for production in NGT and Dutch to be 

somewhere between advanced and native-like, although scores were significantly 

higher for Dutch (M = 4.55, SD = 0.51) than for NGT (M = 3.85, SD = 0.93; paired samples 

t-test: t(20) = -2.77, p = 0.012, Cohen’s d = -0.89; for similar rating asymmetry in bimodal 

bilinguals see, De Quadros, 2018; Quadros & Lillo-Martin, 2018). For comprehension, 

bimodal bilinguals rated themselves as almost native in both Dutch (M = 4.75, SD = 

0.44) and NGT (M = 4.50, SD = 0.69) (paired samples t-test: t(20) = -1.56, p = 0.14, 

Cohen’s d = -0.43). All bimodal bilinguals reported Dutch as the language they speak 

best and feel most comfortable with. We additionally assessed language proficiency 

using objective assessment tools for NGT and Dutch. To do so, we used fluency 

measures such as grammatical and narrative skills for NGT and speech rate in Dutch. 

For NGT, we used an assessment tool for narrative production created for British Sign 

Language development (Herman, Grove, Holmes, Morgan, Sutherland, & Woll, 2004). 

Retellings of a 3.41 min video were scored by a deaf native NGT signer on narrative 

structure, grammar, and, in particular, the use of CLs. Scores indicated no differences 

between bimodal bilinguals and deaf signers in narrative structure (independent 
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samples t-test: t(38) = 0.22, p = 0.83, Cohen’s d = 0.07) or in the use of CLs and other 

grammatical aspects (independent samples t-test: t(38) = 1.52, p = 0.14, Cohen’s d = 

0.05), showing high NGT proficiency and appropriate use of CLs in our bimodal bilingual 

sample. 

For Dutch, we assessed speech fluency by measuring participants’ speech rate (number 

of syllables/time) using the speech analysis software Praat (Boersma & Weenink, 2001). 

Previous research suggests that speech rate and fluency are tightly linked. In particular, 

higher speech rates are associated with higher language proficiency (e.g. Daller, Yıldız, 

de Jong, Kan, & Başbaĝi, 2011; Polinsky, 2008). In order to measure speech fluency, we 

selected a 30-second speech sample from participants’ retelling the same narrative that 

was used for the NGT assessment and calculated participants’ speech rate (for the 

script, see de Jong & Wempe, 2009). Bimodal bilinguals’ speech rate (M = 3.56, SD = 

0.46) did not significantly differ from that of Dutch hearing speakers (M = 3.39, SD = 

0.43) (independent samples t-test: t(39) = -1.21, p = 0.23, Cohen’s d = -0.39), showing 

evidence for high Dutch proficiency in the bimodal bilingual sample. 

Materials 

We used the same stimuli as in Chapter 2. These stimuli consisted of 84 displays of four 

pictures. Each display contained the same two objects but in different spatial relations 

to each other (i.e. left, right, front, behind, on, in; see Figure 17). An arrow appeared in 

the centre of the screen and indicated the target picture. We used 285 displays as 

experimental trials in which the target picture always displayed a left or right 

configuration, while the remaining three pictures depicted other spatial configurations 

(i.e. front/behind, in/on). In our analysis, we focussed on left/right relations. Chapter 2 

                                                           
5 In this chapter we did not distinguish between less and more complex displays, because 
Chapter 2 indicated that the type of displays does not influence language production in hearing 
speakers and deaf signers. We therefore assumed that also for bimodal bilinguals this would not 
influence their language productions and thus collapsed both less and more complex displays. 
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had shown that deaf signers of NGT use a variety of CLs and RLs in describing left/right 

relations. However, for other spatial relations signers preferred mostly one type of sign; 

that is, RLs for pictures displaying topological relations such as in/on and CLs for 

pictures showing sagittal relations such as front/behind. Thus, we decided to focus on 

left/right relations because they offer variation in the type of signs that signers can 

choose to use. This allowed us to detect possible cross-linguistic influences in bimodal 

bilinguals. We included 56 fillers in which target pictures displayed other spatial 

relations such as front/behind and in/on in addition to left/right. 

Figure 17 

Example of an experimental display with ground and figure objects in different spatial relations. 

 

The arrow shows the target picture that needs to be described to the addressee. 

We pre-tested all visual displays to ensure that participants could name the presented 

objects. We used two sets of lists which were counterbalanced within and across 

participants and also across sessions. Consequently, bimodal bilinguals did not describe 

the same pictures across their two sessions. 
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All experimental displays contained a ground object in the middle and figure objects 

located around the ground object. Ground objects (e.g. glass in Figure 17) did not have 

intrinsic directionality or orientation such as top or bottom. In this way, we made sure 

participants used left/right expressions rather than front/behind. The majority of figure 

objects (e.g. pencil in Figure 17) did have intrinsic directionality (N = 48 out of 56), 

allowing a differentiation in object orientation. All ground and figure objects were 

everyday objects that were familiar to the participants and allowed the use of basic 

handshapes for CLs (for a complete list of objects, see Table S4 in Supplemental 

Materials). We counterbalanced the location of each configuration across participants 

and trials. Furthermore, we kept the orientation of intrinsic figure objects equal across 

different types of displays. That is, in left/right configurations, we placed elongated 

objects vertically in relation to the ground object, while the top of the object was 

pointing upwards on the screen. In front/behind/on configurations, we placed the 

figure object horizontally in relation to the ground object. For in configurations, we 

placed the figure object vertically inside the ground object. We kept the distance 

between the ground and figure objects equal across displays for the different spatial 

relations (i.e. for left/right, front/behind, etc.). 

Procedure 

We tested bimodal bilinguals twice, once in NGT and once in Dutch. The two sessions 

were three to five weeks apart and the order of sessions was counterbalanced across 

participants. Hearing speakers and deaf signers were tested only once in their native 

language. In addition to the speaker/signer participant, each session also included an 

addressee to elicit a natural communicative situation and informative descriptions. The 

addressee was not a naïve subject but was employed by the experimenter to create a 

communicative setting for the actual participant. 
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We tested participants individually on a laptop. Three practice trials preceded the 

experiment. Trials started with a fixation cross shown for 2000 ms, followed by a display 

introducing the four pictures for 1000 ms to familiarize participants with the objects. 

After that, an arrow pointed at one of the four pictures and disappeared after 500 ms. 

The four pictures remained on the screen for 2000 ms so that participants had time to 

plan their spatial descriptions. At the end of 2000 ms, a grey visual noise screen was 

presented. Participants had to describe the picture indicated by the arrow to the 

addressee after the grey screen had disappeared. Once a description was completed, 

the trained addressee pretended to choose the correct picture from the same four-

picture set on a separate tablet. In each trial participants’ and interlocutors’ picture 

displays were arranged differently from each other (e.g. the participant’s target picture 

was in the upper-left corner, while the same picture was located in the lower-right 

corner on the interlocutor’s tablet). This four-picture set up ensured that the 

participant had to give a full and informative description of the target picture so that it 

could be identified by the addressee. Participants initiated the next trial by pressing the 

ENTER button. We controlled the timing of each trial element (e.g. fixation cross, 

introduction of four-picture display) to ensure that all participants had equal viewing 

times of the visual displays before describing them. 

Importantly, bimodal bilinguals were not tested in a bimodal bilingual context since 

that could have enhanced cross-linguistic influence. Thus, during the Dutch sessions, 

the addressee was always a hearing Dutch hearing speaker. During NGT sessions, both 

the interlocutor and the experimenter were deaf native NGT signers. Addressees gave 

no feedback during the sessions in order to not influence or bias the descriptions. 

Participants were free to choose how much information they wanted to convey in their 

picture descriptions to help the addressee identify the correct spatial relation. 
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Data coding 

We coded the linguistic descriptions using ELAN, a free annotation tool 

(http://tla.mpi.nl/tools/tla-tools/elan/). Trained hearing native Dutch and deaf native 

signers of NGT performed annotations and coded the data. We coded Dutch data for 

speech and manual productions (i.e. iconic co-speech gestures/CLs) that occurred 

accompanying speech across hearing speakers and bimodal bilinguals. We coded NGT 

data for signed productions. An additional coder checked all coding to find consensus. 

If no consensus could be found, we excluded the descriptions from further analyses 

(5.81% of all descriptions/trials). 

Speech productions (Dutch spoken sessions). For speech, we assessed for each picture 

description whether it contained semantically specific information or not. If 

descriptions contained only an introduction of the objects and type of the spatial 

relation (e.g. “the lollypop is to the left of the glass”), we considered them as 

expressions that were not semantically specific. If descriptions contained additional 

information about objects’ shape or orientation (e.g. “the lollypop is to the left of the 

glass and the sugar part of the lollypop is pointing upwards”), we considered them as 

semantically specific expressions. 

Manual productions accompanying speech (Dutch spoken sessions). For manual 

productions accompanying speech, the deaf native NGT signer distinguished CLs from 

co-speech gestures to the best of his abilities. We then assessed for each picture 

description whether or not it contained manual productions with semantically specific 

information (either through iconic co-speech gestures or CLs, see Figure 18). We 

considered manual productions as semantically specific if they depicted object shape 

or object orientation (Figure 18B). We considered manual productions as not 

semantically specific if they only indicated the location of the figure object in relation 

to the ground object without depicting shape or orientation information (e.g. with 

http://tla.mpi.nl/tools/tla-tools/elan/
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small beat-like hand movements, pointing to the left or right of the participant’s body, 

or using RLs for LEFT/ RIGHT; see Figure 18C). 

Figure 18 

Examples of manual productions accompanying bimodal bilinguals’ speech in Dutch. 

 

Panel (A) shows an example of a target picture. Panels (B) and (C) show examples of different 

types of manual productions by bimodal bilinguals used to describe the target picture in Dutch. 

Panel (B) illustrates an example of a manual production that expresses semantically specific 

information. While uttering, “the lollipop is lying left of the glass” the left hand shows the shape 

and orientation of the lollypop’s stick and the right hand the shape of the glass. Panel (C) 

illustrates a manual production, which conveys non-specific semantic information. A pointing 

gesture to the left indicates the location of the lollipop accompanying the spoken expression “a 

glass with a lollipop on the left side”. 

Sign productions (NGT signed sessions). For each signed picture description in NGT, we 

first distinguished between two main types of linguistic strategies: a) CLs, which are 

highly iconic and semantically specific (Figure 16A) and b) RLs for LEFT/RIGHT (Figure 

16B), which are more categorical than CLs and not semantically specific. Second, we 

coded for double strategies; that is, descriptions that contained RLs for LEFT/RIGHT 

followed by CLs within one response (CLs followed by RLs for LEFT/RIGHT can also 

occur, although less frequently, see also Chapter 2 for NGT; Sümer, 2015 for Turkish 

Sign Language). 
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Data analysis 

For Dutch (during Dutch spoken sessions), we first analysed whether bimodal bilinguals 

produced more semantically specific picture descriptions than their non-signing peers. 

Next, we analysed whether bimodal bilinguals were more likely to produce spoken 

descriptions together with manual productions that express semantically specific 

information than hearing speakers. Finally, we combined the two types of data and 

analysed occurrences of semantically specific descriptions per modality (i.e. speech 

only, manual only, speech + manual) in bimodal bilinguals only. The aim of this analysis 

was to assess whether sign can influence speech and the expressions in manual 

modality accompanying speech in an independent manner. For example, if we find 

changes in speech, this could be due to either the adaptation of speech to the increased 

use of iconic co-speech gestures/CLs in the manual modality or to direct cross-linguistic 

influences from sign to speech. This analysis aimed to distinguish between these two 

types of influences. 

For NGT (during signed descriptions), in order to assess whether speech can influence 

sign, we analysed whether bimodal bilinguals produced more descriptions with RLs for 

LEFT and RIGHT than their deaf signing peers, reflecting the influence of using 

categorical expressions in Dutch. 

For all analyses, we used binominal data as the dependent variable. Data were 

averaged over picture descriptions/trials and participants. All analyses were conducted 

using R (version 3.3.1; R Core Team, 2013). We used the package lme4 (version 1.1-19; 

Bates, Mächler, Bolker, & Walker, 2015) to analyse the data in a logistic regression or 

in a generalized linear mixed-effects regression (Baayen et al., 2008). Categorical 

predictors were coded as numeric contrasts. We used a backward selection procedure 

in which insignificant predictors were removed. 
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Results 

Sign influences speech 

The results of a logistic regression comparing whether bimodal bilinguals produced 

more picture descriptions with semantically specific information than hearing speakers 

demonstrated a main effect of group (β = 2.75, SE = 0.31, z = 9.01, p<0.001; see Figure 

19A). Bimodal bilinguals produced more speech descriptions that were semantically 

specific (M = 0.12, SD = 0.32) than their non-signing peers (M = 0.03, SD = 0.11). Figure 

19B illustrates the variety of semantically specific descriptions used by bimodal 

bilinguals (for the original Dutch version, see Figure S1 in Supplemental Materials). 

Object orientation was the most commonly emphasised semantically specific feature. 

There was no effect of session order for bimodal bilinguals (β = 3.52, SE = 2.11, z = 1.67, 

p = 0.10), indicating that bimodal bilinguals’ semantically specific descriptions are not 

due to or primed by describing similar pictures in an earlier session in NGT (for 

information on the order analysis, see Supplemental Materials). 
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Figure 19 

Speech descriptions with semantically specific information in hearing speakers and bimodal 

bilinguals and the variety of such descriptions in bimodal bilinguals. 

 

Panel (a) shows proportions of speech descriptions that contained semantically specific 

information in hearing speakers and in bimodal bilinguals. Dots represent each data point 

(participant). Squares represent the mean. The width of the violin plots indicates the density 

and the length of the violins show the range of data points. Panel (b) illustrates the variety of 

semantically specific descriptions used by bimodal bilinguals (English translations given). Larger 

font size indicates a higher frequency of usage. 
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Sign influences manual productions accompanying speech  

Bimodal bilinguals’ overall manual productions were more likely to consist of CLs 

accompanying speech (M = 0.69, SD = 1.13) compared to co-speech gestures (M = 0.11, 

SD = 0.36), while hearing speakers rarely gestured (M = 0.05, SD = 0.26). We assessed 

whether picture descriptions were accompanied by manual productions that expressed 

semantically specific information across hearing speakers and bimodal bilinguals. Note 

that we did not distinguish between CLs accompanying spoken expressions and iconic 

co-speech gestures because we aimed to assess the amount of semantically specific 

information that each manual production conveyed in general. 

A logistic regression analysis showed that bimodal bilinguals produced more speech 

descriptions that were accompanied by semantically specific manual productions (M = 

0.31, SD = 0.46) than their non-signing peers (M = 0.01, SD = 0.11; β = 3.77, SE = 0.39, z 

= 9.70, p<0.001; see Figure 20). There was no effect of session for bimodal bilinguals (β 

= -0.50, SE = 1.52, z = -0.33, p = 0.74), indicating that the increase in bimodal bilinguals’ 

descriptions containing semantically specific manual productions is not due to, or 

primed by describing similar pictures in an earlier session in NGT (for information on 

the order analysis, see Supplemental Materials). 
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Figure 20 

Speech descriptions produced with semantically specific manual productions in hearing speakers 

and bimodal bilinguals. 

 

Dots represent each data point (participant). Squares represent the mean proportions. The 

width of the violin plots indicates the density and the length of the violins shows the range of 

data points. 

Semantically specific information expressed in different modalities  

After showing that sign influences both speech and the manual modality accompanying 

speech, we investigated next whether either type of influence occurs independently or 

whether expressions in one modality are simply adaptations to the information 

expressed in the other. To do so, we assessed whether semantically specific 

expressions occurred in speech or in the manual modality only, or in both modalities 

simultaneously. The former would indicate independent influences from sign and the 

latter would indicate adaptation of changes in one modality to the other. 

The most parsimonious generalized linear mixed-effects regression model included 

random intercepts for participants and items, as well as uncorrelated random slopes 
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for modality by items. We found that bimodal bilinguals produced more descriptions 

that are semantically specific in speech only (M = 0.07, SD = 0.26) or in the manual 

modality only (M = 0.27, SD = 0.44) than descriptions in both modalities simultaneously 

(M = 4.36, SD = 0.20; β = 1.50, SE = 0.37, z = 3.89, p<0.001; see Figure 21). Thus, an 

increase in semantic specificity in speech descriptions or in manual productions can 

occur independent of each other and show evidence of influence from sign directly. In 

a second analysis we compared speech only to manual only productions. This analysis 

revealed that within-modality influence from sign to manual productions is more 

common than cross-modal influence from sign to speech (β = -2.17, SE = 0.34, z = -6.23, 

p<0.001). 

Figure 21 

Semantically specific information expressed in different modalities in bimodal bilinguals. 

 

Dots represent each data point (participant). Squares represent the mean proportions. The 

width of the violin plots indicates the density and the length of the violins show the range of 

data points. 
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Speech influences sign  

To investigate whether speech influences signed expressions, we assessed whether 

bimodal bilinguals expressed fewer semantically specific expressions; that is, more RLs 

of LEFT/RIGHT and fewer CLs in NGT due to the influence from using categorical forms 

in Dutch (e.g. LEFT/RIGHT). We therefore analysed the different description types such 

as RLs only versus CLs only versus double strategies in deaf signers and bimodal 

bilinguals (group). 

The most parsimonious generalized linear mixed-effects regression model included 

random intercepts for participants and items, as well as random slopes for description 

type by items. The analysis yielded main effects of description type and of group. Most 

importantly, the interaction between description type and group was significant when 

comparing bimodal bilinguals’ descriptions with RLs (M = 0.27, SD = 0.45) and CLs (M = 

0.18, SD = 0.38) to their deaf native signing peers (RLs: M = 0.18, SD = 0.38; CLs: M = 

0.37, SD = 0.48; β = 1.76, SE = 0.27, z = 6.52, p<0.001; see Figure 22). The bimodal 

bilinguals used more descriptions with RLs and fewer with CLs compared to their 

signing peers. No significant interaction was found when comparing bimodal bilinguals 

and deaf signers on their descriptions containing double strategies (β = -0.25, SE = 0.25, 

z = -0.97, p = 0.33). 

There was a main effect of session order for bimodal bilinguals (β = 1.75, SE = 0.26, z = 

6.66, p<0.001; see Supplemental Materials for more details). This suggests that when 

NGT sessions followed Dutch sessions, bimodal bilinguals used fewer mixed 

descriptions with double strategies (M = 0.41, SD = 0.49) than descriptions with CLs or 

RLs alone, compared to when NGT sessions preceded Dutch sessions (M = 0.50, SD = 

0.49). Crucially, the increased use of RLs in bimodal bilinguals’ signed descriptions was 

not related to the order of sessions. Rather, it was related to cross-linguistic influences 

across modalities from Dutch to NGT. 
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Figure 22 

Sign descriptions with different types of signs in deaf signers and bimodal bilingual. 

 

Black dots represent each data point (participant). Squares represent the mean proportions. 

The width of the violin plots indicates the density and the length of the violins shows the range 

of data points. 

Discussion 

Bimodal bilinguals expressed more specific information about the physical features of 

objects, such as their shape and orientation, in speech than did hearing speakers, 

showing an influence from sign to speech. This extends findings regarding cross-

linguistic influences within a single modality, specifically in the domain of spatial 

language in bilinguals (e.g. Indefrey et al., 2017), to cross-linguistic influences across 

modalities. It further shows that language distance is not an obstacle for cross-linguistic 

influences in bilinguals (contrary to previous suggestions, e.g. Kellerman, 1979) and can 

be found even between languages expressed in completely different formats. 

Furthermore, in line with previous research (e.g. Casey & Emmorey, 2009; Gu, Zheng, 

& Swerts, 2018), bimodal bilinguals produced more semantically specific manual 

productions such as iconic gestures/CLs accompanying their speech than their non-

signing peers. We also showed that both cross-modality and within-modality influences 
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from sign to speech or to manual productions could occur independently. Interestingly, 

the influence from signs to manual productions accompanying speech was stronger 

than from CLs to speech. Furthermore, enhanced semantic specificity in speech was 

mostly limited and evident through orientation information about the objects. 

Semantic specificity in manual productions, however, was found through a variety of 

specific features, namely, size, shape and orientation. Therefore, even though sign can 

influence speech, this influence is more constrained than influence from sign to the 

manual modality accompanying speech. This suggests that cross-linguistic influences 

are stronger within the same modality; that is, from sign to manual productions, than 

across modalities; that is, from sign to speech. This can be due to the lack of 

corresponding forms between sign and speech. 

Lastly, we showed that cross-modal influences can occur in bimodal influences not only 

from sign to speech but also from speech to sign. Bimodal bilinguals produced fewer 

descriptions with CLs and more descriptions with RLs for LEFT/RIGHT than their deaf 

signing peers. This demonstrates that bimodal bilinguals used fewer semantically 

specific expressions in their signs due to influence from speech. 

Overall, both the bi-directional influences between sign and speech and the influence 

from sign to the manual modality suggest that bimodal bilinguals activate NGT while 

speaking Dutch, and vice-versa. Moreover, these co-activations can occur across 

modalities. This supports previous claims about the co-activation of sign languages 

while using spoken languages (e.g. Emmorey, Borinstein, Thompson, & Gollan, 2008; 

Giezen & Emmorey, 2016), extending evidence from the lexical to the sentence level of 

spatial descriptions. 

Taken together, these findings provide further evidence for an existing bimodal 

bilingual language production model (see Emmorey et al., 2008; based on Kita & 

Özyürek, 2003, Levelt, 1989; additionally see Lillo-Martin, de Quadros, & Pichler, 2016). 
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The model proposes a shared Message Generator (preverbal message) but separate 

and interfacing production systems (i.e. Formulators) for sign and speech (Figure 23). 

Additionally, it involves an Action Generator (a general mechanism for creating action 

plans) responsible for the production of co-speech gestures and which interacts with 

the Message Generator. 

Accordingly, we propose that semantically specific information in the Message 

Generator used for iconic NGT expressions such as CLs, could influence bimodal 

bilinguals to produce more semantically specific expressions in speech through the 

Spoken Language Formulator. This then results in cross-linguistic influence from NGT 

to Dutch. At the same time, manual productions accompanying Dutch could be 

generated through the route from the Message Generator influenced by NGT to the 

Action Generator, as has been proposed before for American Sign Language (ASL) 

(Casey & Emmorey, 2009). Speech can influence sign through the Message Generator, 

which is affected by categorical forms in Dutch. The Message Generator influenced by 

Dutch might then influence the Signed Language Formulator, resulting in more lexical, 

less semantically specific signs in NGT. Our study provides first evidence for the routes 

between the Message Generator and both Signed and Spoken Language Formulators 

(bold lines in Figure 23 below). This is also in line with assumptions that commonly used 

expressions in a specific language would guide attention to certain aspects of states 

and events (Chapter 2; Slobin, 2003) at the level of the Message Generator (Kita & 

Özyürek, 2003), extending it to the mind of bimodal bilinguals. 
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Figure 23 

A model of bilingual language production. 

 

Bold arrows indicate where our findings provide additional evidence for the model. Figure 

adapted from Emmorey et al. (2008). 

Finally, our findings contribute to the debate on using sign language as well as spoken 

language with deaf and hard of hearing children, such as for those receiving cochlear 

implants. Often speech and hearing professionals advise against the use of sign 

language after receiving cochlear implants, arguing for a negative interference of sign 

on the development of speech (e.g. Humphries et al., 2012). Our findings show that 

being exposed to sign from birth together with spoken language does not hinder 

speech and communication but might make it even richer, as bimodal bilinguals’ speech 

and signs are shaped by two dynamically intertwined languages from different 

modalities. 
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Supplementary materials 

Table S2 

Self-rated scores (means, SD in brackets) from deaf native NGT signers for Dutch reading and 

writing proficiency on a five-point Likert scale (1 = beginner, 2 = intermediate, 3 = advanced, 4 = 

native-like, 5 = native) and for Dutch and NGT use (1 = never, 2 = rarely, 3 = sometimes, 4 = most 

of the time-like, 5 = all the time). 

deaf NGT signers 

language proficiency language use 

Dutch-reading  Dutch-writing  Dutch-frequency  NGT-frequency  

3.90 (0.85)  3.95 (0.69)  4.10 (0.97)  4.80 (0.52)  

 

Table S3 

Language background from hearing Dutch speakers about their second language, its age of 

acquisition and frequency of use on a five-point Likert scale (1 = never, 2 = rarely, 3 = sometimes, 

4 = most of the time-like, 5 = all the time). 

hearing Dutch speakers 

Most frequent other languages  AoA L2  Frequency of L2 use  

English, German  13.56 (7.38)  3.10 (0.85)  
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Table S4 

List of objects presented across experimental displays and filler displays. Ground objects were 

repeated and paired with different figure objects. Objects were distributed across two different 

lists (i.e. each ground object appeared four times within each list, always paired with another 

figure).  

 

Information about session order analysis 

For Dutch, we assessed possible effects of session order on the frequency of semantic 

specificity in speech and its manual modality in bimodal bilinguals. We used two logistic 

regression analysis, of which one assessed semantic specificity in speech and the other 

Ground Figure Ground Figure Ground Figure Ground Figure 
NEWSPAPER TOMATO LOCK GLOVE
HAMMER RULER WOODEN CAR KEY CORN
NAIL POLISH TREE BRANCH LEAF WALLET
LADLE PLASTIC COOKING SPOON METAL RIBBON COMB
KNIFE WHISKER METAL MONEY CANDLE LONG
FLUTE TONGS STRAW BANANA
TOILET PAPER ROLE CUTTING BOARD STONE FLOWER POPPY
REMOTE BREAD BALLON ORANGE SCISSORS BIG
TAPE WHISTLE TORCH
PASTRY JAR LID HAND FAN
EGG SOAP BAR SMART PHONE
CHOCOLATE RAZOR DISH SPONGE
PENCIL LEMON ORANGE
FORK WRIST WATCH SUN GLASSES
TOOTHBRUSH MANDARIN WOOL
LOLLIPOP SCREWDRIVER CARROT

PEAR CLOTHES PIN COOKING BRUSH LEAF

CHAIN THEORMOMETER SMALL ROLLING PIN BALLOON GREEN

TISSUE BATTERY TOWEL SHOE SPONGE

CHARGER NAIL BRUSH STRAINER LIGHT BULB

CARD PILLS EGGPLANT SOCK

HEADPHONES BRACELET SPATULA WOODEN CAMERA

PARFUME2 NAIL CLIPPER BELLPEPPER GREEN LIGHTER

GIFTBOX KEY COOKING SPOON PLASTIC BOARDMARKER SHORT

MAKEUP BRUSH LID CAP CREAM TUBE

CRAYON BANNER HAIR BAND PURSE

TEABAG FLY FLAP ROUND STAMP INJECTION

CROWN NAPKIN TEXTILE KIWI CD

PACIFIER AGENDA PEN GLASSES

BOARDMARKER LONG PENCIL CASE LONG ERASER BOX METAL

DUSTER FLOWER ROSE ONION PHONE

GARLIC PAINT BRUSH PLASTIC COKE PARFUME1

ALARMCLOCK TIE1 LEMONJUICER SALT

VIDEO CAMERA TSHIRT GREEN FLAG FUNNEL

CALCULATOR SCARF GLASSES CASE STRING

MICROPHONE IPAD TIE2 BOTTLE OPENER

HAIRDRYER UMBRELLA LONG NAPKIN PAPER SMALL BOTTLE

PENCIL CASE ROUND WATER BOTTLE CHEESE BALL

TREE BRANCH WITH LEAVES RULER PLASTIC CUTTING KNIFE CANDLE SMALL

MAGNIFIER NOTEBOOK HAIR BRUSH APPLE

UMBRELLA SHORT COMPUTER MOUSE

FLY FLAP SQUARE DISH SPONGE

WHISKER PLASTIC SIEVE

GRATER MIRROR

LADLE METAL SPOON

POINTED BELLPEPPER RED SCISSORSS MALL

KITCHEN BRUSH CREDIT CARD

SPATULA PLASTIC PAINT BRUSH WOOD

COOKING POT MUG 
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BOX HAT PLATE TRAY 
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BAG ENVELOPE PAN SHOE 

PLANT POT 
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JAR CUP 

BASKET VASE MONEY BOX 
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assessed semantic specificity in the manual modality. For NGT, we assessed possible 

effects of session order on description type in bimodal bilinguals. The most 

parsimonious generalized linear mixed effects regression model included random 

intercepts for participants and items, as well as uncorrelated random slopes for 

description type by items. 

Results 

Figure S1 

Variety of semantically specific descriptions used by bimodal bilinguals (original Dutch version) 

 

The larger the font size, the higher the frequency.  

  



Chapter 4 

Iconicity influences visual attention during signed 

and spoken message preparation in bimodal 

bilinguals   
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Abstract   

Speech and sign influence each other bi-directionally in bimodal bilinguals when 

describing spatial relations. Chapter 3 showed that bimodal bilinguals increased the use 

of semantically specific forms in speech as well as the number of iconic co-speech 

gestures, and at the same time, decreased the use of semantically specific forms during 

signing compared to hearing speaking and deaf signing controls. This chapter asks 

whether this cross-linguistic influence changes the way bimodal bilinguals 

conceptualise these spatial relations during message preparation before speaking and 

signing differently than hearing speaking and deaf signing controls using similar 

materials and procedure.  

We compared visual attention from the same bimodal bilinguals (N = 21, reported in 

Chapter 3) when preparing to sign in NGT versus when to speak in Dutch to that of 

hearing speaking and deaf signing controls (N = 20 each, reported in Chapter 2). All 

participants viewed four-picture displays in which each picture contained the same two 

objects but in different spatial relations to each other, that is, lateral (left/right), sagittal 

(front/behind) and topological (in/on)) relations. They described the target picture 

(left/right) highlighted by an arrow. Previous comparisons in Chapter 2 across hearing 

speaking and deaf signing populations have demonstrated that deaf signers, but not 

hearing speakers, experienced increased eye-gaze competition during message 

preparation from non-target pictures due to using iconic forms in sign.  

The current results demonstrate that, during spoken message preparation, bimodal 

bilinguals, but not hearing speakers, experienced increased eye-gaze competition from 

non-target pictures. During signed message preparation, both bimodal bilinguals and 

deaf signers experienced increased eye-gaze competition. However, bimodal 

bilinguals’ increase in eye-gaze competition was less steep than that of deaf signers. 

Overall, these findings reveal that cross-linguistic influence across modalities between 

sign and speech can change message conceptualization in bimodal bilinguals.   
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Introduction 

Bimodal bilinguals are not two monolinguals in one person. Instead, they speak and 

sign differently than their hearing speaking and deaf signing peers, as shown in Chapter 

3. Specifically, bimodal bilinguals’ two languages can influence each other when 

describing spatial relations, that is, from speech to sign as well as from sign to speech, 

even if they use non-corresponding formats such as arbitrary and categorical forms in 

speech and iconic forms in sign. Analyses of bimodal bilinguals’ speech, as well as co-

speech gestures, show that this influence from sign increased semantic specificity in 

speech as well as the use of iconic co-speech gestures that convey detailed information 

about the physical features of objects. In reverse, influence from the spoken language 

decreased the use of semantically specific forms in sign. In the current chapter, we 

investigated whether cross-linguistic influence across modalities, as found in Chapter 

3, can have cognitive consequences that go beyond language production and guide 

visual attention to spatial relations during spoken versus signed message preparation. 

To do so, we measured bimodal bilinguals’ visual attention while they prepared to 

speak versus sign (for eye-tracking methods, see Chapter 2, page 65-69). These 

measurements were compared to that of hearing speakers and deaf signers. In this 

chapter, we therefore bring together the results of Chapter 2 on differences in visual 

attention between hearing speakers and deaf signers and on cross-linguistic influence 

in bimodal bilinguals’ language production from Chapter 3.  

Previous research has not yet asked whether cross-linguistic influence across 

modalities can occur (as investigated for the first time in Chapter 3) and whether this 

influence can also affect bimodal bilinguals’ message conceptualization. However, in 

the field of spoken languages it has become evident that bilinguals have language-

specific conceptualizations during non-linguistic spatial tasks based on the linguistic 

environment the bilinguals are in (e.g. Athanasopoulos et al., 2015; Kersten et al., 2010; 

Kousta, Vinson, & Vigliocco, 2008; Lai, Rodriguez, & Narasimhan, 2014). For example, 
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Spanish differs from English in terms of which aspect of motion is expressed in the main 

verb. That is, Spanish expresses the path of motion in the main verb, while English 

expressed the manner of motion in the main verb. When Spanish-English bilinguals, as 

well as Spanish and English monolingual controls, had to judge similarities of motion 

events, bilinguals flexibly shifted their classification preferences based on the language 

in which they were tested (Lai et al., 2014). Specifically, when the language of 

instruction was Spanish, bilinguals and Spanish controls were more likely to base their 

similarity judgments on the path of motion compared to bilinguals that were instructed 

in English and English controls. This type of evidence demonstrates that bilinguals can 

switch between two conceptual systems, suggesting that the human conceptualization 

system is adaptive and flexible (Barsalou, 2009) as well as dependent on the language 

of operation. 

However, instead of switching between two systems, bilinguals’ conceptualization can 

also converge into a new system which differs from that of monolingual peers (Wolter 

et al., 2020). For example, Japanese and English express narrowness of rooms 

differently. While the English “narrow” refers to the width in relation to its height or 

length, the Japanese translation equivalent “semai” can be used similarly to the English 

“narrow” but can also be used to describe spaces that are small in general (like cramped 

or confined in English). When English-Japanese late bilinguals and their monolingual 

peers had to judge the narrowness of rooms, English controls judged narrowness based 

on the width and Japanese controls in terms of differences in overall area. English-

Japanese bilinguals, however, judged rooms in an in-between pattern which differed 

when being instructed in English versus Japanese as well as differed in their choices 

from their monolingual peers.  

Taken together, based on this sparse evidence it is until now unclear under which 

circumstances bilinguals switch between two conceptual systems or when the two 

systems converge into one. Furthermore, this body of evidence has exclusively 
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focussed on spoken languages and not on bilinguals who use two languages from 

different modalities that have different formats of expressions. The current chapter will 

fill these two gaps by investigating message conceptualization during message 

preparation in highly proficient bimodal bilinguals who can both speak and sign.  

The present study 

Cross-linguistic influence is present across modalities between speech and sign in 

bimodal bilinguals, where the production of spatial language differs in terms of 

arbitrary and categorical versus iconic expressions. In the present study, we examined 

whether this cross-linguistic influence across modalities can influence bimodal 

bilinguals’ message conceptualization. Although previous research has suggested that 

bilinguals process non-linguistic tasks differently than their monolingual peers, studies 

have not looked at the conceptualization of messages during message preparation in 

bilinguals. This chapter is the first to assess how production, which is shaped by cross-

linguistic influence, can affect conceptualization during message preparation. To do so, 

we measured bimodal bilinguals’ visual attention while they prepared to speak versus 

sign and compared those patterns to that of hearing speakers and deaf signers (for eye-

tracking methods and design, see Chapter 2, page 65-69).  

The chapter is based on prior findings of Chapter 2 and 3, that is, a) hearing speakers 

and deaf signers (i.e. controls) who do not have equal access to both languages show 

differences in visual attention during message preparation based on using arbitrary and 

categorical speech versus iconic sign, and b) there is cross-linguistic influence across 

modalities in bimodal bilinguals between arbitrary/categorical speech and iconic sign.  

To do so, we will use the same eye-tracking paradigm as in Chapter 2 to assess whether 

bimodal bilinguals show similar eye-gaze patterns than hearing speakers when 

preparing to speak and compared to deaf signers when preparing to sign (i.e. compared 

to controls). In particular, Chapter 2 demonstrated that iconicity was relevant for 
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message conceptualization and resulted in increased eye-gaze competition to non-

target pictures for deaf signers but not for hearing speakers. Thus, mapping physical 

features of the figure object on to one hand and to place it in relation to the other hand 

resembling the ground object resulted in increased visual attention to non-target 

pictures for signers during message preparation. Moreover, within deaf signers, the 

planning of expressions that contain a high degree of semantic specificity (CLs) in NGT 

resulted in eye-gaze competition from different non-target pictures (i.e. those that are 

visually and semantically relevant, such as left/right/front/behind) than when 

preparing those that are less semantically specific (RLs, i.e. those that are only 

semantically relevant such as left/right). Based on the findings in Chapter 3 that 

bimodal bilinguals speak and sign differently than the hearing speaking and deaf signing 

controls, the question thus arises whether these differences in language production 

might also influence their visual attention differently compared to the controls, which 

will be assessed in this chapter. 

Predictions 

Visual attention during spoken message preparation. As shown in Chapter 3, bimodal 

bilinguals produced increased semantically specific information about physical features 

of objects in their speech than hearing speakers. Furthermore, they produced more 

iconic co-speech gestures and CLs that accompanied speech. This increase in semantic 

specificity in bimodal bilinguals’ speech and the manual modality was due to cross-

linguistic influence from the iconic and thus semantically specific expressions in sign. 

If this cross-linguistic influence also changes message conceptualization, we expected 

to find differences in visual attention between hearing speakers and bimodal bilinguals. 

Chapter 2 found no increased eye-gaze competition while hearing speakers prepared 

to produce categorical expressions compared to deaf signers. For bimodal bilinguals, 

however, we predicted that they would experience increased eye-gaze competition 
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from non-target pictures over the time course of Dutch message preparation. This 

might be due to the increased semantically specific information in their spoken 

expressions and manual modality accompanying speech. Thus, in order to identify and 

produce this semantically specific information in both modalities regarding the physical 

features of the objects, bimodal bilinguals might need to allocate increased visual 

attention to non-target pictures. This is because in non-target pictures the figure object 

is located and orientated differently in respect to the ground object (e.g. the pen is to 

the right and is orientated vertically versus the pen is to the front and is oriented 

horizontally). This effect of semantic specificity on visual attention would be in line with 

the findings in Chapter 2 in which the planning of expressions that contain a high degree 

of semantic specificity (CLs) in NGT also lead to more eye-gaze competition from all 

non-target pictures for deaf signers and thus showing influence from sign even when 

preparing to speak. 

Visual attention during signed message preparation. As shown in Chapter 3, bimodal 

bilinguals produced more descriptions with RLs, which do not express semantically 

specific information about physical features of objects, and less with CLs than deaf 

signers. Thus, cross-linguistic influence from speech decreased semantically specific 

information in sign.  

If cross-linguistic influence changes message conceptualization, we also expected to 

find differences in visual attention between deaf signers and bimodal bilinguals. Deaf 

signers experienced increased eye-gaze competition over time in Chapter 2. For 

bimodal bilinguals, we predicted that they would also experience increasing eye-gaze 

competition from non-target pictures over the time course of NGT message 

preparation. This is because of the visual form-to-meaning mappings in deaf signers’ 

and bimodal bilinguals’ spatial expressions. That is, both deaf signers and bimodal 

bilinguals need to disambiguate the objects’ shape, size and orientation as well as the 

location of placing the hands in space. However, since bimodal bilinguals produced less 
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semantically specific expressions than deaf signers due to cross-linguistic influence 

from speech, bimodal bilinguals’ increase in eye-gaze competition might be less steep 

compared to their deaf signing peers.  

If we find such parallelism between cross-linguistic influence and visual attention 

during message preparation, it would reveal that due to cross-linguistic influence 

bimodal bilinguals do not only speak and sign differently about spatial relations but also 

conceptualise these spatial relations differently compared to hearing speakers and deaf 

signers when preparing to speak versus sign. Furthermore, it would suggest that 

bimodal bilinguals do not switch between two conceptual systems that are similar to 

those of hearing speakers and deaf signers respectively, but instead, their languages 

might converge two systems into one which is shaped by bi-directional influence. 

If we do not find differences in visual attention between bimodal bilinguals and their 

two respective control groups, this would indicate that despite cross-linguistic 

influence in bimodal bilinguals’ language production, they might maintain their 

modality-specific conceptualization patterns. Consequently, bimodal bilinguals’ 

patterns in visual attention would not differ from that of hearing speakers when 

preparing spoken messages and from that of deaf signers when preparing signed 

messages. In other words, cross-linguistic influence might not have cognitive 

consequences that can go beyond language production in bimodal bilinguals and they 

rather switch between two different conceptual systems. 

Method 

Participants 

We used the same sample as recruited in Chapter 2 and 3. We will briefly summarise 

the most important information below but for details about hearing speakers and deaf 
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signers we would like to refer the reader to Chapter 2 (page 64-65) and about bimodal 

bilinguals to Chapter 3 (page 104-107). 

The current sample consisted of 19 hearing bimodal bilinguals of Dutch and NGT (11 

female, Mage = 34.77, SDage = 16.62) as well as two control groups. Namely, 20 Dutch 

hearing speakers (10 female, Mage = 33.25, SDage = 10.95) and 20 deaf native NGT signers 

(16 females, Mage = 34, SDage = 2.5). Originally, this sample consisted of two additional 

bimodal bilinguals and two signers, but they were excluded due to high eye-tracking 

loss (larger than 45%).  

All deaf signers were born deaf and raised by deaf parents and had no access to 

auditory Dutch from birth. Thus, all deaf signers acquired NGT from early on (i.e. from 

their deaf signing parents) and also acquired Dutch in its written form when entering 

school (Mage = 3.5, SDage = 2.8). NGT was the primary language of instruction. All hearing 

speakers acquired Dutch as their native language and learnt additional languages 

(mostly English, German, and French) later through instructional settings.  

All bimodal bilinguals were born to at least one deaf parent, except one who grew up 

with a deaf sister. Consequently, all bimodal bilinguals had access to NGT naturally at 

home from early on and acquired Dutch from the surrounding community. Eight of the 

21 bimodal bilinguals were trained sign language interpreters. As in Chapter 3, bimodal 

bilinguals participated twice, once in Dutch and once in NGT, three to five weeks apart.  

Materials and procedure 

We used the same stimuli set as in in the previous three chapters. Namely, 84 pre-

tested four-picture displays. 28 out of these 84 were experimental displays which 

contained left/right target pictures. Half of these experimental displays contained more 

complex displays (N = 14) and the other half containing less complex visual displays (N 

= 14). More complex displays included a symmetrical competitor (left or right, 
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depending on whether the target was left or right), a sagittal competitor (front or 

behind) and a topological distractor (in or on). Less complex displays, importantly, did 

not contain a symmetrical competitor but included instead a sagittal competitor (front 

or behind) and two topological distractors (i.e. both in and on). In this chapter, we only 

included more complex displays because in Chapter 2 less complex displays simply 

served as baseline and most of the key findings were observed in the more complex 

displays. Therefore, in this chapter, we omitted less complex displays for simplicity of 

the analysis.  

The remaining 56 displays were fillers in which target pictures did not include left/right 

relations (i.e. front, behind, in, on; for details, see Chapter 2, page 65-67). Participants 

were asked to describe the target picture. The procedure was identical to that 

described in Chapter 2 (see page 67-69).  

Data analysis 

In order to compare bimodal bilinguals’ visual attention to those of hearing speakers 

and deaf signers of Chapter 2, the eye-tracking data have been preprocessed and 

analysed identically to that chapter (page 69-75). However, unlike in Chapter 2 we 

diverged from the analysis in two ways. First, we did not assess visual attention prior to 

message preparation (corresponding to the “pre-arrow window” in Chapter 2) but only 

assessed visual attention during message preparation (corresponding to the “post-

arrow window” in Chapter 2). Second, we did not include displays in which the 

symmetrical competitor was absent. Both of these measures served as baseline to 

verify the paradigm in Chapter 2. Hence, we did not include the pre-arrow window nor 

the less complex displays in this current chapter for the simplicity of the analysis.  

Importantly to note is that during the first inspection of the data we found effects for 

bimodal bilingual’s eye-gaze fixations to non-target pictures of participating twice in 

two similar testing sessions. While this was not the case in Chapter 3 for bimodal 
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bilinguals’ productions, it significantly influenced bimodal bilinguals’ eye-gaze 

behaviour despite counterbalancing the order of sessions (β = 0.63, SE = 0.22, t = 2.90, 

p<0.01). Particularly, during the second session bimodal bilinguals were less attentive, 

resulting in only a few looks to non-target pictures (for more information about this 

analysis, see the supplementary materials). Consequently, we excluded data from the 

second sessions and included only those from the first sessions (Dutch in first sessions: 

N  = 10, NGT in first sessions: N = 9). The hearing speakers and deaf signers were 

unaffected by this as they were tested only once in Dutch and the deaf signers only 

once in NGT. Consequently, this chapter includes fewer numbers of bimodal bilinguals 

in each language.  

Following Chapter 2, for each trial, we recorded eye movements from pre-arrow onset 

(0 ms) until the four-picture display disappeared (3500 ms). We analysed fixation 

proportions (right eye only) across 50 ms continuous time bins. Since we were 

interested in examining eye-gaze tied to message preparation, our analyses focussed 

on a subset of the time course. Namely, we selected the post-arrow window initiating 

immediately after target indication (1500 ms) until linguistic production onset (3500 

ms, see Chapter 2, Figure 8, page 69). This time window captures best participants’ 

message preparation phase linked to relational encoding as shown in Chapter 2.  

As in Chapter 2, we defined five different square-shaped AoIs, one for each picture and 

one for the arrow region. The size and positions of the five AoIs were equal across all 

trials. Fixation data were preprocessed in R (version 3.6.2) by determining for each 

participant whether a fixation fell into a particular AoI in each of 40 consecutive bins of 

50 ms. Participants with more than 45% track loss across all trials were excluded from 

the analysis (N = 1). Additionally, we excluded trials in which track loss was higher than 

50% (4.55%). Fixation proportions were corrected for 200 ms to plan a first saccade 

(Matin et al., 1993). We logarithmically transformed mean fixation proportions and 

time bins, which mathematically required shifting zeros and ones by +1.01. 
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To analyse competition in visual attention to left/right spatial relations during message 

preparation (i.e. corresponding to the “post-arrow window” in Chapter 2) in the same 

way as in Chapter 2, we created three measures that assessed different types of eye-

gaze competition: 1) mean of looks to target minus symmetrical competitor (i.e. 

left/right, symmetrical competition), 2) mean of looks to target minus sagittal 

competitor (i.e. front/behind, sagittal competition), 3) mean of looks to target minus 

topological distractor (i.e. in/on, topological competition). Due to multiple comparisons 

of the two control groups, we conducted a Bonferroni correction on the p-values (p < 

.025). Fixation proportions were corrected in both time windows for 200 ms to plan a 

first saccade (Matin, Shao, & Boff, 1993).  

Results 

Figure 24 illustrates eye-gaze competition during message preparation in bimodal 

bilinguals (panel A) in Dutch (left) and NGT (right) compared to their hearing speaking 

(panel B, left) and deaf signing peers (panel B, right), respectively. Plots show difference 

scores averaged over picture descriptions (i.e. trials) across groups (i.e. bimodal 

bilinguals, deaf signers, and hearing speakers) in successive 50 ms time bins, initiating 

immediately after arrow offset (1500 ms plus 200 ms saccade correction) until linguistic 

production onset (3500 ms). Hence, smaller y-axis values indicate more eye-gaze 

competition. 
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Figure 24  

Eye-gaze competition during message preparation in bimodal bilinguals. 

 

Panel (A) shows eye-gaze competition in bimodal bilinguals in Dutch (left) and NGT (right). Panel 

(B) shows hearing Dutch speakers (left) and deaf native NGT signers (right) reported in Chapter 

2. Smaller y-axis values indicate more eye-gaze competition. The x-axis represents the time 

course of message preparation initiating from arrow offset (1500 ms plus 200 ms saccade 

correction) until linguistic production onset (3500 ms).  

To assess visual attention during message preparation we used a linear mixed-effects 

regression model (Baayen et al., 2008) with Group (hearing speakers/ deaf signers, 

numerically contrast coded as -1/2 vs. bimodal bilinguals, numerically contrast coded 

as +1/2), Competition type (categorical, symmetrical competition vs. sagittal 

competition vs. topological competition) and Bin (continuous, centred and scaled) as 

fixed effects. For Competition Type we compared first competition from the topological 

distractor versus competition from the other pictures by coding topological 

competition as - 2/3, symmetrical competition as +1/3, and sagittal competition as + 
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1/3. Second, we compared competition from the symmetrical competitor (coded as 

+1/2) to that of the sagittal competitor (coded as -1/2). The most parsimonious model 

included random intercepts for participants and items and a by-items random slope for 

Group.  

For visual attention during spoken message preparation, the model yielded a significant 

main effect of Group and Bin and a significant interaction between Group by Bin. The 

two-way interaction suggests that both groups experience competition equally from 

symmetrical competitors, sagittal competitors and topological distractors. However, 

bimodal bilinguals, but not speakers experience increasing eye-gaze competition over 

time during Dutch spoken message preparation (Figure 24, left panels of A and B). The 

relevant statistics and corresponding coefficients are reported in Table 7. 

Table 7 

Estimates, standard error, t- values, and p-values of the main and interaction effects of the 

model for Dutch message preparation. Note that we conducted a Bonferroni correction on the 

p-values (p < .025) due to multiple comparisons of the two control groups. 

Fixed effects Estimate  Std. error  t value  p value  

(Intercept)  0.597  0.097  6.159  0.001  

Competition Type[other vs. topological]  0.523  0.245  2.132  0.033  

Competition Type[symmetrical vs. sagittal]  0.160  0.250  0.639  0.523  

Group  0.545  0.193  2.819  0.005  

Bin  -0.118  0.028  -4.244  0.001  

Competition Type[other vs. topological]:Group  0.347  0.491  0.708  0.479  

Competition Type[symmetrical vs. sagittal]:Group  -0.469  0.500  -0.939  0.348  

Competition Type[other vs. topological]:Bin  -0.157  0.072  -2.178  0.029  

Competition Type[symmetrical vs. sagittal]:Bin  -0.049  0.073  -0.671  0.502  

Group:Bin  -0.156  0.055  -2.812  0.005  

Competition Type[other vs. topological]:Group:Bin  -0.109  0.144  -0.759  0.448  

Competition Type[symmetrical vs. sagittal]:Group:Bin  0.139  0.147  0.947  0.344  

For visual attention during signed message preparation, the model yielded a significant 

main effect of Bin and significant interactions between Competition Type[other vs. topological] 
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by Bin as well as Group by Bin. The first interaction between Competition Type[other vs. 

topological] by Bin suggests that both groups experience less increasing competition over 

time from the topological distractor compared to the other two competitors. The 

second interaction between Group by Bin indicates that both groups experience 

increasing competition equally from symmetrical competitors, sagittal competitors and 

topological distractors. However, deaf signers experienced increased eye-gaze 

competition over time than bimodal bilinguals during NGT message preparation (Figure 

24, right panels of A and B). The relevant statistics and corresponding coefficients are 

reported in Table 8. 

Table 8 

Estimates, standard error, t- values, and p-values of the main and interaction effects of the 

model for NGT message preparation. 

Fixed effects Estimate  Std. error  t value  p value  

(Intercept)  0.597  0.097  6.159  0.001  

Competition Type[other vs. topological]  0.523  0.245  2.132  0.033  

Competition Type[symmetrical vs. sagittal]  0.160  0.250  0.639  0.523  

Group  0.545  0.193  2.819  0.005  

Bin  -0.118  0.028  -4.244  0.001  

Competition Type[other vs. topological]:Group  0.347  0.491  0.708  0.479  

Competition Type[symmetrical vs. sagittal]:Group  -0.469  0.500  -0.939  0.348  

Competition Type[other vs. topological]:Bin  -0.157  0.072  -2.178  0.029  

Competition Type[symmetrical vs. sagittal]:Bin  -0.049  0.073  -0.671  0.502  

Group:Bin  -0.156  0.055  -2.812  0.005  

Competition Type[other vs. topological]:Group:Bin  -0.109  0.144  -0.759  0.448  

Competition Type[symmetrical vs. sagittal]:Group:Bin  0.139  0.147  0.947  0.344  

Discussion 

Based on the results that bimodal bilinguals speak and sign differently compared to 

their hearing speaking and deaf signing peers in Chapter 3, the aim of this chapter was 

to assess whether bimodal bilinguals’ visual attention also differs to that of hearing 
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speakers and deaf signers when preparing to speak versus sign. Results revealed that 

message conceptualization, measured through visual attention, can be changed within 

individuals as a consequence of bi-directional cross-linguistic influence in bimodal 

bilinguals’ language productions shown in Chapter 3.  

In particular, during the preparation of spoken messages, bimodal bilinguals, but not 

speakers, experienced increasing eye-gaze competition from non-target pictures over 

the time course of message preparation. This reflects bimodal bilinguals’ language 

productions that were shaped by cross-linguistic influence from NGT. That is, speech 

descriptions contained more semantically specific information and were frequently 

accompanied by iconic co-speech gestures or CLs. Thus, in order to produce such 

semantically specific expressions in their speech and manual modality, bimodal 

bilinguals needed to identify physical features of the objects, especially orientation and 

shape. Consequently, while preparing to describe the target picture, bimodal bilinguals 

experienced increased eye-gaze competition during spoken message preparation. This 

is in line with results from Chapter 2 showing that those iconic expressions that 

resemble physical features of objects in NGT led to increased eye-gaze competition to 

non-target pictures for deaf signers.  

When preparing NGT descriptions, both bimodal bilinguals and deaf signers 

experienced increased eye-gaze competition over time from non-target pictures. This 

overall increase of eye-gaze competition in both signing groups reflects the influence 

of semantic specificity in the NGT expressions. More specifically, the act of depicting 

spatial relations and object properties onto the signing space in a one-to-one fashion 

requires more effort for signers and bimodal bilinguals during message preparation. 

This then results in an increase in visual attention to non-target spatial relations in 

order to describe the target picture. Crucially, bimodal bilinguals’ increase in eye-gaze 

competition was less steep compared to their deaf signing peers. This reflects bimodal 

bilinguals’ language productions from Chapter 3 as well, namely, bimodal bilinguals 
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produced more descriptions with RLs, which are less semantically specific, than CLs 

compared to deaf signers.  

Nevertheless, we want to mention a few limitations due to the few numbers of bimodal 

bilinguals in each language (Dutch: N = 10, NGT: N = 9). As mentioned earlier, there was 

an effect of the second session on bimodal bilinguals’ visual attention, which allowed 

us to only include data of the first session. Consequently, eye-gaze data from Dutch 

message preparation comes from different bimodal bilinguals that from NGT message 

preparation (because half of the bimodal bilinguals were tested first and Dutch and 

later in NGT, while the other half were tested first in NGT and late in Dutch). Ideally, 

this study should have been carried out by using NGT and Dutch data of the same 

bimodal bilingual individuals. Thus, we cannot fully exclude the possibility that the 

observed effects are driven by other factors than cross-linguistic influences (e.g. 

individual differences, amount of language exposure). Nevertheless, bimodal 

bilinguals’ language productions (reported in Chapter 3, page 114-119) did not depend 

on the session order. Thus, we would expect that with more participants and reliable 

eye-tracking data of the second session, we would find similar links between bimodal 

bilinguals’ linguistic behaviour and their eye-gaze patterns. 

Overall, these differences in visual attention are in contrast to Wolter et al. (2020) who 

found no bilingual effects in eye-gaze during the processing of a non-linguistic task. 

Rather, our results suggest that during message preparation bimodal bilinguals do not 

switch between two conceptual systems that are similar to those of hearing speakers 

and deaf signers respectively but instead seem to converge into a system, which is 

shaped by bi-directional influence and differs from those of the controls. Furthermore, 

the parallelism between language production and visual attention patterns reveal that 

cross-linguistic influence across modalities can change the conceptualization of 

messages in bimodal bilinguals when preparing to speak versus sign. This is in line with 

previous claims that language production and eye-gaze are tightly linked (e.g. Griffin, 
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2004; Griffin & Bock, 2000; Konopka & Meyer, 2014). Even more, our results show that 

such links between language production and eye gaze do not only arise during language 

production but already during message preparation and also in bilingual language 

users.  

Lastly, these results are in line with and strengthen our proposed contribution to the 

bimodal bilingual language production model by Emmorey et al. (2008) in Chapter 3 

(page 123). In particular, we have claimed that the observed cross-linguistic influence 

occurs not simply at the linguistic level but might also have cognitive consequences. In 

particular, we argued that the NGT-influenced Message Generator used for iconic NGT 

expressions (CLs), influenced bimodal bilinguals’ speech by producing more 

semantically specific expressions through the Spoken Language Formulator (bold lines 

in Figure 23, Chapter 3, page 123). Reversely, the Message Generator shaped by 

preparing messages for Dutch influenced the Signed Language Formulator by producing 

more RLs, which are less semantically specific. The current eye-tracking results confirm 

these hypotheses that such cross-linguistic influences are not only occurring at the 

linguistic level (i.e. route between the Formulators) but rather that those expressions 

that are commonly used in a language would influence attention to certain aspects of 

states and events (i.e. thinking for speaking/signing, Chapter 2; Slobin, 2003) at the 

level of the Message Generator (Kita & Özyürek, 2003). To conclude, cross-linguistic 

influence across modalities between sign and speech can have cognitive consequences 

that go beyond language production and can change message conceptualization in 

bimodal bilinguals.   
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Supplementary materials 

Information about session order analysis 

To assess possible effects of session order on bimodal bilinguals’ visual attention to 

non-target pictures we used a linear mixed-effects regression model with difference 

scores as dependent variable and entered Session (first/ second, numerically contrast 

coded as -1/2 and +1/2) and Bin (continuous, centred and scaled) as fixed effects. The 

most parsimonious model included random intercepts for participants and items and a 

by-items random slope for Group. The model revealed two main effects (Session and 

Bin) a significant interaction between Session and Bin (β = 0.03, SE = 0.03, t = 6.124, 

p<0.001).  

  



 



Chapter 5 

Word order preference in sign influences speech in 

bimodal bilinguals but not vice versa: Evidence from 

language production and visual attention  

Chapter adapted from: 

Manhardt, F., Brouwer, S., van Wijk, E., & Özyürek, A. (under review). Word order preference 

in sign influences speech in bimodal bilinguals but not vice versa: Evidence from language 

production and eye-gaze.   
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Abstract 

The use of the visuo-spatial modality in sign languages drives a specific word order 

preference when it comes to describing spatial relations (e.g. the pen is to the right of 

the glass) by mentioning grounds (big objects) prior to figures (smaller objects). We 

investigated whether cross-linguistic influence of word order preferences occurs 

between speech and sign in bimodal bilinguals, proficient in a spoken and sign 

language. Furthermore, we assessed whether this influence has cognitive 

consequences that go beyond language production and also modulates message 

conceptualization. To do so, we measured visual attention during spoken versus signed 

message preparation. Dutch-NGT bimodal bilinguals (N = 21, reported in Chapter 3) and 

hearing speaking and deaf signing controls (N = 20, each, reported in Chapter 2) viewed 

and described spatial relations between two objects.  

For language production, results indicated that deaf signers consistently mentioned 

grounds first and figures later, however, hearing speakers would use both types of word 

order. Bimodal bilinguals mentioned grounds first more than figures in speech 

compared to hearing speaking controls, showing influence from sign. However, when 

signing bimodal bilinguals mentioned grounds first equally often then deaf signing 

controls, showing no influence from speech.  

For visual attention, deaf signers attended more to grounds than hearing speakers 

during message preparation. For bimodal bilinguals, during spoken message 

preparation they visually attended more to grounds than hearing speaking controls. 

During signed message preparation, bimodal bilinguals attended to grounds equally 

often than deaf signing controls. This one-way influence across modalities from sign to 

speech, but not vice-versa, provides new insights into mechanisms of cross-linguistic 

influences in bilinguals and reveals that this one-way influence can modulate message 

conceptualization during message preparation. 
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Introduction 

Bilinguals activate the languages they know during language use, enabling cross-

linguistic influence between these languages (Costa, 2005; Giezen & Emmorey, 2016; 

Kroll & Gollan, 2014; Loebell & Bock, 2003; Shook & Marian, 2012). It is less known, 

however, whether and how cross-linguistic influence between speech and sign also 

occurs in bimodal bilinguals, hearing individuals fluent in a spoken (vocal) and a sign 

(visuo-spatial) language. While there is first evidence for cross-linguistic influence 

between categorical and arbitrary expressions in speech and iconic expressions in sign 

(Chapter 3), here we focussed on the domain of word order in spatial expressions. In 

this domain, differences in modality are mostly visible with respect to the order in 

which objects are mentioned (e.g. Emmorey, 2002; Kimmelman, 2012; Perniss et al., 

2015). That is, sign languages universally prefer to mention grounds (bigger objects) 

before figures (smaller objects) to describe spatial relations between two objects (e.g. 

a glass with on the left a pen instead of a pen is to the right of the glass). This universal 

preference seems to be motivated by perceptional biases (rather than linguistic biases) 

based on principles of Gestalt perception. Spoken languages, however, vary in the 

order in which objects are mentioned to describe spatial relations (Levinson, 2003; 

Levinson, 1996). In addition, we also explored whether cross-linguistic influence of 

word order can have cognitive consequences and also guides visual attention, as found 

in the domain of iconicity (Chapter 4). In particular, the question is whether language 

users allocate more visual attention to those aspects of a visual scene that are 

mentioned first within an utterance (e.g. Griffin & Bock, 2000). This would reveal that 

cross-linguistic influences can go beyond language production and can also shape 

message conceptualization.  
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Modality-driven word order preference in sign languages 

One modality-specific aspect of sign languages can be found in the domain of spatial 

language (e.g. the pen is to the right of the glass; e.g. Kimmelman, 2012; Perniss, 

Zwitserlood, & Özyürek, 2015) and relates to the order in which two objects are 

mentioned. Following imaged-based Gestalt principles, the two objects (i.e. glass and 

pen) differ perceptually. Particularly, one is visually perceived as smaller and more 

foregrounded (i.e. figures, e.g. the pen) and the other as bigger and more 

backgrounded (i.e. grounds, e.g. the glass; e.g. Rubin, 1958). In the field of linguistics, 

figures are assumed to be smaller and more movable entities and their location is 

characterized with respect to the ground (Talmy, 1978, 2003). Grounds are typically 

assumed to be the reference entity since they are bigger and more permanent 

compared to figures. These two objects can be mentioned in different orders in 

linguistic utterances. 

While word order preferences differ across sign languages in other domains (e.g. 

mental verbs), when describing such spatial relations, sign languages universally prefer 

establishing first the lexical sign for the ground (Figure 25A) followed by introducing 

the lexical sign for the figure (Figure 25B; see among others Emmorey, 1996 for 

American Sign Language; Morgan, Herman, Barrière, & Woll, 2008 for British Sign 

Language; Sümer, 2015 for Turkish Sign Language; Perniss, 2007 for German Sign 

Language; and Kimmelman, 2012 for Russian Sign Language). Next to this universal 

preference, there are multiple pieces of evidence pointing out that this ground-first 

preference is more dominant in the manual modality compared to the spoken modality 

where word order preferences widely vary in spatial expressions (Levinson, 2003; 

Levinson, 1996). For one, during the most common linguistic strategy to express spatial 

relations in sign languages, known as classifier constructions (CLs), a similar ground-first 

preference is observed. More specifically, after introducing the objects using lexical 

signs, signers dominantly map object properties (e.g. size and shape) and relations 
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between them onto the signing space by placing both hands in front of the body, 

resembling the actual spatial configuration (e.g. Emmorey, 1996, 2002; Perniss, 

Zwitserlood, & Özyürek, 2015; Figure 25C). Similarly to the order of mentioning lexical 

signs for grounds and figures, in CLs, the hand representing the ground is typically 

mapped onto signing space first followed by the hand representing the figure (e.g. 

Emmorey, 2002; Perniss, 2007; Perniss, Zwitserlood, & Özyürek, 2015; Sümer, 2015). 

Finally, when hearing speakers are asked to silently gesture about spatial relations they 

also show a clear preference of ground-first order (Goldin-Meadow et al., 2008; 

Laudanna & Volterra, 1991), even though they prefer another word order when 

describing similar pictures through speech. Overall, this provides evidence that ground-

first is not simply a linguistically preferred word order but rather driven by the visuo-

spatial modality, to describe spatial relations (e.g. Kimmelman, 2012; Perniss et al., 

2015).  

Figure 25  

An example of describing "the pen is to the right of the glass" in NGT. 

 

Panel (A) shows the introduction of the lexical sign for GLASS first, the ground (ground-first). 

Panel (B) shows the introduction of the lexical sign for PEN second, the figure. Panel (C) 

illustrates the simultaneous placement of the object properties onto the signing space 

respectively to the spatial relation between them.  
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This prominent ordering of the ground first also reflects that grounds are most 

conceptually salient and anchored in the visuo-spatial modality (Perniss et al., 2015) 

which is in line with Gestalt and linguistic conceptual theories that identify grounds as 

the bigger and more stable and permanent object (e.g. Rubin, 1958). Based on this, it 

is worthwhile to investigate whether this robust word order preference modulates 

cross-linguistic influence between spoken and sign language production as well as 

whether it increases preferences in visual attention to look at grounds over figures in 

bimodal bilinguals depending on in which language they prepare their messages.  

Cross-linguistic influence of word order preferences in spoken languages 

A wide range of studies has shown that word order preferences can cross-linguistically 

influence the two spoken languages in bilinguals but has mostly focussed on 

active/passive alternations or datives (e.g. Hatzidaki, Branigan, & Pickering, 2011; 

Kootstra, van Hell, & Dijkstra, 2012; Loebell & Bock, 2003; Pickering & Ferreira, 2008; 

Torres Cacoullos & Travis, 2016; Weber & Indefrey, 2009). A popular way to test this is 

using priming paradigms in which word order of one sentence is reflected in the word 

order of a second sentence that is otherwise unrelated to the first. In these studies, 

bilinguals are typically exposed to both of their languages within the same testing 

session. For example, when English-German bilinguals were asked to repeat English 

sentences in prepositional dative structure in English (e.g. the lawyer sent the contract 

to his client), they were more likely to describe unrelated pictures in German using the 

same prepositional dative structure (e.g. die Großmutter nähte ein Kleid für ihre 

Enkeltochter [the grandmother sewed a dress for her granddaughter], Loebell & Bock, 

2003). When repeating English sentences in a double-object dative structure in English 

(e.g. the lawyer sent his client the contract) bilinguals were more likely to describe 

unrelated pictures in German using the same double-object dative structure (e.g. die 

Großmutter nähte ihrer Enkeltochter ein Kleid [the grandmother sewed her 

granddaughter a dress]). Overall, such effects of cross-linguistic influence have been 
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evident between different languages and in both directions (i.e. from first to second 

language and vice versa; e.g. Schoonbaert, Hartsuiker, & Pickering, 2007), suggesting 

that this kind of priming is mostly unaffected by a specific word order or type of 

language. 

However, most of this evidence stems from spoken languages and from bilinguals 

acquiring a second language later in their lives. Moreover, there seem to be limitations 

to finding effects of influence. For instance, it is typically only observed when structures 

were similar across bilinguals’ two languages (Cleland & Pickering, 2003; Loebell & 

Bock, 2003; Salamoura & Williams, 2007). Furthermore, in absence of these typical 

priming paradigms, influence of word order preferences has not always been observed. 

For instance, in a task in which bilinguals are not directly primed, Korean-English 

bilinguals did not show any effect of influence (Ahn et al., 2019) but rather maintained 

the specific patterns of each language. Particularly, Korean differs from English in 

respect to the order in which objects are mentioned to describe spatial relations 

between objects (e.g. a cat that is above the piano). Korean prefers mentioning the 

location first (“[piano] [above] [cat]”) while English prefers mentioning figures first (the 

cat above the piano). When describing spatial relations in each of their languages, 

bilinguals’ descriptions did not differ from those of their monolingual peers. These 

differences shown across studies raise questions about whether word-order influence 

is specific to the languages tested and/or the experimental paradigms used. Even 

though it has been found that word order can be primed within American Sign 

Language (i.e. pre-nominal vs. post-nominal sentence structure) in deaf signers (Hall, 

Ferreira, & Mayberry, 2015), whether and how cross-linguistic influence of word order 

preference occur in bimodal bilinguals across speech and sign has not yet been 

investigated. Furthermore, it is unknown whether such influences - if found - have 

cognitive consequences beyond language production such as guiding preferences of 

visual attention to objects during message preparation. 
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The present study aims to assess cross-linguistic influence of word order in a special 

group of language users, namely, bimodal bilinguals. This population is special because 

they are hearing and highly proficient in both a spoken and a sign language from birth. 

Bimodal bilinguals are typically exposed naturally to sign language from early on as a 

home language, as they are hearing children born to deaf parents. The sign language 

(minority language) they acquire at home differs from the spoken language used most 

commonly in the community (i.e. majority language). Thus, they are heritage signers 

(De Quadros, 2018; Pichler et al., 2018; Quadros & Lillo-Martin, 2018) who have early 

exposure to a spoken and a sign language enabling us to explore cross-linguistic 

influences and possible effects on visual attention between languages of different 

modalities.  

The link between language production and visual attention 

Previous research has shown that during message preparation, cross-linguistic 

variation between languages guides speakers’ visual attention to different components 

of these visual scenes in respect to which elements of a scene are encoded (i.e. thinking 

for speaking, Slobin, 2003; e.g. Bunger, Skordos, Trueswell, & Papafragou, 2016; 

Flecken, Carroll, Weimar, & Stutterheim, 2015; Flecken, Von Stutterheim, & Carroll, 

2014; Goller, Lee, Ansorge, & Choi, 2017; Papafragou, Hulbert, & Trueswell, 2008; 

Trueswell & Papafragou, 2010). Furthermore, during actual language production, 

speakers are found to look at the referents they are describing in the order that they 

mention them (e.g. Griffin, 2004; Griffin & Bock, 2000; Konopka & Meyer, 2014; Meyer, 

Sleiderink, & Levelt, 1998; van de Velde, Meyer, & Konopka, 2014). For example, when 

English speakers had to describe picture scenes in which the turtle is squirting the 

mouse with water versus the mouse is squirting the turtle with water, they directed 

their gaze first to the turtle and then to the mouse when uttering the former, while 

they fixated first on the mouse and then on the turtle while uttering the latter (Griffin 

& Bock, 2000). Based on this evidence, researchers have argued for a tight link between 
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the way speakers linguistically encode visual scenes and how they visually attend to 

such scenes (i.e. speech-gaze link).  

Recently, this evidence has been extended to the visuo-spatial modality as well by 

providing evidence for a sign-gaze link motivated by the iconicity of spatial expressions 

(Chapter 2). In this work, another modality-specific aspect to describe spatial relations 

has been assessed, namely, iconic expressions in sign versus categorical and arbitrary 

expressions in speech (Figure 25C). This modality-specific difference has been found to 

guide deaf signers’ visual attention differently to those spatial relations than that of 

hearing speakers during message preparation showing evidence for thinking for 

signing. Furthermore, previous work has shown that cross-linguistic influence between 

categorical and arbitrary expressions in speech and iconic expressions in sign in bimodal 

bilinguals also modulated visual attention during spoken and signed message 

preparation (Chapter 4). However, whether the influence of word order on eye-gaze, 

found for spoken languages, extends to sign productions has not been explored yet, let 

alone in bilinguals.  

Taken together, previous studies have presented robust evidence for cross-linguistic 

influence of word order preferences in bilinguals as well as for links between language 

production and eye-gaze. The present study aimed to combine these two lines of 

research by investigating whether cross-linguistic influence of word order preferences 

can occur across modalities and whether such influences can go beyond language 

production and influence also message conceptualization during message preparation 

in bimodal bilinguals. 
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The present study 

In the domain of spatial language, sign languages prefer ordering grounds first6 and 

figures second to describe spatial relations between two objects. This ground-first 

preference appears to be driven by the nature of the visuo-spatial modality (e.g. 

Kimmelman, 2012; Perniss et al., 2015). Spoken languages, however, vary in word order 

preferences to describe spatial relations (Levinson, 2003; Levinson, 1996) and hence 

lack a modality-driven word order related to spatial expressions. In the present study, 

we investigated whether this word order preference, driven by the visuo-spatial 

modality, can influence the word order preference in a spoken language and/or in turn 

be influenced by the spoken language preference in a special group of language users. 

That is, bimodal bilinguals who are hearing and acquire both a spoken language (Dutch) 

and a sign language (NGT) from birth. In particular, we assessed cross-linguistic 

influence at the production level, specifically between spoken and signed descriptions, 

and also at the level of visual attention, specifically whether there are eye-gaze 

preferences to look more at grounds versus figures depending on the language in which 

messages are prepared, reflecting cross-linguistic influence in language production.  

To do so, we used a visual world language production eye-tracking paradigm (Chapter 

2) in which we presented four-picture displays of which each picture contained two 

objects that were arranged in different spatial configurations (i.e. left, right, front, 

behind, in and on). After briefly introducing the four pictures, we indicated the target 

picture by presenting an arrow in the middle of the screen that pointed to one of the 

pictures. We recorded eye-gaze once the arrow disappeared until participants had to 

describe the target picture to a confederate. This paradigm allowed us to assess 

linguistic word order preferences during a naturalistic but controlled picture 

description task (i.e. refraining from using priming paradigms), and at the same time, 

                                                           
6 In order to facilitate comparisons between word order in sign and speech we established 

ground-first order based on the order of mentioning lexical signs not CLs. 
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preferences in allocating visual attention to grounds versus figures in the target picture 

during message preparation. 

Overall, we first assessed language-typical word order preferences in Dutch and NGT 

by comparing hearing Dutch speakers’ and deaf NGT signers’ picture descriptions in 

respect to which word order they had produced. We then assessed cross-linguistic 

influence by comparing word order preferences of bimodal bilinguals in both of their 

languages to that of their control groups, respectively. Concerning visual attention, we 

investigated language-typical preferences in Dutch and NGT to look at grounds versus 

figures by comparing hearing Dutch speakers’ and deaf NGT signers’ eye-gazes during 

message preparation. Finally, we examined cross-linguistic influence of visual 

attention, by assessing bimodal bilinguals’ and controls’ eye-gaze preferences during 

message preparation to look more at grounds or figures related to which object is 

mentioned first.  

Predictions 

Language production.  As for our control groups, we predicted that deaf NGT signers 

produce more ground-first descriptions than hearing Dutch speakers as sign languages 

typically prefer ground-first order and often allow less variability, while in Dutch, both 

figure-first and ground-first are valid and acceptable word orders to describe spatial 

relations (Hartsuiker, Kolk, & Huiskamp, 1999). However, frequency counts on 

preferences in NGT or Dutch are unavailable. 

For bimodal bilinguals, if there is cross-linguistic influence from the robust modality-

driven word order of NGT to Dutch, we predicted that, while describing spatial relations 

in Dutch bimodal bilinguals prefer ground-first over figure-first order and will thus 

produce less figure-first descriptions compared to their hearing speaking peers. 

However, since NGT is a minority language this effect might not be there due to 

sociolinguistic factors such as language status, prestige, and group identity (e.g. 
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Michael, 2014). Concerning influence in the opposite direction, Dutch as majority 

language might influence word order preferences in NGT, the minority language (as 

evident from spoken languages in various domains, e.g. Backus, 2005; Muysken, 2000; 

Polinsky, 2008). However, if ground-first is the modality-driven word order in sign and 

is grounded in cognitive perceptual biases, then this word order might be invariant and 

more resistant to change than the flexible word order in Dutch speech. Consequently, 

speech might not influence sign. Thus, we should find influence in only one direction, 

namely, from sign to speech due to the robust modality-driven word order in sign and 

variability in speech, but not reversely, from speech to sign due to variability in speech 

and no variability and robust modality-driven word order in sign.  

Finally, instead of experiencing cross-linguistic influence across modalities between 

sign and speech, bimodal bilinguals might maintain their language-specific patterns as 

previously observed in such highly proficient bilinguals (e.g. Ahn et al., 2019; Azar et al., 

2019). That is, when speaking Dutch, bimodal bilinguals are like hearing speakers, and 

when signing in NGT, they are like deaf signers in respect to their word order 

preferences. This would also indicate that outside of priming paradigms these one- or 

bi-directional influence effects might not occur (as observed in e.g. Ahn et al., 2019). 

Visual attention. Generally, we expected eye-gaze effects to arise from early on when 

message preparation is unfolding, assuming that eye-gaze preferences are related to 

the order in which ground and figures are mentioned. Moreover, our predictions are 

based on the assumption that the aspect that is mentioned first in a sentence is most 

salient and foregrounded in the language users’ mind (Gundel, 1985; Macwhinney, 

1977). Thus, mentioning grounds first might lead to visually attending more to grounds, 

while mentioning figures first might lead to visually attending more to figures during 

message preparation. 

As for our control groups, we predicted that deaf NGT signers prefer looking at grounds 

more than hearing Dutch speakers over the time course of message preparation. This 
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might reflect that deaf-signers’ modality-driven preference to produce predominantly 

ground-first descriptions also guides more attention to grounds compared to hearing 

speakers. This would indicate, that thinking for speaking extends to thinking for signing 

(Chapter 2) in the domain of word order. 

For bimodal bilinguals, we predicted that cross-linguistic influence can go beyond 

language production and also influence message conceptualization based on the 

findings of Chapter 4 for iconicity. Thus, following the predictions on language 

production mentioned above, we should find influence on visual attention in only one 

direction, namely, from sign to speech, but not reversely from speech to sign. In 

particular, we predicted that if cross-linguistic influence from sign to speech – if found- 

changes bimodal bilinguals’ message conceptualization during spoken message 

preparation, bimodal bilinguals would not only mention grounds first more often but 

would also allocate more attention over time to grounds than to figures compared to 

hearing speakers. In the reverse direction, if there is no cross-linguistic influence from 

sign to speech, then bimodal bilinguals’ would not differ from the deaf signing controls 

and allocate more visual attention to grounds than figures over time during signed 

message preparation. Thus overall, we expected that effects of language production on 

message conceptualization in bimodal bilinguals can be found only when there is cross-

linguistic influence, thus from sign to speech but not from speech to sign. 

If we find such parallelism between language production and visual attention during 

message preparation, it would indicate that such eye-gaze-language production links 

do not only arise during language production (e.g. Griffin, 2004; Griffin & Bock, 2000; 

Konopka & Meyer, 2014) but already during message preparation. Finally, if we do not 

find eye-gaze effects during message preparation, this might indicate that modality-

specific influence – if found – has no cognitive consequences that go beyond the level 

of language production.  
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Method 

Participants 

The participants were the same as reported in Chapter 2-4. This sample consisted of 21 

bimodal bilinguals of Dutch and NGT (11 female, Mage = 34.77, SDage = 16.62) as well as 

two control groups consisting of 20 Dutch hearing speakers (10 female, Mage = 33.25, 

SDage = 10.95) and 19 deaf native NGT signers (16 females, Mage = 34, SDage = 2.5). 

Originally, this sample consisted of two additional bimodal bilinguals and two signers, 

but they were excluded due to high eye-tracking loss (larger than 45%). More details 

about the language background of the controls can be found in Chapter 2 (page 64-65) 

and of bimodal bilinguals in Chapter 3 (page 104-107).  

Materials and procedure 

We used the same stimuli set as in in the previous chapters, consisting of 84 four pre-

tested picture displays containing the same two objects but in different spatial 

configurations to each other (i.e. left, right, front, behind, in and on; see Figure 17 in 

Chapter 3 on page 109). An arrow pointing at one of the pictures indicated the target 

picture participants had to describe. 287 experimental displays consisted of left/right 

target relations, while the remaining three pictures included other spatial relations (i.e. 

front, behind, in and on). We included 56 filler displays in which targets were any other 

spatial relation (i.e. front, behind, in and on) to avoid emphasis on left/right relations 

during the whole experiment. We focussed on left/right relations because these 

allowed us to assess eye-gaze preferences to grounds and figures without overlapping 

locations or occlusions of the two objects (as this the case with in/on/behind relations). 

The distance between the ground and figure object was always kept equal across 

                                                           
7 In this chapter we did not distinguish between less and more complex displays, because we 
expected word order preference to be independent of the type of displays. We therefore 
collapsed both less and more complex displays. 
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displays for the spatial relations respectively (i.e. for left/right, front/behind etc.). 

Ground objects were always located in the centre of the pictures and figures were 

always placed to the left, right, front, behind, inside, or on top of the ground (Figure 17 

in Chapter 3 on page 109). Thus grounds were distinguished from figures based on their 

size and mobility. Namely, grounds as bigger and permanent objects and figures as 

smaller and more mobile objects (Talmy, 2003, 1978). The procedure was identical to 

that described in Chapter 2 (see page 67-69). 

Data analysis 

In this section, we will first describe how we analysed language production in respect 

to the preference of word order in Dutch across hearing speakers and bimodal 

bilinguals as well as in NGT across deaf signers and bimodal bilinguals. Furthermore, we 

describe the analysis of eye-gaze preferences to look at grounds and figures during 

message preparation.  

Language production.  We coded all picture descriptions using ELAN, a free annotation 

tool (http://tla.mpi.nl/tools/tla-tools/elan/) for multimedia resources developed by 

the Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics, The Language Archive, Nijmegen, The 

Netherlands (Wittenburg et al., 2006). Trained, hearing native Dutch and deaf native 

NGT annotators performed annotation and coding of the data respectively. All coding 

was checked by an additional coder to find consensus. If no consensus could be 

reached, the trial was excluded from further analyses (5.81% of all descriptions). 

For both Dutch and NGT, we coded for each picture description which object was 

mentioned first, namely the ground or the figure. This distinction was based on the 

arrangement of our stimuli, that is, grounds as the bigger object were placed in the 

centre of the pictures while figures as the smaller objects were surrounding grounds. 

In Dutch, ground-first descriptions typically involved prepositional constructions using 

met (“with”; Figure 26A), while figure-first descriptions usually included verb 
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constructions using liggen/staan (“lying/standing”; Figure 26C). In NGT, ground-first 

descriptions typically involved CLs in which object properties and relations between 

them are mapped in a one-to-one relation on to the signing space (Figure 26B), while 

figure-first descriptions (albeit were very few) included lexical signs for the spatial 

relation (relation lexemes; Figure 26D). For both languages, descriptions in which only 

one object was mentioned (i.e. only figure, only ground) were omitted from further 

analyses (3.69% of all descriptions).  

Figure 26  

An example of mentioning the ground first and figure first in Dutch and NGT. 

 

Panel (A) shows an example for mentioning the ground first “a vase with on the right a flower” 

in Dutch and panel (B) in NGT. Panel (C) shows an example for mentioning the figure first “the 

flower is to the right of the vase” in Dutch and panel (D) in NGT. 

The coded data were analysed in R (version 3.6.2) (R Core Team, 2013). We used 

general and linear mixed-effects regression models (Baayen et al., 2008) using the 

packages lme4 (version 1.1-19) (Bates et al., 2015) and lmerTest (version 3.0-1) 

(Kuznetsova et al., 2017) to retrieve p-values. We used binominal data as dependent 

variable and an optimizer to facilitate model convergence.  

We conducted two types of analyses: (1) we assessed whether word order preferences 

differ in Dutch and NGT by comparing descriptions between hearing speakers and deaf 
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signers, and (2) we assessed whether bimodal bilinguals differ in their word order 

preferences in Dutch compared to hearing speakers and in NGT compared to deaf 

signing controls. 

Visual attention. Unlike Chapter 2 and 4, this chapter assess target fixations only. 

Consequently, the analysis reported in this chapter differs from that conducted in the 

previous eye-tracking chapters (Chapter 2 and 4)8.  

For each trial, eye movements were recorded from pre-arrow onset (0 ms) until the 

four-picture display disappeared (3500 ms). We analysed fixation proportions (right eye 

only) across 50 ms continuous time bins. Since we were interested in examining the 

differences in eye movements linked to message preparation, our analyses focussed on 

a subset of the time course. Namely, we selected a 2000 ms post-arrow window9 

initiating immediately after target indication (1500 ms) until linguistic production onset 

(3500 ms, Figure 8, Chapter 2, page 69). This time window captures participants’ 

message preparation phase linked to relational encoding (shown in Chapter 2). This 

enabled us to assess whether there is cross-linguistic influence of visual attention in 

bimodal bilinguals to grounds and figures respectively to the order in which they are 

being mentioned. 

We defined two different rectangle-shaped Areas of Interests (AoIs) for target pictures 

only: one for the ground object and one for the figure object. Eye-gaze to the remaining 

three pictures in visual displays was removed as they were not being described (27.26% 

of all fixations). The two AoIs did not overlap and differed slightly in size. Namely, 

                                                           
8 Note that the effect of the second session on bimodal bilingual’s visual attention to non-target 

pictures (reported in Chapter 4) did not affect the target fixations that we assessed in this 
chapter. Thus, here we were able to include eye-tracking data from 19 bimodal bilinguals. 

9 We focused only on the post-arrow window and did not include the pre-arrow window (as 
done in Chapter 2), because in the pre-arrow window the indication of the target picture did 
not take place yet and thus does not allow us to assess fixations to the target picture.  
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ground AoIs were larger capturing the ground object in the centre of the picture while 

figure AoIs were smaller capturing the figure object to the left or right side of the 

ground object. Fixation data were preprocessed in R. For each participant, we 

determined whether a fixation fell into one of the two AoIs in each of 40 consecutive 

bins of 50 ms. Participants with more than 45% track loss across all trials were excluded 

from the analysis (N = 4, of which 2 were deaf NGT signers and 2 were bimodal 

bilinguals, as mentioned above in the participant section). Additionally, we excluded 

trials in which track loss was higher than 50% (3.6%). 

We conducted two types of analyses using general linear mixed-effects regression 

models: (1) we assessed whether preferences to fixate grounds versus figures differ in 

Dutch and NGT by comparing eye-gaze between hearing speakers and deaf signers 

during message preparation, and (2) we assessed whether bimodal bilinguals differ in 

their preferences to fixate grounds versus figures when preparing messages in Dutch 

compared to hearing speaking controls and in NGT compared to deaf signing controls. 

Our dependent variable was binomial (i.e. fixations to grounds vs. figures). Due to 

multiple comparisons of the two control groups, we conducted a Bonferroni correction 

on the p-values (p < .025). Fixation proportions were corrected in both time windows 

for 200 ms to plan a first saccade (Matin, Shao, & Boff, 1993).  

Results 

In this section, we will first report the linguistic description data to assess word order 

preference in Dutch and NGT from bimodal bilinguals as well as their hearing non-

signing and deaf signing peers. After this, we will report the eye-gaze data from these 

three groups to assess whether possible cross-linguistic influence of visual attention 

modulates bimodal bilinguals’ preference to look at grounds versus figures depending 

on the order in which they planned to mention them. 
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Language production 

Figure 27 shows proportions of ground-first descriptions in Dutch and NGT between 

bimodal bilinguals and controls respectively. For plotting, data were averaged over 

picture descriptions (i.e. trials) and group (i.e. bimodal bilinguals, deaf signers, hearing 

speakers). To report means, data were averaged over picture descriptions and 

participants.  

Figure 27  

Ground-first descriptions in Dutch and NGT. 

 

The left panel shows proportions of ground-first descriptions in Dutch across hearing speakers 

(left) and bimodal bilinguals (right). The right panel shows proportions of ground-first 

descriptions in NGT descriptions across deaf signers (left) and bimodal bilinguals (right). Dots in 

the boxplot represent each data point (participant).  

Word order preferences in Dutch and NGT (controls). We assessed first whether word 

order preferences differed between the control groups by comparing Dutch hearing 

speakers’ and NGT deaf signers’ picture descriptions. In particular, we investigated 

whether the ground was mentioned first (1) or not (0) using a general linear mixed-

effects regression model with Group (hearing speakers, numerically contrast coded as 
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-1/2 vs. deaf signers, numerically contrast coded as +1/2) as fixed effect. The most 

parsimonious model included random intercepts for participants and items and a by-

items random slope for Group. The model yielded a significant main effect of Group (β 

= 9.57, SE = 2.45, z = 3.91, p < 0.001), suggesting that deaf signers produced more 

ground-first descriptions in NGT (M = 0.92, SD = 0.26) than hearing speakers in Dutch 

(M = 0.56, SD = 0.50; see Figure 27).  

Cross-linguistic influence of word order preferences in bimodal bilinguals. Next, we 

compared bimodal bilinguals’ descriptions in each language to that of their hearing 

speaking and deaf signing peers. For Dutch, we investigated whether the ground was 

mentioned first (1) or not (0) using a general linear mixed-effects regression model with 

Group (hearing speakers, numerically contrast coded as -1/2 vs. bimodal bilinguals, 

numerically contrast coded as +1/2) as fixed effect. The most parsimonious model 

included random intercepts for participants and items and a by-items random slope for 

Group. The model yielded a significant main effect of Group (β = 8.15, SE = 3.53, z = 

2.31, p = 0.02), suggesting that bimodal bilinguals produced more ground-first 

descriptions (M = 0.67, SD = 0.43) than their hearing speaking peers (M = 0.43, SD = 

0.50; see Figure 27, left panel). No effect of Session Order on bimodal bilinguals’ 

ground-first preference was found (see the supplementary materials for more 

information), ruling out that this preference is due to priming of describing similar 

pictures in two testing sessions. 

For NGT, we investigated whether the ground was mentioned first (1) or not (0) using 

a general linear mixed-effects regression model with Group (deaf signers, numerically 

contrast coded as -1/2 vs. bimodal bilinguals, numerically contrast coded as +1/2) as 

fixed effect. The most parsimonious model included random intercepts for participants 

and items and a by-items random slope for Group. The model yielded no significant 

main effect of Group (β = -0.59, SE = 2.74, z = -0.22, p = .83), revealing that bimodal 

bilinguals did not differ from deaf signers in how often they produced ground-first 
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descriptions when signing in NGT (bimodal bilinguals: M = 0.85, SD = 0.35; deaf signers: 

M = 0.92, SD = 0.27 ; see Figure 27, right panel). Again, no effect of Session Order on 

bimodal bilinguals’ ground-first preference was found (see the supplementary 

materials for more information).  

Visual attention 

Figure 28 illustrates preferences to fixate grounds versus figures during message 

preparation in bimodal bilinguals in Dutch (left panel) and NGT (right panel) compared 

to their hearing speaking and deaf signing peers, respectively. For plotting only, we 

calculated difference scores between fixations to the ground AoI minus fixations to the 

figure AoI to illustrate a preference for looking at one object over the other (i.e. values 

above 0 indicate a ground preference and values below 0 indicate a figure preference). 

Plots show these difference scores averaged over picture descriptions (i.e. trials) across 

groups (i.e. hearing speakers, deaf signers, bimodal bilinguals) in successive 50 ms time 

bins initiating immediately after target indication (1500 ms plus 200 ms saccade 

correction) until language production onset (3500 ms). 
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Figure 28  

Preference of fixating the ground vs. figure object during message preparation in Dutch and NGT. 

 

The left panel shows preferences in Dutch across hearing speakers and bimodal bilinguals. The 

right panel shows preferences in NGT, across deaf signers and bimodal bilinguals. Y-axis values 

above 0 (dotted line) indicate a preference to look at the ground object. Values below 0 indicate 

a preference to look at the figure object. X-axis displays the time course of message preparation 

after target indication (1500 ms plus 200 ms saccade correction) until language production 

onset (3500 ms). 

Eye-gaze preferences in Dutch and NGT (controls). We first examined whether eye-

gaze to grounds versus figures differed in hearing speakers and deaf signers during 

message preparation. In particular, we investigated fixations to grounds (1) or figures 

(0) using a general linear mixed-effects regression model with Group (hearing speakers, 

numerically contrast coded as -1/2 vs. deaf signers, numerically contrast coded as +1/2) 

and Bin (continuous, centred and scaled) as fixed effects. The most parsimonious model 

included random intercepts for participants and items and a by-items random slope for 

Group. The model yielded no significant main effect of Group (β = 0.11, SE = 0.14, z = 

0.78, p = .44), but a significant main effect of Bin (β = 0.16, SE = 0.01, z = 12.74, p<.001), 

and a significant interaction between Group by Bin (β = -0.06, SE = 0.02, z = -2.69, 
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p<.01). This interaction suggests that during message preparation deaf signers 

preferred looking at grounds from the start, while for hearing speakers a ground 

preference in eye-gaze emerged only later and instead started with a preference to 

fixate figures (Figure 28). 

Cross-linguistic influence effects on visual attention in bimodal bilinguals. Next, we 

assessed how bimodal bilinguals’ eye-gaze patterns might differ from that of hearing 

speakers when planning Dutch descriptions and from that of deaf signers when 

planning NGT descriptions. In particular, for Dutch, we investigated fixations to grounds 

(1) or figures (0) using a general linear mixed-effects regression model with Group 

(speakers, numerically contrast coded as -1/2 vs. bimodal bilinguals, numerically 

contrast coded as +1/2) and Bin (continues, centred and scaled) as fixed effects. The 

most parsimonious model included random intercepts for participants and items and a 

by-items random slope for Group. The model yielded no significant main effect of 

Group (β = 0.23, SE = 0.25, z = 0.93, p = .35), but a significant main effect of Bin (β = 

0.24, SE = 0.01, z = 19.51, p<.001), and a significant interaction between Group by Bin 

(β = 0.10, SE = 0.02, z = 4.10, p<.001). This interaction suggests that during message 

preparation in Dutch, bimodal bilinguals and hearing speakers preferred looking at 

figures over grounds at the beginning of message preparation. However, when 

message preparation is unfolding, both groups increasingly preferred fixating grounds 

over figures. Crucially, bimodal bilinguals’ preference to look at grounds over figures 

increased more steeply over time compared to their hearing speaking peers (Figure 28, 

left panel). 

Finally, in NGT, we investigated fixations to grounds (1) or figures (0) using a general 

linear mixed-effects regression model with Group (deaf signers, numerically contrast 

coded as -1/2 vs. bimodal bilinguals, numerically contrast coded as +1/2) and Bin 

(continuous, centred and scaled) as fixed effects. The most parsimonious model 

included random intercepts for participants and items and a by-items random slope for 
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Group. The model yielded no significant main effect of Group (β = 0.18, SE = 0.16, z = 

1.12, p = .26), but a significant main effect of Bin (β = 0.13, SE = 0.01, z = 9.88, p < .001), 

and no significant interaction between Group by Bin (β = 0.003, SE = 0.03, z = 0.14, p = 

.89). This lacking interaction between Group and Bin suggests that during message 

preparation in NGT, both bimodal bilinguals and deaf signers preferred looking more at 

grounds than figures. This ground preference in eye-gaze increased similarly over time 

for both groups and occurred right from the start of message preparation (Figure 28, 

right panel). 

Discussion 

The present study investigated how different word order preferences in a sign and 

spoken language influence each other in bimodal bilinguals in a domain where sign 

languages have a modality-driven word order. In particular, to describe spatial relations 

between entities, sign languages predominantly prefer ground-first order, while word 

order preferences differ across spoken languages. We assessed, whether there is a 

modality-specific influence of word order preferences between NGT and Dutch in 

bimodal bilinguals and whether this has further cognitive consequences and influences 

visual attention.  

Language production 

For NGT signers, results revealed that they produced more ground-first descriptions 

than hearing Dutch speakers. This confirms that NGT predominantly prefers ground-

first order as found for many other sign languages (e.g. Emmorey, 2002; Kimmelman, 

2012; Morgan et al., 2008; Perniss, 2007; Sümer, 2015) and indicates that ground-first 

is driven by the manual modality. In particular, both signing groups (i.e. deaf signers 

and bimodal bilinguals) show a very strong and robust systematicity in mentioning 

grounds first in NGT. Therefore, our results strengthen previous views that ground-first 
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order might be based on modality-specific properties (e.g. Kimmelman, 2012; Perniss 

et al., 2015).  

For Dutch speakers, results showed that in Dutch there is no clear preference for figure-

first or ground-first order but rather, half of the speakers produced mostly figure-first 

descriptions while the other half preferred producing ground-first descriptions. This 

indicates, that there is no pre-set linguistic word order in Dutch for describing spatial 

relations but rather both figure-first and ground-first are valid and acceptable word 

orders (Hartsuiker, Kolk, & Huiskamp, 1999). 

Influence from sign to speech in bimodal bilinguals. In Dutch, bimodal bilinguals 

produced more ground-first descriptions than hearing speaking controls, suggesting an 

influence of word order preferences across modalities from NGT sign to Dutch speech. 

This is in line with previous research assessing priming within a sign language (i.e. not 

at cross-linguistic influences) showing that word order can be primed within American 

Sign Language (i.e. pre-nominal vs. post-nominal sentence structure) in deaf signers 

(Hall et al., 2015). Our results extend these findings to cross-linguistic influence of word 

order from sign to speech even in absence of a priming paradigm and to spatial 

language. This is also in line with previous assumptions that word order preferences 

within a language might depend on other factors such as context, communicative 

pressure or language contact (Schouwstra & de Swart, 2014), namely, that word order 

preference can be influenced by language contact from another language (NGT) within 

a (bimodal) bilingual.  

Interestingly, in similar descriptions of spatial relations, an influence of ground-first 

order was not observed in spoken English (figure-first)-Korean (ground-first) bilinguals 

(Ahn et al., 2019), suggesting that our observed influence is not related to conceptual 

groundedness of ground objects but rather to a modality-driven word order 

preference. It is possible that what is being influenced is a cognitive bias because the 
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visuo-spatial modality adapts more easily to the visual perceptional principles of spatial 

scenes.  

Our results go beyond previous findings on cross-linguistic influence of word order 

preferences in many ways. For one, we show here that effects of cross-linguistic 

influence emerged despite using a naturalistic picture description setting without 

experimentally forcing the mixing of bilinguals’ languages as previously done in priming 

paradigms (e.g. Hatzidaki et al., 2011; Kootstra et al., 2012; Torres Cacoullos & Travis, 

2016). Thus, in the present study, although only one language was relevant during the 

whole duration of the task, we still found cross-linguistic influence, while others have 

failed to show effects of word order influence in absence of priming paradigms (e.g. 

Ahn, Gollan, & Ferreira, 2019). Furthermore, our influence did not relate to the order 

in which the language session took place (i.e. first or second).  

Nevertheless, word order preference in our bimodal bilingual sample seems to vary. 

That is, in Dutch, not all bimodal bilinguals showed a clear ground-first preference but 

a minority produced predominantly figure-first descriptions. This is in line with claims 

that cross-linguistic influences are intertwined and dynamic (Grosjean, 1989), resulting 

in weaker influences in some bilingual individuals and stronger influences in others.  

Influence from speech to sign in bimodal bilinguals. Concerning the reverse direction 

from speech to sign, bimodal bilinguals did not differ from the deaf signing controls in 

their ground-first preference, indicating no influence from Dutch to NGT. These 

combined results provide first evidence for cross-linguistic influence of word order 

preference across modalities from sign to speech, but reversely, there was no influence 

from speech to sign, even though the spoken language was the majority language.  

Taking both speech and sign results together, this study revealed that cross-linguistic 

influence of word order preference in bimodal bilinguals is one-directional, that is, it 

occurs from sign to speech but not vice versa. This one-way influence occurred 
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independently of the language status, which contrasts with previous findings in 

proficient heritage bilinguals of two spoken languages, where cross-linguistic influence 

was typically evident from the majority to the minority language (e.g. Backus, 2005; 

Muysken, 2000; Polinsky, 2008) or where no cross-linguistic influences were found (e.g. 

Azar, 2020; Azar et al., 2019). This suggests that not only language status but also 

modality can be driving factor for cross-linguistic influence (for a more elaborate 

discussion on this, see Chapter 6).  

One possibility for the lack of a bi-directional influence might be that word order 

preference in NGT might not be as variable as in Dutch. Hence, cross-linguistic influence 

might not take place since ground-first order might be robust and more resilient for 

change. Although NGT seems to have an invariant word order preference, Figure 27 

indicates that not all deaf signers produced ground-first utterances and that some of 

the bimodal bilinguals in fact did produce figure-first descriptions in NGT. Thus, we 

argue that the one-way direction reveals that cross-linguistic influence of word order 

preferences in bimodal bilinguals might be modality-specific as cross-linguistic 

influence might be motivated by the modality-driven robust ground-first order rather 

than is due to linguistic constraints of NGT. 

Visual attention 

For the controls, our results further indicate that deaf signers preferred looking at 

grounds from the start of message preparation, while for hearing speakers a ground 

preference in eye-gaze emerged only later and instead started with a preference to 

fixate figures. This reflects that the modality-driven ground-first order in the language 

productions of deaf-signers also guides more attention to grounds right at the start of 

message preparation compared to speakers. This provides empirical evidence for the 

claim that what is mentioned first in a sentence is more conceptually foregrounded in 

the language users’ mind (Gundel, 1985; Macwhinney, 1977). Furthermore, the fact 
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that deaf signers prefer ground-first predominantly in their linguistic descriptions and 

also prefer looking at grounds over figures during the preparation of these descriptions 

reveals that thinking for speaking extends to thinking for signing (Chapter 2), also in the 

domain of word order preferences.  

For the bimodal bilinguals, our results provide evidence for cross-linguistic influence of 

visual attention during message preparation but only when there was also cross-

linguistic influence at the level of language production, that is, during spoken message 

preparation due to cross-linguistic influence from sign to speech but not during signed 

message preparation as there was no reverse cross-linguistic influence. In particular, 

when preparing Dutch descriptions, both bimodal bilinguals and hearing speakers 

preferred looking at figures over grounds at the initial stages of message preparation. 

As message preparation unfolded, both groups developed a preference to look at 

grounds versus figures over time. However, bimodal bilinguals’ ground preference 

increased more over time compared to their hearing speaking peers. However, during 

the time course of preparing NGT messages, bimodal bilinguals preferred looking more 

at grounds than figures from early on and this preference did not differ from that of 

deaf signers.  

Overall, during both language sessions, by the end of message preparation, all groups 

preferred looking at grounds over figures, which might be related to the arrangement 

of our visual displays. Namely, grounds were placed in the centre of the pictures while 

the location of figures varied in each picture (e.g. on the left, in the front). This might 

have attracted stationary gaze to grounds when messages were already largely 

prepared. Crucially, differences in eye-gaze preferences in Dutch and NGT emerged 

from early on when message preparation begun. This conforms with previous claims 

that during language production speakers look first at the referent that is mentioned 

first (e.g. Griffin, 2004; Griffin & Bock, 2000; Konopka & Meyer, 2014). Even more, our 
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results show that such eye-gaze language production links do not only arise during 

language production but already during message preparation.  

Overall, our results reveal a one-way cross-linguistic influence from sign to speech not 

only in language production but also in visual attention. Thus the present study shows 

for the first time that cross-linguistic influence goes beyond language production and 

can at the same time shape the conceptualization of messages by influencing visual 

attention. This is in line with recent neuroimaging research showing different brain 

activation in hearing unimodal and bimodal bilingual infants when comprehending 

signed versus spoken language narratives. This suggests that neural substrates of 

language is also influenced by language modality already in infancy (Mercure et al., 

2020). 

To conclude, the current study revealed new insights into cross-linguistic influence by 

providing evidence from language production and visual attention. Particularly, our 

study revealed that cross-linguistic influence can occur across modalities in bimodal 

bilinguals in a naturalistic production setting. It further showed that the influence of 

word order to describe spatial language in bimodal bilinguals is modality-specific. 

Finally, the present study demonstrated that modality-specific influence has additional 

cognitive consequences that go beyond the level of language production.   
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Supplementary materials 

Information about session order analysis in bimodal bilinguals  

For Dutch, we assessed possible effects of session order on the proportions of ground 

first-descriptions in bimodal bilinguals. We used two general linear mixed-effects 

regression models, of which one assessed whether the ground was mentioned first (1) 

or not (0) in Dutch and the other assessed whether the ground was mentioned first (1) 

or not (0) in NGT. Both models included the categorical predictor Session (first or 

second) which was coded as a numeric contrast; that is, sessions conducted first were 

coded as -1/2 and sessions conducted as second as +1/2. For Dutch, the model 

contained no main effect of Session (β = -0.05, SE = 3.13, z = -0.02, p < 0.99). For NGT, 

the model contained also no main effect of Session (β = -0.65, SE = 3.51, z = -0.18, p < 

0.85). 

  



Chapter 6 

General discussion and conclusion   
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In the current thesis, my goal was to enhance our understanding of how cross-modal 

diversity across and within populations can affect language production and cognition. I 

explored this by comparing diversity between a spoken and a sign language across 

hearing speaking and deaf signing populations as well as in hearing bilinguals who can 

both speak and sign, namely, bimodal bilinguals. Doing so, I provided not only new 

insights into how diversity in language production across populations can affect 

cognition but also revealed novel knowledge about how two languages can influence 

each other across modalities in bimodal bilinguals; that is, between speech and sign, 

which has not been examined before. Specifically, I tested hearing speakers of Dutch 

and deaf signers of NGT as well as bimodal bilinguals of Dutch and NGT. To do so, I 

chose the domain of spatial language, specifically into expressions of spatial relations, 

such as the pen is to the right of the glass, where previous research has identified clear 

modality-specific differences between spoken and sign languages in their linguistic 

patterning (e.g. Emmorey, 2002; Özyürek et al., 2010; Perniss et al., 2015; Zwitserlood 

et al., 2012). Furthermore, I focussed on two modality-specific differences between 

spoken and sign languages, namely iconicity and word order preference, in the domain 

of spatial language 

I explored three overarching questions that I have investigated in four experimental 

studies in the current thesis and specifically for spoken Dutch and NGT:  

(1) To what extent do differences in modality influence production across different 

speaking (hearing) and signing (deaf) populations?  

(2) Do these modality-driven differences in production patterns found in (1) influence 

cognition, as measured by visual attention to referents during message 

preparation?  

(3)  How do patterns observed in (1) and (2) across different speaking (hearing) and 

signing (deaf) populations manifest themselves in bilinguals (hearing); that is, in the 

same individuals who can both speak and sign (i.e. bimodal bilinguals)? 
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By answering these questions and combining knowledge from three research areas, 

namely, language and cognition, sign languages, and bilingualism, this thesis enhanced 

our understanding of language diversity as well as whether and how this diversity can 

affect cognition. To explore these possibilities and answers to the questions addressed 

above, I combined elicited productions with an eye-tracking experiment to investigate 

possible relations between modality-driven production patterns and cognition. 

In the remainder of this chapter, I will first outline the main findings described in the 

preceding experimental chapters and reflect on as well as discuss these findings within 

the broader literature and describe the implications of this work for current theory as 

well as limitations. Finally, I will speculate on how future studies can build on the 

experimental paradigm and findings presented in this thesis to understand language 

diversity and its effects on cognition.  

6.1 Summary of main findings 

In Chapter 2, I first examined the influence of iconicity on spoken and signed 

productions of left/right relations by comparing spatial descriptions between hearing 

speakers of Dutch and deaf signers of NGT (across populations). I also assessed within 

deaf signers to what extent they exploit different types of iconicity, such as those that 

map both spatial and physical properties of objects (CLs) and for those that map spatial 

properties only (RLs) onto the hands (see also, e.g. Emmorey, 2002; Emmorey & Herzig, 

2003; Perniss et al., 2010). Secondly, I examined whether and how arbitrary (non-iconic 

in speech) versus iconic expressions (in sign) as well as different types of iconic 

expressions used to describe spatial relations influences message conceptualization by 

assessing how hearing speakers and deaf signers allocate their visual attention to 

pictures depicting spatial relations between objects during message preparation.  

I predicted that, if iconicity is relevant for message conceptualization, then first, deaf 

signers, but not hearing speakers, would look more at all types of spatial relations. This 
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might be because signing about spatial relations might require enhanced attention for 

the identification of the relative locations and/or the orientation, size and shape of the 

objects in relation to each other in all pictures in the display to map information onto 

the signing space iconically. Secondly, within signers, I predicted that depending on 

which features have been mapped, that is, spatial and physical features (CLs) versus 

spatial features only (RLs), deaf signers would attend to different pictures within the 

visual display. In particular, planning CLs in NGT might guide visual attention in addition 

to target pictures, to those non-target pictures that visually resemble the target picture 

(i.e. left/right/front/behind in which the figure object is placed to the sides of the 

ground object), whereas preparing RLs might guide visual attention to those non-target 

pictures that are only semantically relevant such as contrastive left/right pictures. 

The production results of this chapter showed, as expected from previous research, 

that hearing speakers and deaf signers preferred modality-specific ways of expressing 

left/right spatial relations. Hearing speakers preferred categorical forms (LEFT/RIGHT) 

while deaf signers preferred iconic forms (CLs and/or RLs). Furthermore, within signers, 

they exploited different types of iconicity and preferred those expressions that 

resemble both spatial and physical properties of objects by using CLs over resembling 

only spatial properties by using RLs. Interestingly, using CLs was not the most preferred 

linguistic strategy, but instead, deaf signers overall preferred to use both CLs and RLs 

within one description instead of producing descriptions with either CLs or RLs alone. 

They also used RLs more frequently than what would have been expected from 

previous literature. 

The results on message conceptualization showed that, as predicted, the modality-

specific way of expressing spatial descriptions iconically resulted in increased visual 

attention to non-target pictures for deaf signers, but not for hearing speakers during 

message preparation. Moreover, within deaf signers, when preparing to resemble both 

spatial and physical properties of objects by using CLs signers allocated more visual 
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attention to other pictures that visually resembled the target picture 

(left/right/front/behind) compared to pictures that did not share visual resemblance 

(in/on). Finally when preparing to resemble only spatial properties by using RLs signers 

allocated visual attention to only those pictures that were semantically relevant 

(left/right), that is, to those in which figures were located on the same lateral axis and 

therefore those that were contrastively related to the spatial location only (i.e. 

left/right). This demonstrates that differences in visual attention between hearing 

speakers and deaf signers cannot be simply attributed to different hearing statuses 

(hearing vs. deafness) but is rather specific to using iconic expressions. In sum, with 

Chapter 2 I revealed that thinking for signing differs from thinking for speaking due to 

the iconic expressions in spatial language and that linguistic diversity even within a sign 

language can shape visual attention and thus conceptualization during message 

preparation. 

In Chapter 3, I examined cross-linguistic diversity within populations to see whether 

bimodal bilinguals show similar production patterns as found across different speaking 

and signing individuals in Chapter 2, or if they speak and sign differently providing 

evidence for cross-linguistic influence across modalities. I tested whether cross-

linguistic influence is present bi-directionally, namely, across modalities from sign to 

speech and from speech to sign, as well as within the same modality, that is, between 

co-speech gestures and sign as found in previous research (e.g. Casey & Emmorey, 

2009; Gu et al., 2018). To explore this, I compared bimodal bilinguals’ language 

production in each of their languages to that of their hearing speaking and deaf signing 

peers (who are also reported in Chapter 2). I hypothesised that arbitrary (non-iconic) 

and categorical expressions in speech and iconic expressions in sign might shape each 

other in a way that bilinguals’ productions will differ from that of the hearing speaking 

and deaf signing controls. More specifically, as expressions in sign are more 

semantically specific due to the use of iconic forms (i.e. as in the use of CLs), I predicted 

that this might increase semantically specific expressions in speech. In return, using 
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arbitrary and categorical forms might decrease iconicity in signed descriptions and 

increase the use of less semantically specific forms such as RLs.  

Confirming these predictions, results revealed that speech and sign shape each other 

bi-directionally in bimodal bilinguals. In particular, using commonly iconic expressions 

in sign increased semantically specific information about physical features of objects in 

speech (cross-modal influence) and the use of iconic co-speech gestures alongside 

speech (within-modality influence), that is, sign influenced speech. At the same time, 

using categorical expressions in speech decreased iconicity in sign and increased the 

use of RLs, that is, speech influenced sign. Therefore, in this chapter, I revealed that 

cross-linguistic influence across modalities can shape bilingual diversity that differs 

from that found across populations demonstrating that bimodal bilinguals do no 

resemble two monolinguals in one but are instead shaped by two languages from 

different modalities.  

In Chapter 4, I examined to what extent visual attention during message 

conceptualization can be changed within bimodal bilinguals as a consequence of bi-

directional cross-linguistic influence shown in Chapter 3. To explore this, I assessed 

bimodal bilinguals’ visual attention during spoken versus signed message preparation 

and then compared those to that of hearing speakers and deaf signers (similar to and 

reported in Chapter 2). I predicted that since bimodal bilinguals’ speak and sign about 

spatial relations differently in Chapter 3 due to cross-linguistic influences, this might 

also affect how bimodal bilinguals visually attend to these spatial relations when 

preparing to speak versus to sign compared to that of the controls. Alternatively, cross-

linguistic influence might not have cognitive consequences that can go beyond 

language production. Consequently, bimodal bilinguals might maintain their modality-

specific conceptualization patterns and thus would not differ from that of hearing 

speakers when preparing spoken messages and from that of deaf signers when 

preparing signed messages. 
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In line with the first set of predictions, results indicated that during spoken message 

preparation, bimodal bilinguals, but not hearing speakers, allocated increased visual 

attention to non-target pictures in similar ways that were found in deaf signers of NGT 

during message preparation. Thus, cross-linguistic influence from sign in the form of 

increased semantic specificity (in both speech and co-speech gestures, Chapter 3) 

shaped bimodal bilinguals’ visual attention to spatial relations differently to that of 

hearing speakers. Furthermore, during signed message preparation, both bimodal 

bilinguals and deaf signers experienced increased eye-gaze competition over time from 

non-target pictures. However, bimodal bilinguals’ increase in eye-gaze competition was 

less steep than that of deaf signers. Thus, cross-linguistic influence from speech to sign 

in the form of decreased iconicity (Chapter 3) also shaped bimodal bilinguals’ visual 

attention to spatial relations differently to that of deaf signers. Overall, this chapter 

revealed that cross-linguistic influence across modalities has further consequences for 

cognition, and more specifically, influences message conceptualization in bimodal 

bilinguals.  

Finally, Chapter 5, investigated whether and how another modality-driven difference 

across spoken and sign languages; that is, a fixed word order preference, influences 

production patterns and conceptualization during message preparation across hearing 

and signing populations and in hearing bimodal bilinguals. This was to show that the 

effects found in Chapter 3 and 4 are not restricted to iconicity, but can also occur in 

another domain where modality-specific patterning occurs. Rather than comparing 

across populations and within bilinguals (as in Chapters 2, 3 and 4), in this chapter I 

compared all 3 populations in one study in the domain of word order preference.  

For production, I compared bimodal bilinguals’ descriptions of e target pictures in each 

of their languages to that of their hearing speaking and deaf signing peers. Descriptions 

were first assessed with respect to whether grounds or figures were mentioned first to 

examine which word order all three populations preferred. Comparing across 
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populations, I hypothesised that deaf signers would consistently use ground-first but 

hearing Dutch speakers would use both types of word order. For bimodal bilinguals, I 

predicted that the modality-specific ground-first order in sign might influence speech, 

as I have found for the influence of iconic expressions in sign on speech in Chapter 3. 

For the reverse effect, if ground-first word order in sign is the modality-driven order 

and grounded in cognitive perceptual biases, it might be resistant to be influenced by 

the spoken language. Thus when signing, bimodal bilinguals might not differ from their 

deaf signing peers, unlike found in Chapter 3 for the effect of iconicity on speech.  

Results indicated that deaf signers indeed predominantly preferred ground-first order 

while hearing speakers produced both types of word order. Bimodal bilinguals, when 

speaking produced more ground-first descriptions than their hearing speaking peers; 

however, when signing they produced as much ground-first order than their deaf 

signing peers. For bimodal bilinguals, thus, results indicated a one-way cross-linguistic 

influence from sign to speech, but there was no influence from speech to sign.  

Next, I examined the influence of these word order preferences on message 

conceptualization by comparing visual attention to grounds and figures within the 

target picture during spoken versus signed message preparation in all the three groups. 

Previous research suggested that language users allocate more visual attention to 

those aspects of a visual scene that are mentioned first within an utterance (e.g. Griffin, 

2004; Griffin & Bock, 2000; van de Velde, Meyer, & Konopka, 2014). Based on these 

findings, when comparing hearing speakers to deaf signers, I expected deaf signers to 

attend more to grounds than hearing speakers. For bimodal bilinguals, I predicted that 

the one-way cross-linguistic influence from sign to speech, will change how bimodal 

bilinguals visually attend to grounds versus figures when preparing to speak but not 

when preparing to sign.  

Results confirmed these predictions and showed that deaf signers allocated more 

attention to grounds than figures during message preparation compared to hearing 
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speakers. Bimodal bilinguals allocated more visual attention to grounds than to figures 

compared to their hearing speaking peers when preparing to speak. However, when 

preparing to sign bimodal bilinguals’ visual attention did not differ from those of the 

deaf signers. Therefore, in this chapter, I revealed that modality-driven differences in 

word order preferences can influence language production and message 

conceptualization in bimodal bilinguals and can at the same time also hinder cross-

linguistic influences.  

6.2 Discussion and implications 

6.2.1 Differences in modality shape language production across hearing speakers 

and deaf signers in the domain of spatial language 

The first core question of this thesis was to what extent do differences in modality 

across different speaking (hearing) and signing (deaf) populations influence production 

in general and in the language pair of spoken Dutch and NGT in particular. In this thesis, 

I have provided concrete quantitative data about how frequently different types of 

linguistic strategies are preferred by spoken and sign languages confirming that 

modality-specific patterning in a sign language arises in the domain of spatial language 

(e.g. Emmorey, 2002; Özyürek et al., 2010; Perniss et al., 2015; Zwitserlood et al., 2012). 

I have demonstrated this for the specific language pair Dutch and NGT for left/right 

spatial expressions in two domains, namely, iconicity and word order preference. 

Results provide novel insight into the nature of iconic expressions and modality-specific 

word order in sign as well as confirm how differences in modality shapes cross-modal 

diversity. I will discuss these contributions in detail below.  

The nature of iconic expressions in sign. Initially, sign language researchers have 

assumed that CLs are the most common and universal strategy across different sign 

languages for expressing space (see Cuxac, 1996; Sallandre & Cuxac, 2002; Talmy, 

2003). From this assumption, it has been suggested that signers achieve the highest 
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degree of iconicity possible (Perniss et al., 2015). More recent comparative work has 

shown that there might be variation and that other linguistic strategies such as RLs are 

used more often than originally assumed (e.g. Perniss et al., 2015; Sümer, 2015), 

however, overall quantitative studies were missing. In Chapter 2, I have provided first 

of all evidence that while CLs are a more preferred strategy then RLs, using them alone 

is not the most preferred strategy in deaf signers of NGT. Instead, deaf signers overall 

favoured using both CLs and RLs in one description instead of producing descriptions 

that contained either CLs or RLs alone (see Figure 29). This occurrence of double 

strategies has been also previously observed in Turkish Sign Language during spatial 

descriptions of front/behind (Sümer, 2015; Sümer et al., 2014). The preference of 

double strategies confirms that iconicity is more than just a binary property (i.e. iconic 

vs. non-iconic) and rather manifests itself in various forms and degrees and involves 

different types of form-to-meaning mappings (e.g. Bellugi & Klima, 1976; Dingemanse 

et al., 2020; Ortega et al., 2017). Moreover, combining both CLs and RLs also suggest 

that CLs seem to serve the function of highlighting and depicting (Ferrara & Hodge, 

2018) rather than obligatory marking and classifying locations and object properties 

(Zwitserlood, 2003). 

Figure 29 

Example of a double strategy for “the lemon is to the right of the jar” in NGT using both RL 

(RIGHT) and CL within one description. 

 

These findings suggest that signers do not simply aim to exploit the highest degree of 

iconicity at any given movement but other factors seem to determine how often signers 
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use linguistic strategies, such as communicative context and informativeness. Based on 

the frequent use of double strategies it seems that deaf signers preferred exploiting 

the most informative strategy over the most iconic strategy only. In particular, by 

producing CLs, deaf signers deploy the highest level of iconicity, through which objects 

and relations are depicted and highlighted in a one-to-one fashion. At the same time, 

by adding categorical RLs signers emphasise the location of the figure object in respect 

to the ground object. Thus by combining CLs and RLs in one description deaf signers 

exploit enhanced informativeness and demonstrate high efficiency in their choice of 

linguistic strategies (for more insights into signers’ communicative efficiency through 

using a variety of iconic forms in Italian Sign Language, see Slonimska et al., 2020). 

Overall, in this thesis, I have revealed that informativeness in addition to being fully 

iconic drives spatial expressions (see also Perniss, 2007; Sümer, 2015) in certain 

communicative contexts.  

One reason for this high level of informativeness might be the nature and complexity 

of the experimental paradigm used in this thesis. In particular, I presented four-picture 

displays containing two objects in different spatial relations. In fact, hearing speakers 

were also highly efficient by preferring concrete spatial expressions, such as 

LEFT/RIGHT, over more ambiguous and vaguer general expressions, such as NEXT TO. 

Crucially, these trends occurred irrespectively of how complex the presented displays 

were (i.e. more complex displays: both left and right present vs. less complex displays: 

either left or right). Thus, my Visual World Language Production Paradigm seems to 

simulate a communicative context in which deaf signer’s preferred achieving a high 

level of informativeness. Overall, these findings reveal that the communicative context 

and informativeness might also determine how often a strategy is used in sign 

languages.  

Modality specific word order preference in sign. In Chapter 4, I confirmed that there 

is no pre-set linguistic word order in Dutch for describing spatial relations but rather 
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both figure-first and ground-first are valid and acceptable word orders. While this 

flexibility in word order preference for spatial relations has been previously suggested 

(Hartsuiker, Kolk, & Huiskamp, 1999) this thesis provides empirical and quantitative 

evidence based on an elicited corpus in Dutch.  

Furthermore, I have revealed that NGT predominantly prefers ground-first order, as 

has been found in many other sign languages (see among others Emmorey, 1996 for 

American Sign Language; Morgan, Herman, Barrière, & Woll, 2008 for British Sign 

Language; Sümer, 2015 for Turkish Sign Language; Perniss, 2007 for German Sign 

Language; and Kimmelman, 2012 for Russian Sign Language). This confirms the notion 

of ground-first order as a universal and modality-specific word order for the visuo-

spatial modality.  

Overall, the findings on hearing speakers’ and deaf signers’ language production of 

Chapter 2 and Chapter 5 confirm that there is cross-modal diversity in the way spoken 

and sign languages express spatial relations in terms of both iconicity and word order 

preferences, driven by affordances in each modality. Furthermore, the fact that the 

preferred forms found in NGT match those found in many sign languages around the 

globe (i.e. iconic forms and ground-first word order preference) indicates not only that 

these favoured forms are a result of the affordance of the visuo-spatial modality of sign 

languages but also that signers might use such forms for purposes other than being 

fully iconic (Perniss et al., 2015).  

6.2.2 Differences in modality shape message conceptualization across hearing 

speakers and deaf signers 

The second core question of this thesis was to find out to what extent the differences 

in modality found across hearing and deaf populations discussed above influence 

cognition. Going beyond previous investigations that have focussed on differences 

between spoken languages only, in this thesis I have revealed that differences in 
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modality (vocal vs. visuo-spatial) can shape cognition for language production between 

speaking (thinking for speaking) and signing (thinking for signing). These findings offer 

important contributions to our understanding of how iconicity and modality might 

influence cognition as well as more generally how language production can influence 

cognition, which will be discussed below.  

Effects of iconicity and modality on cognition. In Chapter 2 I showed that iconicity can 

shape message conceptualization differently for signers than for speakers during 

message preparation of spatial relations. In particular, due to using iconic expressions 

of spatial relations deaf signers seem to allocate more attentional resources to the 

relative locations and/or physical features of the objects in relation to each other 

compared to hearing speakers that use arbitrary and categorical expressions when 

using a spoken language. This demonstrates for the first time that message preparation 

for language production affects how hearing speakers and deaf signers conceptualise 

spatial relations differently. Thus, thinking for speaking (Slobin, 2003) differs from 

thinking for signing. Furthermore, I demonstrated for the first time that sign production 

and eye-gaze are linked as speech production is linked to eye-gaze. Furthermore, I 

showed links between eye-gaze and sign language production not only at the lexical 

level (shown previously for sign language comprehension, e.g. Lieberman et al., 2015) 

but also at the sentence level (as shown for spoken language production; e.g. Griffin, 

2004; Griffin & Bock, 2000; Koneke & Meyer, 2014; van de Velde et al., 2014) and during 

message preparation. 

Moreover, I demonstrated that deaf signers’ visual attention was also modulated by 

the different types of iconicity that they exploited in their spatial expressions. 

Depending on which features have been mapped, that is, spatial and physical features 

(CLs) versus spatial features only (RLs), they attended to different aspects of the visual 

display. This reveals that within a sign language, different types of iconic expressions 

such as those that are iconic to both the object properties and spatial location influence 
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signer’s conceptualization of messages differently than when using signs that iconically 

depict spatial locations only.  

This supports the idea that iconicity involves semiotic relations which manifests itself 

in various forms and degrees (e.g. Bellugi & Klima, 1976; Dingemanse et al., 2020; 

Ortega et al., 2017) and reveals that these types of iconicity can shape signers’ cognition 

relevant for language production and already during message formulation. These 

results can be considered to confirm the earlier mentioned argument that CLs can be 

used optionally and flexibly rather than obligatorily to highlight and depict object 

locations and their physical properties (see e.g. Ferrara & Hodge, 2018). If CLs were 

frozen and obligatory forms then they might not have changed deaf signers’ message 

conceptualization as strongly. That is, highlighting the size, shape and orientation of 

the objects as well as the locations of these entities might have modulated the 

conceptualization of messages depending on the type of iconicity even before they are 

produced. These results can be considered to be in line with viewing CLs as depictive 

signs rather than as classifier predicates with morphological structures. 

Overall, these effects of iconicity on message conceptualization demonstrate that 

iconicity as well as the type of iconicity matters for language processing and shed 

therefore more light in the ongoing debate whether iconicity matters or not (for 

evidence that iconicity does not matter, see e.g. Anderson & Reilly, 2002; Bosworth & 

Emmorey, 2010; Orlansky & Bonvillian, 1984; Poizner et al., 1981; for evidence that 

iconicity matters, see e.g. Campbell et al., 1992; Grote & Linz, 2003; Navarrete et al., 

2017; Sümer, 2015; Thompson et al., 2010, 2012). Furthermore, the thesis goes beyond 

these previous findings that are based on the lexical level for language comprehension 

and learning and reveals that iconicity on the sentence level can affect cognition for 

language production.  

These modality-driven effects on message conceptualization across spoken and sign 

languages seem not to be restricted to iconicity but can also occur in a different 
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domain, such as word order as shown in Chapter 5. In particular, deaf signers’ modality-

driven preference to mention grounds first shaped their message conceptualization 

during message preparation and required more attentional resources to grounds than 

figures. Hearing speakers, however, preferred to fixate figures at the beginning of 

message preparation. This finding too, demonstrates that thinking for speaking extends 

to thinking for signing in the domain of word order preferences. Furthermore, this link 

between preferences in visual attention and the linguistic order in which these aspects 

are mentioned is in line with previous research on spoken languages (e.g. Griffin, 2004; 

Griffin & Bock, 2000; Konopka & Meyer, 2014). These findings extend our knowledge 

from speech eye-gaze links to sign eye-gaze links in the domain of word order 

preference and eye-gaze. Even more, the results reveal that such eye-gaze links do not 

only arise during language production (ibid.) but already occur during message 

preparation. 

Considering the key findings from Chapter 2 and 5 together, I have demonstrated that 

not only language-specific (e.g. Bock, 1995; Flecken et al., 2015; Levelt, 1989; 

Papafragou et al., 2008) but also modality-specific ways in which signed messages are 

formulated become automatized and shape visual attention during the preparation of 

messages before they are produced. Now I want to highlight the differences in time 

course in which the effects on message conceptualization occurred across Chapter 2 

and 5, which provide further insights into message conceptualization during signed 

message preparation.  

In particular, in Chapter 2, the effects of iconic expressions on deaf signers’ visual 

attention (i.e. increased visual attention to non-target pictures) were largest at the end 

of message preparation, that is, right before deaf signers described the spatial 

relations. In contrast, in Chapter 5, where I investigated the order of first mentions of 

grounds versus figures, effects were largest at the very initial stages of message 

preparation (i.e. preference to visually attend to grounds over figures), that is, right at 
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the beginning of linguistic planning. These differences in time course might be related 

to the linguistic order in which grounds/figures and iconic forms are mentioned within 

a signed sentence during sign language production (first vs. later). The production 

model by Levelt (1989) suggests that pre-linguistic formulation begins with the 

activation of lexical items. In line with this, Chapter 5 indicates that during signed 

message preparation the lexical items of the objects involved are being activated first 

and in the order there are mentioned. Further in Levelt’s view, all other linguistic 

aspects of an utterance are generated based on the linguistic properties of these 

activated items. In line with this, Chapter 2 suggests that the planning of iconic 

expressions (such as CLs and RLs) seem to follow the formulation of the lexical items 

based on the linguistic order in which they are mentioned as visual attention to non-

target pictures increased up to the point of language production. However, I had 

noticed that iconic forms (CLs/RLs) can occur at different positions in a sentence (e.g. 

after both the ground and figure are mentioned or after the ground and before the 

figure is mentioned), although I have no quantitative reports for this observation. Based 

on this, the fact that effects of iconic expressions were largest at the end of message 

preparation might also indicate the temporal dynamics of formulating iconic 

expressions. That is, the concepts and lexical items of the objects might need to be 

activated first to identify the spatial and/or physical features of these objects to map 

them onto the signing space iconically. This difference in the time course of visual 

attention provides first and novel insights into message conceptualization during 

signed message preparation reflecting how different modality-specific aspects are 

packaged and represented in the signers’ mind.  

General implications for the relationship between language and cognition. The results 

of this thesis also contribute at a more general level to the debate on the language-

cognition interface, showing that at the moment prior not only speaking but also 

signing, language can serve as a toolkit to highlight and represent certain aspects of the 

world which then change the conceptualization of this world (e.g. Flecken et al., 2015; 
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Papafragou et al., 2008; Slobin, 2003). By going beyond previous investigations that 

have focussed on differences between spoken languages only, I have demonstrated 

that differences in modality can shape cognition for language production. More 

specifically, I have revealed that the relationship between visual attention and language 

production is not only linked to discrete and categorical aspects of language production 

but also to iconic expressions. 

In studies assessing how classifiers in spoken languages can shape speakers’ cognition, 

it has been debated whether such grammatical systems can affect the way speakers 

think about objects and referents (e.g. Saalbach & Imai, 2007; Schmitt & Zhang, 1998) 

or whether they simply reflect conceptual structures (e.g. Speed, Chen, Huettig, & 

Majid, in press). While this has been typically assessed within categorical language 

structures here I introduced iconicity where language forms are more analogue and 

grounded in semiotic relations. This investigation revealed that using iconic expressions 

(that are in some ways akin to classifiers but see my point on depictions above) can, in 

fact, shape rather than just reflect conceptual structures as the planning of these CLs 

in sign shaped message conceptualization differently than the categorical and arbitrary 

forms in speech.  

6.2.3 Cross-modal influence in bilingual diversity and its effects on message 

conceptualization  

The last core question of this thesis asked how the language patterns, as well as their 

effects on cognition, discussed so far across different speaking (hearing) and signing 

(deaf) populations manifest themselves in bilinguals (hearing); that is, in the same 

individuals who can both speak and sign (i.e. bimodal bilinguals). In this thesis I revealed 

that cross-linguistic influence can occur between speech and sign across modalities in 

bimodal bilinguals and also changes bilinguals’ message conceptualization compared 

to that of hearing speakers and deaf signers. That is, (bimodal) bilingual diversity 

patterns go uniquely above and beyond diversity found across populations and shape 
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bilinguals’ cognition differently. Below I will discuss this diversity and its implication for 

cognition in more detail as well as implications for bimodal bilinguals’ production. 

Bilingual diversity can be shaped by languages from different modalities. Cross-

linguistic influence can occur in bimodal bilinguals between sign and speech across 

different domains, namely, iconicity (Chapter 3) and word order preference (Chapter 

5). These influences occurred independently of the language status, which contrasts 

with previous findings in heritage bilinguals of two spoken languages, where cross-

linguistic influence was typically evident from the majority to the minority language 

(e.g. Backus, 2005; Muysken, 2000; Polinsky, 2008). The findings in the current thesis 

indicate that cross-linguistic influence can occur between the minority (NGT) and 

majority language (Dutch) and not necessarily only from a majority to a minority 

language. Even more, influence from a majority to a minority language can be even 

constrained as shown in Chapter 3. This provides evidence that modality might be a 

driving factor for cross-linguistic influence and confirm our results about bimodal 

bilingualism as a special form of bilingual diversity. Furthermore, my findings also 

contrast with previous claims that if spoken heritage bilinguals are highly proficient in 

both their majority and minority language there is less or no cross-linguistic influence 

(e.g. Azar, 2020; Azar et al., 2019). The bimodal bilinguals assessed in this thesis are 

highly proficient in both Dutch and NGT as they did not differ from their hearing 

speaking and deaf signing peers in the extensive objective proficiency measures that I 

have conducted in this thesis. Under which exact circumstances cross-linguistic 

influence can occur is unclear, however, might not always depend on language 

proficiency but also on other factors such as the domain or language modality which I 

will discuss more below. 

Interestingly, I found some differences in the modality-specific domains, such as 

iconicity versus word order preference in which cross-linguistic influences occurred. On 

the one hand, cross-modal influence resulted in the creation of a new conceptual 
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system (Chapter 3). On the one hand, in the domain of iconicity cross-modal influence 

resulted in bi-directional influence and the creation of a new conceptual system 

(Chapter 3). However, in the domain of word order, cross-modal influence was more 

constrained and driven by modality-specific affordances of the visuo-spatial modality 

of sign languages, as in the robust and cognitively driven ground-first word order of 

NGT (Chapter 5). Below I will compare each influence in detail and will then discuss why 

these differences in cross-linguistic influence might have arisen. 

In Chapter 3 I confirmed previous evidence for bi-directional cross-linguistic influence, 

as found for spoken language bilinguals (e.g. Brown & Gullberg, 2011; Jarvis, 2011; 

Pavlenko & Jarvis, 2002). Crucially, I extended these findings to cross-linguistic 

influence across modalities. Arbitrary and categorical expressions in speech and iconic 

expressions in sign shaped each other in a way that bilinguals’ productions differed 

from that of their hearing speaking and deaf signing peers. This influence between 

speech and sign crossed the modality boundary and gives rise for the existence of what 

I term cross-modal influence. Despite the differences in language formats, cross-

linguistic influence found its way into speech by transforming iconic expressions from 

NGT into adverbial and prepositional phrases containing increased semantically specific 

information about the physical properties of the objects. At the same time, using 

arbitrary and categorical expressions in speech reduced iconicity and semantic 

specificity in signed expressions. In the current thesis, I revealed for the first time that 

such a cross-modal influence can occur in bimodal bilinguals and showed this way that 

bimodal bilinguals do not resemble two monolinguals in one (see Grosjean, 1989). 

Instead, their language production can be modulated by two intertwined languages 

from different modalities. This reveals that cross-modal influence can shape (bimodal) 

bilingual diversity which differs from that found across populations. 

In addition, my results revealed cross-linguistic influence within a modality, that is, 

from sign to co-speech gestures which support previous findings (e.g. Casey & 
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Emmorey, 2009; Casey, Emmorey, & Larrabee, 2012; Gu et al., 2018; Weisberg et al., 

2020). In detail, bimodal bilinguals produced more semantically specific manual 

productions such as iconic gestures/signs (e.g. CLs) accompanying their speech than 

their non-signing peers. This within-modality influence from sign and co-speech 

gestures occurred more frequently than the across-modality influence from sign to 

speech. Thus, even though sign can influence speech, this influence seems to be more 

constrained than influence from sign to co-speech gestures. This suggests that cross-

linguistic influences are stronger within the same modality, that is, from sign to manual 

productions than across modalities, that is, from sign to speech. This can be due to the 

lack of corresponding forms between sign and speech and points out to the unique 

diversity found in bimodal bilinguals. 

Interestingly, the cross-modal bi-directional influence on language production found 

for iconicity in Chapter 3 did not directly replicate for word order in Chapter 5. That is, 

in the domain of word order preferences I could not observe a bi-directional influence 

between speech and sign, but rather a one-way influence; that is, from sign to speech 

but not from speech to sign. In particular, word order preferences in sign influenced 

speech, but in turn, word order preference in speech did not influence sign. I argue that 

this one-way direction reflects modality-specific mechanisms that drive this cross-

modal influence because the modality-driven ground-first order in sign is more resilient 

for change.  

One of the reasons for this difference in cross-linguistic influence across the domain of 

iconicity and word order might be differences in their variability in the language. In the 

case of word order preference, speech does not influence sign because ground-first 

order in sign appears to be invariable and more resilient to change due to the modality-

specific nature of ground-first and its groundedness in cognitive perceptual biases. For 

iconicity, using CLs versus RLs seems to allow more variability than word order for 

speech to influence the choices in sign for bimodal bilinguals to describe spatial 
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relations and thus enables cross-linguistic influence. Thus, these findings provide new 

insights into language variability in NGT, showing that the type of iconicity is open for 

change and allows variability while ground-first order is more robust and constrained. 

Thus the domain of language determines what can be influenced or not.  

Bilingual diversity changes message conceptualization during message preparation. 

In this thesis, I also showed that cross-linguistic influences at the behavioural level can 

also affect bimodal bilinguals’ cognition. In the case of Chapter 4, I revealed that 

languages can not only converge at the linguistic level but bilinguals’ cognition can also 

converge into a new system when preparing to speak or sign, which differs to that of 

the controls. Similar effects have been found previously showing that spoken language 

bilinguals conceptualise room sizes differently than their monolingual peers, however, 

these findings have been not directly linked to language production (Wolter et al., 

2020). To my knowledge, cross-linguistic influence in language production and 

differences in conceptualization has been always studied separately. Combining these 

two approaches, the findings of Chapter 4 and 5 reveal for the first time that cross-

linguistic influence can go beyond language production and also have cognitive 

consequence, such as changing message conceptualization during message 

preparation. Importantly, Chapter 5 demonstrates further that only where there is 

cross-linguistic influence there are effects on message conceptualization. Overall, these 

results provide evidence also from the cognitive level that bimodal bilinguals can 

accommodate two languages from two modalities in a single system and extend the 

validity of this claim from spoken to bimodal bilinguals (e.g. Brown & Gullberg, 2011; 

Jarvis, 2011; Pavlenko & Jarvis, 2002).  

Implications for bimodal bilingual language production models. Results on the 

production of both languages in bimodal bilinguals in different domains provide novel 

insight into the way two languages from different modalities can influence and shape 

each other and result in a bilingual diversity that differs from that found across 
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populations. It moreover reflects that bimodal bilinguals activate the sign language 

while speaking the spoken language and vice-versa. This supports previous claims on 

co-activation of sign languages while using spoken languages shown (during language 

production, see e.g. Emmorey et al., 2008; during language comprehension, see e.g. 

Giezen et al., 2015; Shook & Marian, 2012) and extends evidence from the lexical to 

the sentence level of spatial descriptions.  

Finally, my results on cross-linguistic influences at the level of language production as 

well as during message conceptualization provide further evidence for the existing two 

bimodal bilingual language production models by Lillo-Martin, de Quadros, and Pichler 

(2016) and by Emmorey et al. (2008) which will be discussed further below. 

First, the Language Synthesis model (Figure 30A; Lillo-Martin, de Quadros, & Pichler, 

2016) claims that cross-linguistic influence is simply generated by one architecture that 

allows features from different languages to enter into one single source as long as it is 

not violating any language constraints (for a similar claim for spoken languages, see 

MacSwan, 2000). Thus, in line with the models’ claims, I found that cross-linguistic 

influence occurs between linguistic features despite differences in non-corresponding 

formats, but only for those domains that allow variability and do not violate language 

constraints. Even though I found cross-linguistic influence in the domain of iconicity, in 

the domain of word order I found no influence from speech on sign because it may 

have violated the modality-specific and robust word order preference in sign.  
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Figure 30  

Contribution to the bimodal bilingual language production models. 

 

Panel (A) illustrates an adapted figure from Lillo-Martin et al.’s (2016) model. Panel (B) illustrates 

an adapted figure from Emmorey et al.’s (2008) model. 

Second, in respect to the model by Emmorey et al. (2008), within-modality influences 

between languages (sign to co-speech gestures) have been suggested to occur at the 

level of the Message Generator (see bold black lines in Figure 30B; e.g. Casey & 

Emmorey, 2009). In line with this, I propose that cross-linguistic influences across 

modalities (between speech and sign) in both domains, namely, iconicity and word 

order, also occur via the Message Generator (visualized by the coloured boxes and 

arrow lines in Figure 30B). Because the Message Generator is the place where pre-

verbal messages are formulated, an influence between the Spoken and Signed 

Formulator via the Message Generator reflects not only possible influences on 

language production but also on message conceptualization during message 

preparation. Thus, the thesis provides first evidence for the existing routes between 

the Message Generator and both Signed and Spoken Language Formulators. It also 

supports previous claims that commonly used expressions in a spoken and sign 

language guide attention to certain aspects of states and events at the level of the 

Message Generator, supporting previous claims on the role of the Message Generator 

in multimodal utterance production (i.e. for speech and gesture; Kita & Özyürek, 2003), 
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extending it to the mind of bimodal bilinguals. Specifically, semantically specific 

information and ground-first order in the Message Generator used for modality-

specific expressions in sign, could influence bimodal bilinguals to produce more 

semantically specific expressions and more ground-first order in speech through the 

Spoken Language Formulator. This then results in cross-linguistic influence from sign to 

speech as well as changes in message conceptualization when preparing to speak. 

Similarly, speech can influence sign in the domain of iconicity but not word order (as 

discussed above) through the Message Generator, which is affected by categorical 

forms in speech. The Message Generator influenced by speech might then influence 

the Signed Language Formulator, resulting in cross-linguistic influence from speech to 

sign as well as changes message conceptualization when preparing to sign. 

6.3 Methodological contributions of the thesis  

Having discussed the theoretical contributions of this thesis, I would also like to 

highlight the methodological contributions of this thesis, that is, the use of the Visual 

World Language Production Eye-Tracking Paradigm. With this paradigm, I created a 

platform to study sign language production and its links to message conceptualization 

in the same experiment. Through the deployment of a visual cue to indicate the target 

picture, the paradigm is usable for both speaking and signing populations as well as for 

both adults and children. As a whole, the paradigm is the first of its kind and an 

important contribution to the sign language research field were many aspects of 

language processing are still understudied compared to the spoken language research 

field and where eye-tracking is still not used very frequently. This paradigm provides 

hopefully a powerful tool for sign language researchers enabling the investigation of 

various aspects of different stages of online sign language production and its cognitive 

underpinnings (for ideas for future research, see section 6.4 below). 
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Further and beyond the field of sign language research, the paradigm is also a first to 

involve displays which each picture included two objects in different spatial 

configurations. Typically, pictures used in Visual World Paradigms involve a single 

referent or object. Thus as such, the paradigm provides many possibilities to expand 

our knowledge onto the relationship between spatial language production, both 

spoken as well as signed and eye-gaze.  

Additionally, the paradigm resembles a relatively naturalistic language production 

experiment. Many of the theoretical developments on which I have based my research, 

come from the domain of eye-gaze language production links. In these studies, 

participants are typically instructed to describe pictures or animated scenes to a 

computer screen while their speech and eye-movements are being recorded (e.g. 

Griffin & Bock, 2000; Papafragou et al., 2008; van de Velde et al., 2014). This method is 

noticeably very useful and has provided many important breakthroughs in 

understanding how eye-gaze and language production are connected. However, I 

believe that the method I have presented in this thesis provides an additional useful 

contribution and opens up new avenues to assess not only isolated speech but rather 

language production as a multimodal construct. In particular, I wanted to move 

towards a more multi-person design and therefore involved a confederate to resemble 

a more naturalistic communication setting with a concrete communicative goal: 

constructing an utterance with content so the interlocutor can identify the correct 

picture. Consequently, descriptions are more naturalistic than those addressed to a 

computer screen and allow the communicative use of co-speech gestures. Thus, the 

paradigm as such provides an important contribution to the field because it enables 

the investigation of eye-gaze language production links in a naturalistic setting that is 

akin to a communicative director-matcher task, while at the same time experimental 

control, necessary for eye-tracking research, is ensured. 
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In addition to the Visual World Language Production Eye-Tracking Paradigm, the thesis 

is also the first to bring together cross-linguistic influence and message 

conceptualization in bilinguals. Previously, these two domains have been assessed 

separately. By assessing both language and conceptualization patterns and by 

investigating those across populations and within bilinguals as well as considering both 

of bilinguals’ languages the thesis provides rich insides into how two languages can 

influence each other behaviourally and cognitively. This approach might hopefully set 

a first stepping stone for assessing bilingual diversity and the bilingual mind combined.  

6.4 Future directions 

6.4.1 Going beyond left/right spatial relations 

In this thesis, I have revealed how differences in modality can shape spoken versus 

signed production and how this can affect message conceptualization during spoken 

versus signed message preparation across speaking and signing population as well as 

how these manifest themselves in bimodal bilinguals. The effects that I have 

demonstrated and discussed so far, all relate to the expressions of left/right relations. 

I focussed on left/right relations because they can be mapped onto and relative to the 

body and space and are contrastive, which allows studying visual attention effects most 

clearly. Furthermore, left/right relations do not necessarily involve occlusion of the 

figure objects in contrast to in/on/behind relations, where the figure object touches or 

partly hides behind the ground object. Thus, they are especially suitable for measuring 

visual attention prior to language production.  

Nevertheless, it would be worthwhile to explore whether similar effects revealed in this 

thesis can be observed for other spatial relations as well. In fact, in Chapter 2 deaf 

signers’ eye-movements indicated increased eye-gaze competition for the sagittal 

competitor (i.e. front/behind) when preparing descriptions with CLs. Further, the fact 

that signers experienced increased eye-gaze competition from all types of spatial 
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relations supports the idea that signing about spatial relations requires the 

identification of the relative locations and/or the orientation, size and shape of the 

objects in relation to each other to map information onto the signing space iconically. 

Consequently, disambiguating where to move or place the hands in space might require 

more effort for signers during production planning. Thus, I would predict to find similar 

eye-gaze effects of iconicity during the planning of for example sagittal relations as well. 

Overall, I expect that the finding from Chapter 2, that thinking for speaking differs from 

thinking for signing, is not depending on the type of spatial relation that is being 

conceptualised.  

Lastly, it would be interesting to ask which other aspects of iconicity could affect 

message conceptualization, such as iconicity found in the domain of motion events 

(Emmorey, 2002; Perniss, 2007; Sümer, 2015). To describe, for instance, a scene in 

which a woman is running towards a car, signers would express the size and shape of 

the woman’s legs, and the position and shape of the car in signing space. With a 

wiggling motion of the fingers moving towards the handshape that represents the car, 

signers can then resemble the running manner towards the car. Thus, in the domain of 

motion events sign languages can also exploit rich iconic expressions that visually 

resemble the motion event in an ono-to-one fashion due to the use of the visuo-spatial 

modality.  

Based on this, it would be worthwhile to investigate whether such complex and iconic 

expression would also guide signers’ visual attention during message preparation to 

describe motion events and also perhaps increase semantic specificity in bimodal 

bilinguals’ motion expressions in speech. According to the findings of Chapter 2 and 4, 

I would expect that signers experience increased visual attention to the manner of 

motion during signed message preparation as well as bimodal bilinguals during spoken 

message preparation due to cross-linguistic influence from sign. Choosing handshapes 
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and movements of the hands and/or fingers to represent a woman running, might 

require enhanced attentional resources to those aspects of the scene.  

6.4.2 Implications for developing systems in children 

The work presented in this thesis also raises interesting questions on whether 

differences in thinking for speaking versus thinking for signing would also extend to 

across populations in children, whose languages and ability to talk about space is still 

developing. Previous research has suggested that due to the affordances of the visuo-

spatial modality of sign languages deaf children of Turkish Sign Language acquire 

left/right relations earlier than their hearing speaking peers of Turkish (Sümer, 2015).  

Based on these modality-specific differences in language development it would be 

interesting to investigate whether deaf signing children would also conceptualise their 

messages differently during message preparation than hearing speaking children. Even 

though deaf signing children are found to use CLs less often than their adult peers, their 

expressions are still more iconic compared to those of deaf children (Sümer, 2015). 

Thus, I would expect deaf signing children to also allocate more visual attention to non-

target pictures during message preparation than hearing speaking children.  

Furthermore, it would be interesting to look at the effect of delayed language input in 

deaf children based on recent findings showing that delayed sign language acquisition 

hinders the acquisition of descriptions of viewpoint-dependent relations (Karadölller et 

al., in press). In this study, deaf children acquiring Turkish Sign Language late between 

the age of 6 and 7 used CLs less frequently than their deaf native signing peers. Based 

on this reduced use of CLs I would expect that late signing children would also allocate 

less visual attention to non-target pictures during message preparation than native 

signing children.  
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6.4.3 Implications for L2 learners of a sign language  

My findings for cross-linguistic influences between speech and sign in bimodal 

bilinguals raise also interesting questions about whether and how these findings are 

specific to bimodal bilinguals or whether they also extend to L2 learners of a sign 

language. This might have important implications for sign language interpreters who 

often learn a sign language later in life when being enrolled in interpreter programmes 

(as it is the case in the Netherlands). That is, possible influence effects might be 

important to consider for their speech structure as well as their signing.  

Previous research has indicated that already after one year of sign language instruction, 

these learners produced more iconic co-speech gestures compared to before being 

exposed to sign language (Casey et al., 2012; Weisberg et al., 2020). This suggests that 

the newly learnt sign language influenced their spoken language already a year after 

sign language exposure. This raises questions on whether the iconic expressions in a 

sign language can also lead to increased semantically specific speech as I have found in 

Chapter 3 in bimodal bilinguals. Typically and as mentioned above, CLs are harder to 

learn for children acquiring a sign language than for instance RLs, because they require 

detailed and complex mappings between the real referents and the hands onto the 

signing space (Karadölller et al., in press; Sümer, 2015). However, in sign language L2 

teaching, especially for teaching NGT, training on using CLs take up a large part of the 

teaching syllabus. Consequently, after being enrolled in an interpreter study for two 

years, sign language L2 learners are found to actually produce more CLs than their deaf 

signing peers to express motion events (Visker, 2020). Based on this it would be 

interesting to see if this over-use of CLs also influences expressions in their spoken L1 

in form of semantic specificity as well as influences their message conceptualization 

when preparing to speak and sign. Alternatively, these cross-over effects might be 

specific to only bimodal bilinguals who are born to deaf parents and have had early 

input to a sign language. 
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Another interesting question would be to ask whether the results from Chapter 5, 

would be also visible in beginning L2 learners, in particular, those that are native in a 

spoken language that allows both ground-first and figure-first. Specifically, could 

ground-first preference in sign influence their word order preference in speech and 

when? It is possible, that the influence from sign to speech shown in this thesis is also 

specific to bimodal bilinguals studied in this thesis. That is, sign language learners might 

need a certain amount of sign language exposure to switch from mixing ground-first or 

figure-first in their spoken language to using ground-first consistently in sign. Cross-

linguistic influence of ground-first from sign to speech might thus take more time and 

experience with a sign language. 

Finally, if any of these cross-linguistic influences occur in more proficient sign language 

users such as sign language interpreters, then this suggests that interpreters might co-

activate their spoken and sign language in both directions at the level of semantic 

specificity and word order when speaking or signing. Findings of this thesis could then 

be used to improve their training by increasing awareness of these influences and using 

this knowledge to enhance their interpreting skills. 

6.5 Societal implications 

The type of work presented in this thesis can have a profound impact on the debate 

over using sign language with deaf and hard of hearing children who have received 

cochlear implants, high-tech medical devices that help the deaf perceive sound. Often, 

medical professions advice against the use of sign language after receiving such 

implants, arguing that sign language would hinder the development of speech (e.g. 

Humphries et al., 2012, 2013). The findings on bimodal bilinguals’ language use provide 

evidence that signing does not harm speech development. Importantly, cross-linguistic 

influences can occur naturally in bilinguals and are not an indication that bilinguals are 

confused (e.g. Unsworth, 2016). Instead, cross-linguistic influences provide even 
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evidence that bilinguals are sensitive to grammatical and sociolinguistic constraints in 

both languages. Based on the findings in Chapter 3, acquiring sign language and spoken 

language together from early on (i.e. bilingual education) might even make speech and 

communication richer. I want to emphasise that sign languages do not harm the 

acquisition of speech but that a spoken and a sign language support and shape each 

other. This is in line with recent views suggesting that bilingual development prevents 

language deprivation and poor health outcomes in deaf children (Wilkinson & Morford, 

2020). Thus, with this thesis, I also would like to increase awareness of language 

practices in the deaf community. Bimodal bilingual language development should be 

accepted as much as bilingual development of two spoken languages. 

6.6 Conclusion 

Languages differ fundamentally from one another in how they package and represent 

different aspects of our experiences. This language diversity influences how speakers 

perceive and conceptualise the world differently. In the current thesis, I hope to have 

enhanced our understanding of how language diversity can affect cognition for 

language production by comparing users who use a spoken language and/or a sign 

language. I showed that the modality-specific affordances of the visuo-spatial modality 

of sign languages influence production differently in signing (deaf) populations 

compared to speaking (hearing) populations. These modality-driven differences in 

production can influence cognition; that is, thinking for speaking differs from thinking 

for signing. Lastly, these patterns observed across different speaking (hearing) and 

signing (deaf) populations manifest themselves in bimodal bilinguals (hearing), in form 

of cross-linguistic influence between speech and sign across modalities, which changes 

their message conceptualization compared to that of different populations. By showing 

that not only using the vocal but also using the visuo-spatial modality affects bilingual 

diversity and cognition I hope to have provided an avenue to increase awareness of the 
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overall acceptance and equality of sign languages to those of spoken languages in 

(language) research in general.
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English summary 

Our ability to communicate with each other using language is at the heart of what 

makes us human. However, languages around the world differ in their sounds, words 

and grammar. Consequently, there are sometimes big differences between languages 

in the meanings that they express. This diversity has motivated researchers to explore 

whether language diversity causes speakers of different languages to see the world 

with different eyes. 

Especially between spoken and sign languages, there are fundamental differences in 

how meaning is expressed. Sign languages express meaning in a different modality than 

spoken languages: not with the vocal cords but with the visible parts of the body, using 

hand, face and body movements. These real and complex languages are used by deaf 

communities. Does this language diversity in modality (vocal versus visual) result in that 

hearing speakers and deaf signers look at the world differently? This is a question that 

no one has yet investigated before. Furthermore, previous studies have mainly asked 

whether groups of people that speak different languages look at the world differently. 

But what happens if one person knows two different languages (such as a sign language 

and a spoken language)? How do they express meaning? That is, do they talk and sign 

differently because the two languages might influence each other and how does this 

affect the way they look at the world? 

In this thesis, I addressed these open questions by comparing users of a spoken (Dutch) 

and a sign language (Sign Language of the Netherlands, NGT). I looked at how they 

express meaning in each language and how this affects the way they look at the world. 

I also investigated these same things in hearing bilinguals who can speak and sign, so-

called bimodal bilinguals.  
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To do so, I studied descriptions of pictures that show two objects, such as pen and glass. 

These objects were in a spatial relation to each other: the pen was for example to the 

right of the glass. I chose this spatial domain because it has been previously shown that 

spoken and sign languages differ immensely from another when it comes to describing 

such relations. There are two main differences: (1) Due to using the hands and other 

visible parts of the body signers can depict objects and the spatial relations between 

them by mirroring these aspects with their hands and placing them in front of the body. 

This visual mirroring of spatial relations, which I call “iconicity” in this thesis, is not 

possible by using speech. (2) Signers of many sign languages use a consistent order in 

which they mention the two objects (e.g. pen and glass), that is, bigger objects such as 

the glass first and smaller objects such as the pen second. This seems to be driven by 

using the hands to describe spatial relations. In contrast, spoken languages do not use 

a consistent order in which they mention objects to describe these relations. Looking 

at these two differences, I created an experiment for which I have combined picture 

descriptions with an eye-tracking experiment. This way, I investigated possible relations 

between the way hearing speakers, deaf signers and bimodal bilinguals describe 

pictures of spatial relations and how they look at these pictures. 

In Chapter 2, I was interested in how hearing speakers and deaf signers look at the 

world differently because their descriptions are non-iconic (speech) versus iconic (sign). 

In sign languages descriptions often visually mirror the spatial scene, but in spoken 

languages descriptions often contain non-iconic words like "left". Does this difference 

cause signers to look at these spatial relations differently than speakers?  

To experimentally test this, hearing speakers and deaf signers were seated in front of a 

laptop and saw always 4 pictures on the screen. Each picture showed the same two 

objects (e.g. glass and pen) but always in different spatial relations (e.g. 

left/right/front/on). The participants’ task was to describe one of the pictures 

(indicated by an arrow) to a trained interlocutor whose hearing status matched that of 
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the participant, that is, hearing speakers described pictures to a hearing speaking 

addressee and deaf signers described them to a deaf signing addressee. With a little 

camera in front of them, I tracked with infrared light where on the screen they look at. 

I wanted to see at which picture participants look and how often they look at it and 

compare this between hearing speakers and deaf signers based on the different 

strategies they describe those pictures in their own language. 

I found that deaf signers, but not hearing speakers, looked more at all four pictures 

despite that they only had to describe one picture. So why did deaf signers look also at 

the other pictures that they did not had to describe? I argued that this is because 

signing about spatial relations might require extra attention to identify the spatial 

relation and/or the orientation, size and shape of the objects in all four pictures to 

mirror information using the hands. Thus, in this chapter, I have shown that deaf signers 

see the world with different eyes than hearing speakers due to the iconic descriptions 

they use when describing spatial relations. 

In Chapter 3, I wanted to see how bimodal bilinguals express meaning. More 

concretely, I was interested in how a spoken and a sign language can influence each 

other within one person looking at the difference in how spatial relations are described 

across spoken and sign languages, as investigated in Chapter 2. From previous research 

that looked at bilinguals speaking two spoken languages we know that languages can 

influence each other within an individual, also called cross-linguistic influence. I tested 

for the first time whether languages from different modalities can influence each other 

by asking whether bimodal bilinguals talk and sign differently than their hearing 

speaking and deaf signing peers tested in Chapter 2. I used the same experiment as 

described in Chapter 2 but only looked at participants’ picture descriptions, not their 

eye-movements. I compared bimodal bilinguals’ descriptions in each of their languages 

to that of their hearing speaking and deaf signing peers.  
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I found that non-iconic expressions in speech and iconic expressions in sign shape each 

other in a way that bilinguals’ descriptions differ from that of the hearing speaking and 

deaf signing controls. More specifically, as expressions in sign are more iconic and 

contain elaborate information about how objects are placed (e.g. horizontally, 

vertically) and shaped (e.g. round, long elongated), I found that this made speech more 

elaborate about these features as well. In return, using non-iconic forms in speech 

decreased iconicity in signed descriptions. Overall, with this chapter, I showed that 

bimodal bilinguals do no resemble two monolinguals in one but how they use each 

language is instead shaped by the language from the different modality.  

In Chapter 4, I explored how bimodal bilinguals look at the world. Thus, does the fact 

that bimodal bilinguals talk and sign differently than their hearing speaking and deaf 

signing peers also cause bimodal bilinguals to see spatial relations with different eyes? 

Using the same experiment again I looked this time at bimodal bilinguals’ eye-

movements while they prepared those picture descriptions that I have explored in 

Chapter 3 and then compared those eye-movements to those of hearing speakers and 

deaf signers (similar to and reported in Chapter 2).  

I found that when preparing to speak, bimodal bilinguals, but not hearing speakers, 

looked more at the other pictures they did not have to describe, similarly to deaf 

signers as shown in Chapter 2. Thus, iconic sign did not only make bimodal bilinguals’ 

speech more elaborate but it also made them pay more attention to spatial relations. 

When preparing to sign, both bimodal bilinguals and deaf signers paid a lot of attention 

to those pictures they did not have to describe. However, signers paid more attention 

to those pictures than bimodal bilinguals. Thus, non-iconic speech did not only make 

sign descriptions less iconic but it also caused bimodal bilinguals to look at spatial 

relations differently than deaf signers. Overall, this chapter revealed that a spoken and 

sign language can influence each other not only in form of different spatial descriptions 
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but it can also affect how bimodal bilinguals view these spatial scenes before they start 

describing them.  

Finally, Chapter 5, I looked at descriptions and eye-movements together to explore 

how bimodal bilinguals express meaning in each language and how this affects the way 

they look at the world. This time, I looked at another difference in how spoken and sign 

languages describe spatial relations; that is, sign languages prefer to mention bigger 

objects first to describe spatial relations while spoken languages differ in their 

preference for which object is mentioned first. I used again the same experiment and 

looked at pictures descriptions as well as eye-movements and tested the same bimodal 

bilinguals as well as the hearing speaking and deaf signing controls as in Chapter 2-4. I 

looked at this order difference to make sure that the effects I found in the previous 

chapters are not only limited to iconicity but are broader effects that stem from the 

different modalities in which the languages are used.  

I found that there is indeed a difference in respect to the order in which spoken and 

sign languages mention the small and bigger objects: deaf signers predominantly 

preferred mentioning the bigger objects first, not the small objects, while hearing 

speakers mentioned sometimes bigger objects first and sometimes smaller objects 

first. When bimodal bilinguals described the pictures using speech, they mentioned 

bigger objects first more often than their hearing speaking peers. However, when 

describing the pictures using sign they mentioned bigger objects first as much as their 

deaf signing peers. Thus in contrast to Chapter 3, I showed that sign influences speech 

in bimodal bilinguals, but there was no influence from speech to sign. This suggests that 

differences in modality can limit cross-linguistic influences.  

Next, I also looked at eye-movements. In detail, I focused on only the picture the 

participant had to describe and compared eye-movements to the smaller and the 

bigger object. I expected that participants would look most to the object they would 

describe first, whether this would be big or small.  
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I found that deaf signers not only mention bigger objects first more often but they also 

look at them more often than hearing speakers. For bimodal bilinguals, they not only 

mentioned bigger objects first more often than hearing speakers when speaking but 

they also looked more at bigger objects when preparing to speak about the bigger 

object first. However, when preparing to sign bimodal bilinguals’ eye-movement did 

not differ from those of the deaf signers. Thus, here, we found an influence from sign 

to speech, but not from speech to sign.  

To summarize all these findings, I have shown that language diversity in modality (vocal 

versus visual) cause hearing speakers and deaf signers to look at the world differently. 

I have also shown that bilinguals who know both a spoken and a sign language use both 

languages differently from their hearing speaking and deaf signing peers, which in turn 

makes them look at the world with different eyes when preparing to speak or sign. 

  



 

Nederlandse samenvatting 

Ons vermogen om met elkaar te communiceren door middel van taal vormt de kern 

van wat ons menselijk maakt. Talen over de hele wereld verschillen echter in hun 

klanken, woorden en grammatica. Hierdoor zijn er soms grote verschillen tussen talen 

in de betekenis die ze uitdrukken. Deze diversiteit heeft onderzoekers gemotiveerd om 

te onderzoeken of taaldiversiteit ertoe leidt dat mensen die verschillende talen spreken 

de wereld ook met andere ogen zien. 

Vooral tussen gesproken talen en gebarentalen zijn er fundamentele verschillen in de 

manier waarop betekenis wordt uitgedrukt. Gebarentalen drukken betekenis uit in een 

andere modaliteit dan gesproken talen: niet met de stembanden maar met de 

zichtbare delen van het lichaam, dus met hand-, gezichts- en lichaamsbewegingen. 

Deze echte en complexe talen worden gebruikt door dovengemeenschappen. Heeft 

deze taaldiversiteit in modaliteit (vocaal versus visueel) tot gevolg dat horende mensen 

die een gesproken taal spreken (bijvoorbeeld Nederlands) en dove mensen die een 

gebarentaal gebruiken (bijvoorbeeld Nederlandse Gebarentaal (NGT)) anders naar de 

wereld kijken? Dit is een vraag die nog niemand eerder heeft onderzocht. Bovendien 

hebben eerdere studies vooral gevraagd of groepen mensen die verschillende talen 

spreken anders naar de wereld kijken. Maar wat gebeurt er als iemand twee 

verschillende talen kent (zoals een gebarentaal en een gesproken taal)? Hoe drukken 

deze tweetaligen betekenis uit? Dat wil zeggen: praten en gebaren ze anders omdat de 

twee talen elkaar kunnen beïnvloeden en hoe beïnvloedt dit dan de manier waarop ze 

naar de wereld kijken? 

In dit proefschrift heb ik deze open vragen behandeld door horende Nederlands-

sprekers en dove NGT-gebaarders te vergelijken. Ik heb gekeken naar hoe ze betekenis 

uitdrukken in elke taal en hoe dit de manier waarop ze naar de wereld kijken 
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beïnvloedt. Ik heb dezelfde dingen ook onderzocht bij zogenaamde bimodale 

tweetalige mensen die vloeiend Nederlands spreken en vloeiend gebaren in NGT. 

Hiervoor heb ik beschrijvingen bestudeerd van afbeeldingen die twee objecten 

toonden, zoals pen en glas. Deze objecten stonden in een ruimtelijke relatie tot elkaar: 

de pen lag bijvoorbeeld rechts van het glas. Ik koos voor dit ruimtelijke domein omdat 

eerder is aangetoond dat gesproken talen en gebarentalen enorm verschillen als het 

gaat om het beschrijven van dergelijke ruimtelijke relaties. Er zijn twee belangrijke 

verschillen: (1) Door het gebruik van de handen en andere zichtbare delen van het 

lichaam kunnen gebaarders objecten en de ruimtelijke relaties daartussen weergeven 

door ze met hun handen te imiteren en voor het lichaam te plaatsen. Zulke visuele 

imitaties van ruimtelijke relaties, die ik in dit proefschrift 'iconiciteit' noem, is niet 

mogelijk met gesproken taal. (2) Gebaarders van veel gebarentalen gebruiken een 

consequente volgorde waarin ze twee objecten noemen (bijv. een pen en een glas): ze 

noemen grotere objecten zoals het glas eerst en kleinere objecten zoals de pen als 

tweede. Dit lijkt voort te komen uit het gebruik van de handen om ruimtelijke relaties 

te beschrijven. Gesproken talen daarentegen gebruiken verschillende volgorden 

waarin ze objecten noemen om de bijbehorende ruimtelijke relaties te beschrijven. 

Met deze twee verschillen in gedachten heb ik een experiment ontworpen waarin het 

beschrijven van afbeeldingen werd gecombineerd met eye-tracking. Zo heb ik 

mogelijke relaties onderzocht tussen hoe beelden van ruimtelijke relaties worden 

beschreven en bekeken door horende Nederlands-sprekers, dove NGT-gebaarders en 

horende bimodale tweetaligen die Nederlands en NGT beheersen. 

In hoofdstuk 2 was ik geïnteresseerd in of Nederlands-sprekers en NGT-gebaarders 

anders naar de wereld kijken, omdat hun beschrijvingen niet-iconisch (spraak) versus 

iconisch (gebaren) zijn. In gebarentaal gebruikt men iconische beschrijvingen die de 

ruimtelijke scène visueel imiteren, maar in gesproken taal gebruikt men niet-iconische 
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woorden zoals "links". Zorgt dit verschil ervoor dat NGT- anders naar deze ruimtelijke 

relaties kijken dan Nederlands-sprekers? 

Om dit experimenteel te testen, plaatste ik Nederlands-sprekers en NGT-gebaarders 

voor een laptop. De deelnemers zagen altijd 4 afbeeldingen op het scherm. Elke 

afbeelding liet dezelfde twee objecten zien (bijv. een glas en een pen), maar altijd in 

verschillende ruimtelijke relaties (bijv. links/rechts/voor/op). De taak van de 

deelnemers was om een van de plaatjes (aangegeven door een pijl) te beschrijven aan 

een getrainde gesprekspartner. De gehoorstatus van de gesprekspartner kwam altijd 

overeen met die van de deelnemer: horende Nederlands-sprekers beschreven plaatjes 

aan een horende Nederlands-sprekende gesprekspartner en dove NGT-gebaarders 

beschreven ze aan een dove NGT-gebarende gesprekspartner. Met een kleine camera 

op de laptop, volgde ik met infrarood licht waar op het scherm de deelnemers keken. 

Ik wilde zien naar welke foto de deelnemers keken en hoe vaak ze ernaar keken, en ik 

wilde dit vergelijken tussen Nederlands-sprekers en NGT-gebaarders op basis van de 

verschillende strategieën die ze gebruiken om deze foto's in hun eigen taal te 

beschrijven. 

Ik ontdekte dat NGT-, maar niet Nederlands-sprekers, meer naar alle vier fotos keken, 

hoewel er maar één moest worden beschreven. Waarom keken NGT-gebarders naar 

de afbeeldingen die ze niet hoefden te beschrijven? Ik heb in mijn proefschrift betoogd 

dat dit komt doordat het gebaren over ruimtelijke relaties extra aandacht zou kunnen 

vragen om de ruimtelijke relatie en/of de oriëntatie, grootte en vorm van de objecten 

in alle vier de afbeeldingen te identificeren om informatie met de handen te imiteren. 

Samenvattend heb ik in dit hoofdstuk laten zien dat NGT-gebaarders de wereld met 

andere ogen zien dan Nederlands-sprekers vanwege de iconische beschrijvingen die ze 

gebruiken om ruimtelijke relaties te beschrijven. 

In hoofdstuk 3 wilde ik zien hoe bimodale tweetaligen betekenis uitdrukken. Ik was 

concreet geïnteresseerd in hoe een gesproken taal en een gebarentaal elkaar kunnen 
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beïnvloeden binnen één persoon. Hiervoor onderzocht ik weer hetzelfde verschil in de 

beschrijving van ruimtelijke relaties tussen gesproken en gebarentaal als in hoofdstuk 

2. Uit eerder onderzoek naar tweetaligen van twee gesproken talen weten we dat talen 

elkaar binnen één persoon kunnen beïnvloeden, ook wel cross-linguïstische invloed 

genoemd. Ik heb voor de eerste keer getest of talen uit verschillende modaliteiten 

elkaar kunnen beïnvloeden door te vragen of bimodale tweetaligen anders praten en 

gebaren dan de Nederlands-sprekers en NGT-gebaarders die in hoofdstuk 2 zijn getest. 

Ik heb hetzelfde experiment gebruikt als beschreven in hoofdstuk 2, maar heb alleen 

gekeken naar de beeldbeschrijvingen van de deelnemers, niet naar hun 

oogbewegingen. Ik vergeleek de beschrijvingen van bimodale tweetaligen in het 

Nederlands met die van de Nederlands-sprekers en in NGT met die van de NGT-

gebaarders. 

Ik ontdekte dat niet-iconische uitdrukkingen in spraak en iconische uitdrukkingen in 

gebarentaal elkaar zodanig vormen dat de beschrijvingen van bimodale tweetaligen 

verschillen van die van de Nederlands-sprekers en NGT-gebaarders. In het bijzonder, ik 

ontdekte dat aangezien uitdrukkingen in gebarentaal vaak iconischer zijn en 

gedetailleerdere informatie bevatten over hoe objecten worden geplaatst (bijv. 

horizontaal, verticaal) en zijn gevormd (bijv. rond, lang, langwerpig), maakte dit de 

spraak van de tweetaligen ook gedetailleerder over deze kenmerken. Andersom zorgde 

het gebruik van niet-iconische vormen in spraak voor een vermindering in het gebruik 

van iconische vormen in gebarentaal. In het algemeen heb ik met dit hoofdstuk laten 

zien dat bimodale tweetaligen niet twee eentaligen in één persoon zijn, maar dat hun 

taalgebruik in elke taal gevormd wordt door het taalgebruik in de andere taal (met de 

andere modaliteit). 

In hoofdstuk 4 heb ik onderzocht hoe bimodale tweetaligen naar de wereld kijken. Dus, 

veroorzaakt het feit dat bimodale tweetaligen anders praten en gebaren dan de 

Nederlands-sprekers en NGT-gebaarders ook dat bimodale tweetaligen ruimtelijke 
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relaties zien met andere ogen? Met hetzelfde experiment onderzocht ik dit keer de 

oogbewegingen van bimodale tweetaligen terwijl ze de beeldbeschrijvingen planden 

die ik in hoofdstuk 3 heb onderzocht. Vervolgens heb ik deze oogbewegingen 

vergeleken met die van Nederlands-sprekers en NGT-gebaarders (vergelijkbaar met 

Hoofdstuk 2). 

Ik ontdekte dat bij de voorbereiding om Nederlands te spreken, bimodale tweetaligen, 

maar niet Nederlands-sprekers, meer naar de andere plaatjes keken die ze niet hoefden 

te beschrijven, net als NGT-gebaarders deden in hoofdstuk 2. De invloed van iconische 

vormen in NGT zorgde er niet alleen voor dat de Nederlandse beschrijvingen van de 

bimodale tweetaligen uitgebreider werden, maar het zorgde er ook voor dat ze meer 

aandacht gingen besteden aan ruimtelijke relaties. Bij de voorbereiding om te gebaren, 

besteedden zowel bimodale tweetaligen als NGT-gebaarders veel aandacht aan de 

foto's die ze niet hoefden te beschrijven. De gebaarders besteedden echter nog meer 

aandacht aan die afbeeldingen dan bimodale tweetaligen. Dit betekent dat niet-

iconische vormen in gesproken taal niet alleen beschrijvingen in gebarentaal minder 

iconisch maakten, maar ze zorgden er ook voor dat bimodale tweetaligen anders naar 

ruimtelijke relaties keken dan NGT-gebaarders. In het algemeen onthulde dit hoofdstuk 

dat een gesproken taal en gebarentaal elkaar niet alleen kunnen beïnvloeden in hoe 

ruimtelijke relaties worden beschreven, maar ook in hoe deze worden bekeken ter 

voorbereiding op het beschrijven.  

Ten slotte heb ik in hoofdstuk 5 naar beschrijvingen en oogbewegingen samen gekeken 

om te onderzoeken hoe bimodale tweetaligen betekenis uitdrukken in elke taal en hoe 

dit de manier waarop ze naar de wereld kijken beïnvloedt. Deze keer keek ik naar een 

ander verschil in de manier waarop gesproken talen en gebarentalen ruimtelijke 

relaties beschrijven; dat wil zeggen, gebarentalen geven er de voorkeur aan om eerst 

grotere objecten te noemen, terwijl gesproken talen verschillen in hun voorkeur voor 

welk object als eerste wordt genoemd. Ik gebruikte weer de beschrijvingen en 
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oogbewegingen uit hetzelfde experiment en testte dezelfde bimodale tweetaligen, 

Nederlands-sprekers en NGT-gebaarders als in hoofdstuk 2-4. Ik heb naar dit verschil in 

volgorde gekeken om er zeker van te zijn dat de effecten die ik in de vorige 

hoofdstukken aantrof niet alleen beperkt zijn tot iconiciteit, maar dat het bredere 

effecten zijn die voortkomen uit de verschillende modaliteiten waarin de talen worden 

gebruikt. 

Ik bevestigde dat er inderdaad een verschil is in de volgorde waarin gesproken talen en 

gebarentalen de kleine en grotere objecten noemen: NGT-gebaarders noemden vaak 

eerst de grotere objecten, terwijl Nederlands-sprekers soms eerst grotere objecten 

eerst noemden en soms eerst de kleineree. Toen bimodale tweetaligen de 

afbeeldingen in het Nederlands beschreven, noemden ze grotere objecten vaker eerst 

dan hun horende sprekende leeftijdsgenoten. Bij het beschrijven van de afbeeldingen 

in NGT noemden ze echter even vaak grotere objecten eerst als NGT-gebaarders. Ik liet 

dus zien dat voor bimodale tweetaligen de volgorde in gebarentaal de volgorde in 

gesproken taal beïnvloedt, maar andersom was er geen invloed van gesproken taal naar 

gebarentaal. 

Vervolgens keek ik ook naar oogbewegingen. Specifiek onderzocht ik alleen de foto die 

de deelnemer moest beschrijven en vergeleek ik de oogbewegingen naar het kleinere 

en grotere object. Ik verwachtte dat de deelnemers het meest zouden kijken naar het 

object dat ze het eerst zouden beschrijven, of dit nu groot of klein was. 

Ik ontdekte dat NGT-gebaarders niet alleen grotere objecten vaker als eerst noemen, 

maar er ook vaker naar kijken dan Nederlands-sprekers. Als de bimodale tweetaligen 

Nederlands spraken, dan noemden ze niet alleen grotere objecten vaker als eerst dan 

Nederlands-sprekers, maar keken ze ook meer naar grotere objecten terwijl ze zich 

voorbereidden om als eerst over die grotere objecten te praten. Tijdens de 

voorbereiding op het gebaren in NGT, verschilden de oogbewegingen van de bimodale 

tweetaligen echter niet van die van NGT-gebaarders. Dit alles betekent dat ik in dit 
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hoofdstuk een invloed heb gevonden van gebarentaal naar gesproken taal, maar 

andersom niet van gesproken taal naar gebarentaal. Dus, taaldiversiteit in modaliteit 

kan cross-linguïstische invloed bemoeilijken. 

Om alle resultaten uit de vier hoofdstukken samen te vatten, ik heb laten zien dat 

taaldiversiteit in modaliteit (vocaal versus visueel) ervoor zorgt dat horende gebruikers 

van een gesproken taal en dove gebruikers van een gebarentaal anders naar de wereld 

kijken. Ik heb ook aangetoond dat tweetaligen die zowel een gesproken taal als een 

gebarentaal kennen, beide talen anders gebruiken dan hun horende sprekende en dove 

gebarende leeftijdsgenoten, waardoor ze ook met andere ogen naar de wereld kijken 

terwijl ze zich voorbereiden om te spreken of te gebaren. 

  



 

 

  



 

Deutsche Zusammenfassung 

Unsere Fähigkeit mit Sprache miteinander zu kommunizieren ist das Herzstück dessen 

was uns menschlich macht. Sprachen auf der ganzen Welt unterscheiden sich jedoch in 

ihren Lauten, Wörtern und ihrer Grammatik. Folglich gibt es manchmal große 

Unterschiede zwischen Sprachen in den Bedeutungen, die sie ausdrücken. Diese 

Vielfalt hat Forschende motiviert zu untersuchen, ob Sprachvielfalt dazu führt, dass 

Personen mit unterschiedlichen Sprachen die Welt auch mit unterschiedlichen Augen 

sehen. 

Besonders zwischen gesprochenen Sprachen und Gebärdensprachen gibt es 

grundlegende Unterschiede in der Art und Weise wie Bedeutung verwirklicht wird. 

Gebärdensprachen drücken die Bedeutung in einer anderen Modalität aus als 

Lautsprachen, also nicht mit dem vokalen Sprechapparat, sondern mit den sichtbaren 

Körperteilen, indem sie Hand-, Gesichts- und Körperbewegungen verwenden. Diese 

realen und komplexen Sprachen werden von gehörlosen Gemeinschaften verwendet. 

Führt diese sprachliche Andersartigkeit in der Modalität (vokal oder visuell) dazu, dass 

hörende Personen die eine Lautsprache sprechen (z. B. Niederländisch) und gehörlose 

Personen die eine Gebärdensprache sprechen (z.B. Niederländische Gebärdensprache 

(NGT)) die Welt unterschiedlich betrachten? Dies ist eine Frage, die bis jetzt noch wenig 

erforscht wurde. Darüber hinaus haben frühere Studien hauptsächlich gefragt, ob 

Menschen unterschiedlicher Sprachgemeinschaften die Welt unterschiedlich sehen. 

Aber was passiert, wenn eine einzelne Person zwei verschiedene Sprachen beherrscht 

(z. B. eine Gebärdensprache und eine Lautsprache)? Wie drücken diese Zweisprachigen 

Bedeutung aus, das heißt, sprechen und gebärden sie anders als Einsprachige, weil sich 

die beiden Sprachen gegenseitig beeinflussen könnten, und wie wirkt sich dies auf ihre 

Sichtweise auf die Welt aus? 
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In dieser Dissertation gehe ich auf diese offenen Fragen ein. Dazu habe ich hörende 

Niederländisch-Sprechende und gehörlose NGT-Gebärende dahingehend verglichen, 

wie sie in ihrer Sprache Bedeutung ausdrücken und wie sich dies auf ihre Sichtweise auf 

die Welt auswirkt. Ich habe diese Dinge in sogenannten bimodalen Zweisprachigen 

untersucht, die fließend Niederländisch sprechen und in NGT gebärden. 

Zu diesem Zweck habe ich Beschreibungen von Bildern erforscht, die zwei Objekte wie 

zum Beispiel Stift und Glas zeigen, die in einem räumlichen Verhältnis zueinander 

stehen. Zum Beispiel: „der Stift liegt rechts neben dem Glas“. Ich habe mich für diesen 

räumlichen Bereich entschieden, weil andere Studien gezeigt haben, dass sich 

Lautsprachen und Gebärdensprachen bei der Beschreibung solcher Beziehungen 

erheblich voneinander unterscheiden. Es wurden zwei Hauptunterschiede 

vorgeschlagen: (1) Gebärdende können Objekte und ihre räumlichen Beziehungen 

darstellen, indem sie sie mit ihren Händen spiegeln und vor den Körper platzieren. 

Diese Art von visueller Spiegelung von räumlichen Beziehungen, die ich in dieser Arbeit 

als „Ikonizität“ bezeichne, ist mit Lautsprachen nicht möglich. (2) Gebärdende vieler 

Gebärdensprachen verwenden eine feste Reihenfolge, in der sie die beiden Objekte (z. 

B. Stift und Glas) erwähnen. Größere Objekte wie zum Beispiel das Glas werden in der 

Regel zuerst erwähnt und kleinere Objekte wie zum Beispiel den Stift später. Diese 

Reihenfolge scheint darauf zurückzuführen zu sein, dass mit den Händen räumliche 

Beziehungen beschrieben werden. Im Gegensatz dazu bevorzugen verschiedene 

Lautsprachen verschiedene Reihenfolgen in denen sie Objekte erwähnen um räumliche 

Beziehungen zu beschreiben. Mit Blick auf diese beiden Unterschiede habe ich 

Bildbeschreibungen mit einem Eye-Tracking-Experiment kombiniert, um mögliche 

Beziehungen zwischen der Beschreibung und Betrachtung von Bildern räumlicher 

Beziehungen bei hörenden Niederländisch-Sprechenden, gehörlosen NGT-

Gebärdenden und bimodalen Zweisprachigen zu untersuchen. 
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In Kapitel 2 war ich daran interessiert ob Niederländisch-Sprechende und NGT-

Gebärdende die Welt unterschiedlich sehen, weil ihre Beschreibungen nicht ikonisch 

(Lautsprache) oder ikonisch (Gebärden) sind. Mit anderen Worten, führt die visuelle 

Spiegelung von räumlichen Szenen mit den Händen im Gegensatz zur Verwendung 

nicht-ikonischer Wörter wie "links" dazu, dass NGT-Gebärdende diese räumlichen 

Beziehungen anders betrachten als Niederländisch-Sprechende? 

Um dies experimentell zu testen, habe ich Niederländisch-Sprechende und NGT-

Gebärdende vor einen Laptop gesetzt. Die Teilnehmenden sahen immer 4 Bilder auf 

dem Bildschirm, die dieselben zwei Objekte (z. B. Glas und Stift) zeigten, jedoch immer 

in unterschiedlichen räumlichen Beziehungen (z. B. links/rechts/davor/auf). Die 

Aufgabe der Teilnehmenden bestand darin, einem heimlich geschulten Gegenüber 

eines der Bilder (durch einen Pfeil gekennzeichnet) zu beschreiben. Der Hörstatus des 

Gegenüber entsprach dem des Teilnehmenden: hörende Niederländisch-Sprechende 

beschrieben Bilder einem hörenden Niederländisch-sprechenden Gegenüber und 

gehörlose NGT-Gebärdende beschrieben sie einem gehörlosen NGT-gebärdenden 

Gegenüber. Mit einer kleinen Kamera verfolgte ich mit Infrarotlicht, wohin sie auf dem 

Bildschirm schauen. Ich wollte sehen, auf welches Bild die Teilnehmenden schauen und 

wie oft sie es betrachten und dies dann zwischen Niederländisch-Sprechenden und 

NGT-Gebärdenden vergleichen, basierend auf den verschiedenen Strategien, mit 

denen sie diese Bilder in ihrer eigenen Sprache beschreiben. 

Ich stellte fest, dass NGT-Gebärdende, nicht jedoch Niederländisch-Sprechende, alle 

vier Bilder genauer betrachteten, obwohl nur eins davon beschrieben werden musste. 

Warum betrachteten NGT-Gebärdende die Bilder, die sie nicht beschreiben mussten? 

Ich argumentierte in meiner Dissertation, dass dies darauf zurückzuführen ist, dass das 

Gebärden über räumliche Beziehungen möglicherweise besondere Aufmerksamkeit 

erfordert, um die räumliche Beziehung und/oder die Ausrichtung, Größe und Form der 

Objekte in allen vier Bildern zu identifizieren und Informationen mit den Händen zu 
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spiegeln. Zusammenfassend habe ich in diesem Kapitel gezeigt, dass NGT-Gebärdende 

die Welt aufgrund der ikonischen Beschreibungen, die sie bei der Beschreibung 

räumlicher Beziehungen verwenden, mit anderen Augen sehen als Niederländisch-

Sprechende. 

In Kapitel 3 wollte ich sehen, wie bimodale Zweisprachige Bedeutung ausdrücken. 

Konkreter war ich daran interessiert, wie sich eine Laut- und eine Gebärdensprache 

innerhalb einer Person gegenseitig beeinflussen können. Dazu habe ich den gleichen 

Unterschied in der Beschreibung räumlicher Beziehungen zwischen Laut- und 

Gebärdensprachen untersucht, wie in Kapitel 2. Aus früheren Untersuchungen, die sich 

mit Zweisprachigen von Lautsprachen befassten, wissen wir, dass sich Sprachen 

innerhalb einer Person gegenseitig beeinflussen können, was auch als wechselseitiger 

Einfluss bezeichnet wird. Ich habe zum ersten Mal getestet, ob Sprachen aus 

verschiedenen Modalitäten sich gegenseitig beeinflussen können, indem ich gefragt 

habe, ob bimodale Zweisprachige anders sprechen und gebärden als die 

Niederländisch-Sprechenden und NGT-Gebärdenden aus Kapitel 2. Ich habe das gleiche 

Experiment wie in Kapitel 2 verwendet, aber diesmal nur die Bildbeschreibungen der 

Teilnehmer untersucht, nicht ihre Augenbewegungen. Ich habe die Beschreibungen der 

bimodalen Zweisprachigen in Niederländisch mit denen von den Niederländisch-

Sprechenden und in NGT mit denen von den NGT-Gebärdenden verglichen. 

Ich fand heraus, dass sich nicht-ikonische Ausdrücke in Lautsprache und ikonische 

Ausdrücke in Gebärdensprache gegenseitig beeinflussen, sodass sich die 

Beschreibungen der Zweisprachigen von denen der Niederländisch-Sprechenden 

ebenso wie von denen der NGT-Gebärdenden unterscheiden. Da Beschreibungen in 

Gebärdensprache ikonischer sein können und ausführliche Informationen darüber 

enthalten, wie Objekte platziert (z. B. horizontal, vertikal) und geformt (z. B. rund, 

länglich) werden, war besonders auffällig, dass die Beschreibung dieser Merkmale bei 

den Zweisprachigen in Lautsprache ausführlicher waren. Im Gegenzug verringerte die 
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Verwendung nicht-ikonischer Formen in Lautsprache die Nutzung von Ikonizität in der 

Gebärdensprache. Insgesamt habe ich mit diesem Kapitel gezeigt, dass bimodale 

Zweisprachige nicht zwei einsprachigen Personen in einem sind, sondern ihre 

Ausdrucksweise von der Kombination von Sprachen verschiedener Modalitäten 

geprägt ist. 

In Kapitel 4 habe ich untersucht, wie bimodale Zweisprachige die Welt betrachten. 

Führt die Tatsache, dass bimodale Zweisprachige anders sprechen und gebärden als 

ihre hörenden und gehörlosen Gleichgesinnten, auch dazu, dass bimodale 

Zweisprachige räumliche Beziehungen mit anderen Augen sehen? Mit demselben 

Experiment habe ich diesmal die Augenbewegungen von bimodalen Zweisprachigen 

untersucht, während sie die Bildbeschreibungen aus Kapitel 3 vorbereitet haben. Diese 

Augenbewegungen habe ich dann mit denen von Niederländisch-Sprechenden und 

NGT-Gebärdenden verglichen. 

Ich stellte fest, dass bimodale Zweisprachige, anders als Niederländisch-Sprechende, 

bei der Vorbereitung des niederländisch Sprechens mehr auf die anderen Bilder 

schauten, die sie nicht beschreiben mussten. Damit ähneln sie den NGT-Gebärdenden 

in Kapitel 2. Das heißt, dass der Einfluss ikonischer Formen in NGT nicht nur die 

niederländischen Beschreibungen der bimodalen Zweisprachigen ausführlicher 

machte. Vielmehr brachte es sie auch dazu, den räumlichen Beziehungen mehr 

Aufmerksamkeit zu schenken. Bei der Vorbereitung des NGT-gebärdens haben sowohl 

bimodale Zweisprachige als auch NGT-Gebärdende den Bildern, die sie nicht 

beschreiben mussten, große Aufmerksamkeit geschenkt. Allerdings widmeten die NGT-

Gebärdenden diesen Bildern noch mehr Aufmerksamkeit als bimodale Zweisprachige. 

Das bedeutet, dass die nicht-ikonische Formen der Lautsprache Beschreibungen in der 

Gebärdensprache nicht nur weniger ikonisch machte, sondern auch dazu führte, dass 

bimodale Zweisprachige räumliche Beziehungen anders betrachteten als NGT-

Gebärdende. Insgesamt hat dieses Kapitel gezeigt, dass eine Lautsprache und eine 
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Gebärdensprache sich nicht nur in Form unterschiedlicher räumlicher Beschreibungen 

gegenseitig beeinflussen können, sondern auch die Art und Weise, wie bimodale 

Zweisprachige räumliche Szenen betrachten, bevor sie Bilder in der jeweiligen Sprache 

beschreiben. 

Zum Schluss habe ich in Kapitel 5 Beschreibungen und Augenbewegungen zusammen 

betrachtet, um zu untersuchen, wie bimodale Zweisprachige in jeder Sprache 

Bedeutung ausdrücken und wie sich dies auf die Art und Weise auswirkt, wie sie die 

Welt betrachten. Dieses Mal habe ich mir einen weiteren Unterschied angesehen, wie 

Laut- und Gebärdensprachen räumliche Beziehungen beschreiben. Wie oben 

beschrieben, bevorzugen es Gebärdensprachen, zuerst größere Objekte zu erwähnen, 

um räumliche Beziehungen zu beschreiben, während Lautsprachen sich in ihrer 

Präferenz , für welches Objekt zuerst erwähnt wird unterscheiden. Ich habe wieder das 

gleiche Experiment durchgeführt und Bildbeschreibungen sowie Augenbewegungen 

bei denselben bimodalen Zweisprachigen, Niederländisch-Sprechenden und NGT-

Gebärendedn wie in Kapitel 2-4 untersucht. Ich habe mir diesen 

Reihenfolgeunterschied angesehen, um sicherzustellen, dass die Effekte, die ich in den 

vorherigen Kapiteln gefunden habe, nicht nur auf Ikonizität beschränkt sind, sondern 

auch allgemeine Effekte sind, die sich aus den verschiedenen Modalitäten ergeben, in 

denen die Sprachen verwendet werden. 

Ich fand heraus, dass es tatsächlich einen Unterschied in Bezug auf die Reihenfolge gibt, 

in der die Laut- und Gebärdensprachen kleine und größere Objekte erwähnen: NGT-

Gebärdende zogen es vor, zuerst die größeren Objekte zu erwähnen, während die 

Niederländisch-Sprechenden mal größere Objekte und mal kleinere Objekte zuerst 

erwähnten. Wenn bimodale Zweisprachige die Bilder auf Niederländisch beschrieben, 

erwähnten sie häufiger zuerst größere Objekte als die Niederländisch-Sprechenden. Bei 

der Beschreibung der Bilder in NGT erwähnten sie jedoch stets zuerst größere Objekte 

ebenso wie die NGT-Gebärdenden. So zeigte ich für bimodale Zweisprachige, dass die 
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Reihenfolge in der Gebärdensprache die Lautsprache beeinflusst, aber es gab keinen 

Einfluss der Lautsprache auf die Gebärdensprache. 

Als nächstes habe ich mir auch die Augenbewegungen angesehen. Im Detail 

konzentrierte ich mich diesmal nur auf das Bild, das die Teilnehmer beschreiben 

mussten, und verglich die Augenbewegungen zu dem kleineren und dem größeren 

Objekt. Ich hatte erwartet, dass die Teilnehmer am meisten auf das Objekt schauen 

würden, das sie zuerst beschreiben würden, egal ob dies groß oder klein wäre. 

Ich fand heraus, dass NGT-Gebärdende größere Objekte nicht nur häufiger zuerst 

erwähnen, sondern sie auch häufiger ansehen als Niederländisch-Sprechende. Die 

bimodalen Zweisprachigen erwähnten nicht nur zuerst größere Objekte als 

Niederländisch-Sprechende beim Sprechen, sondern schenkten auch größeren 

Objekten mehr Aufmerksamkeit, wenn sie sich darauf vorbereiteten zuerst über das 

größere Objekt zu sprechen. Während der Vorbereitung NGT zu gebärden 

unterschieden sich die Augenbewegungen der bimodalen Zweisprachigen jedoch nicht 

von denen der gehörlosen NGT-Gebärdenden. Dies alles bedeutet, dass ich in diesem 

Kapitel einen Einfluss von Gebärdensprache zu Lautsprache gefunden habe, aber im 

Gegensatz zu Kapitel 3, nicht von Lautsprache zu Gebärdensprache. Sprachliche 

Andersartigkeit kann also wechselseitige Einflüsse hindern. 

Zusammenfassend habe ich in diesen vier Studien gezeigt, dass Sprachvielfalt in der 

Modalität (vokal versus visuell) dazu führt, dass Niederländisch-Sprechende und NGT-

Gebärdende die Welt unterschiedlich betrachten. Ich habe auch gezeigt, dass 

Zweisprachige, die sowohl eine Laut- als auch eine Gebärdensprache beherrschen, 

beide Sprachen anders verwenden als die einsprachigen Niederländisch-Sprechenden 

und NGT-Gebärdenden. Dieser Umstand bringt sie dazu , die Welt bereits während der 

Vorbereitung auf das Sprechen oder Gebärden mit anderen Augen zu betrachten. 
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